THE SEWICKLEY RESIDENCE

Of J. F. Byers is handsomely and appropriately trimmed with Corbin Hardware as illustrated. This is an instance of what good taste can do in creating harmony in effect by intelligent selection.

P. & F. CORBIN
Division
THE AMERICAN HARDWARE CORPORATION
NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT

P. & F. Corbin of New York  P. & F. Corbin of Chicago  P. & F. Corbin Division, Philadelphia
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Ransome-Leach Company

Representing a New Service for Contractors and Builders

A COMBINATION of great importance to contractors and builders, marking a new era in the contractors' equipment field, has been completed in the consolidation of the Ransome Concrete Machinery Co. and the Oshkosh Manufacturing Co.

This new organization, known as the Ransome-Leach Company, through economic advantages in manufacturing and marketing, offers a service that has a far-reaching significance for both contractor and dealer—a service that has hitherto been unapproached in the contractors' equipment world.

Ransome-Leach Company

New York, N. Y.
ARE YOU ACQUAINTED
with the Universal Variety Woodworker?

The speed of this wonder-working machine is simply
marvelous. Time saved is money saved for you. Thou-
sands of contractors are coining money and establishing a
lasting millwork business with their woodworkers.

Where Are You At?
Are you trying to compete with machine labor by
hand and losing profits in big labor bills?

These machines have solved the problems of labor
shortage of many contractors.

You can use the Crescent Universal Woodworker to
do your scroll sawing, cross cutting, ripping, re-sawing,
planing, raising, grooving, disc grinding, sanding, jointing,
boring, tenoning, dadoing, knife grinding, mortising.

Where Are You At?
Are you trying to compete with machine labor by
hand and losing profits in big labor bills?

These machines have solved the problems of labor
shortage of many contractors.

You can make
A Really Practical
Carpenter’s Hand Planner

Don't buy a toy, get a real machine:
64-inch safety head, thin air hardened
steel knives, adjustable bevel fence, re-
movable steel lips, rebating arm, pedestal
that gives your feet clearance; easy to
keep clean under the machine; a practical
time-saver and money-maker. Write for

J. A. Fay & Egan Company
545-565 W. Front St., Cincinnati, O.

SUPERIOR
HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISER
and BORING MACHINE

SPEED and ACCURACY
account for the rapidly growing pop-
ularity of the Superior. This picture
shows the Style C.F., also made with-
out motor, with counter shaft on base
for belt drive. Style C.V. has vertical
motor direct-connected to bit shaft.

WRITE TODAY FOR
FREE TRIAL

Warren W. Morse, The Low-Priced
Mortiser
1309 West Lake St. Minneapolis, Minn.

CHICAGO MACHINERY EXCHANGE
- - 1215-1225 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
All of the sixteen large national army cantonment camps were built with the aid of CH&E Portable Saw Rigs. Seventy-two Portable Saw Rigs shipped to one camp job alone.

If the United States Government uses our rigs, you should feel assured that the machines are O.K. Let us mail you a special illustrated folder showing views of our machines on these large camp jobs.

DO IT TODAY!

C. H. & E. Manufacturing Co., Inc.
322 Mineral St.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Put Huther Tools on your saw rig!

They are guaranteed to do your work satisfactorily and will more than double the output of your saw rig. In order that you may prove to yourself the value of Huther tools, we will ship them to you, on ten days’ free trial at our expense.

The Huther Dado Head can be used on any ordinary saw arbor and cuts any width groove from 1/8 to 2 inches or over.

The outside cutters can be used singly, together or in connection with as many inside cutters as the cut requires.

The Huther Cutter Head is a valuable tool for jointing or sticking moldings for sash, stops, etc.

It is made of steel and can be used on any ordinary arbor. Knives adjusted to gauge by headless screws and securely fastened by hexagon bolt head.

If you are interested in making your saw rig more valuable, write for prices and catalog 34.

1101 University Ave.
Rochester, N. Y.

Greetings with Huther Tools:

Patented Nov. 29, 1892.
Feb. 19, 1910

Patented Dec. 30, 1913

SILVER'S NEW WOODWORKING MACHINES

SAW TABLES, JOINTERS, SWING SAWS, BAND SAWSTools of good honest construction, newest improvements and conveniences; patterns fresh from the designers.

Jointers, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24-in. Band Saws, 20, 26, 32, 36-in.
Swing Saws, 6, 7, 7 1/2, 8-ft.

Silver's machines are high-pressure machines. They will do your work and do it well, save you money and labor, suit you in size, and in prices, too.

Post up on these Tools. Ask for our printed matter at once.

The Silver Mfg. Co. 345 BROADWAY
SALEM, OHIO

Planing by Electricity
Ends Hard Labor

MOTOR OR BELT Driven
4 in. x x w. Weight 30 lbs. Portable.

Use the Wallace Bench Planer

"Our man is so well pleased with your Wallace Bench Planer that he tells us he would now sooner lose his job than lose the planer."—So says W. A. Hart, Lawrence, Mass.

J. D. Wallace & Co.
1405 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

Miller's Lock Mortiser

TWO MINUTES
Will cut an opening in a door for a mortise lock.

IMPROVED AND UP-TO-DATE

Sharper in any kind of wood for any size lock.

_Easy to operate, durable in construction._ Builders use it everywhere.

Sent subject to trial.

A. W. Miller Mfg. Co.
Riverside, Calif.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Our Belt Mortiser and Rebate Gauge for 75c, Postpaid
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Aviation Schools Choose No. 31

They’re Making Sawdust Fly on Battleships, too!

The above woodworker (No. 31) has recently been put aboard cars for seven aviation schools (and we have orders from these schools for 17 more!)—and five have just gone to the Navy Department for use on Battleships, with three more nearly ready to ship.

Uncle Sam Has Always Been a Keen Purchasing Agent

Skilled men are in positions of authority on the buying end—they will not take “second best,” particularly now when REAL AMERICAN EFFICIENCY is the key-note of all departments on a war footing.

If You’ve Owned and Operated a “FAMOUS” Woodworker you will once more take off your hat to Uncle Sam for his splendid judgment in selecting “FAMOUS” woodworkers—and you’ll have to hand a good long credit mark to those aviation schools for their wisdom in buying the best machine to enable them to work up lumber in a speedy and accurate manner.

The “FAMOUS” Has Enlisted to Fight Waste

It saves time—releasing men for other service. It increases accuracy—saves odds and ends of lumber—triples the value of human equation employed on building jobs—and gives good long service. Why not call “31” to YOUR colors?—now?

The Sidney Tool Co.
Sidney, Ohio

Mail the Coupon—for Facts
FAMOUS WASTE-FIGHTING FACTS ARE FREE

Gentlemen:

Send me Catalog No. 12 and Waste-Fighting Facts.

Yours truly,

Name........................................

Address.....................................
NOW IS THE TIME TO GET A
BEACH
DOUBLE ARBOR RIP AND CUT-OFF MACHINE

Get this money-maker on the job. This portable woodworker will handle all your fine sawing, as well as your dimension stuff. Either gasoline engine or electric motor drive. Has our patented rolling table, making it the most efficient machine on the market. Don't delay—make this year the most profitable and successful of your career. Write for descriptive catalogue.

BEACH MFG. CO., Montrose, Pa.

100 Lafayette St.,
NEW YORK
THE JAMES SWAN COMPANY, Seymour, Conn.

Manufacturers of all kinds of BITS, CHISELS, DRAW KNIVES, GOUGES, GIMLETS, AUGERS, NAIL SETS, SCREW DRIVERS, COUNTER-SINKS, BORING MACHINES and EXPANSIVE BITS.

Buy only Carpenters' Tools bearing the Trade Mark which stands for Quality.

Caldwell Sash Balances

For use in all classes of new work. Box frames unnecessary. Mortises cut at mill reduces cost of installing. Counterbalance sashes perfectly unaffected by atmospheric conditions. Cheapest method for modernizing old window, as alterations in sashes and frames are not necessary. Sashes should be weighed before ordering.

Write for Circular
Caldwell Mfg. Co.
2 Jones St., Rochester, N. Y.

Parks Planing Mill Combination

The most complete machine for getting out all kinds of mill work, and sold at a price which any progressive mill can afford to pay. During the season when, this machine for itself in a couple weeks.

Write for Catalog
Parks Ball Bearing Machine Co.
148 St. & C. H. & D. Rys., Cincinnati, Ohio

Awarded Medal of Honor on Mechanics' Tools at Panama-Pacific Exposition.

When writing advertisers please mention The American Builder
“AMERICAN” LABOR SAVERS
That
Save American Labor

Look at the “American” machines pictured here. Each one of them represents many man-power in productive capacity. They’re ready to go to work for you—helping you to make good the labor shortage, speed up your work, cut your costs.

The new No. 4 “American” Hoist, shown here in two styles, will fit in on almost any job, setting a pace in handling work and materials that will spell profit. It weighs 645 pounds and handles loads of 1000 pounds at 100 feet per minute. You can have it with gasoline engine, or electric motor, or arranged for belt drive.

The “American” Variety Woodworker pictured here is “the old reliable” “American” brought up to the minute in improvements. It’s a 4-man machine, combining within itself the functions of 18 distinct machines. Built for the hardest kind of service, it will set a pace on any job that means real money for its owner. Get it with built-in gasoline engine or electric motor, or belt driven.

You need these two machines—to take the place of the men you can’t get. See them at our Exhibit at the Contractors’ and Builders’ Show, Chicago, Feb. 6 to 13. Drop a postal for prices and particulars.

American Saw Mill Machinery Company
1360 Hudson Terminal
NEW YORK CITY
Have You a Starrett Combination Square?

It is the one tool every carpenter and cabinet maker should have. It helps you to do better work and faster work—it can be used as a rule, square, level, bevel, and even as a depth gage, height gage or marking gage. Isn’t that a tool worth having?

Starrett Tools

Are all accurate and well made—they will help you in laying out and measuring your work. Among the fine tools we make for carpenters you will find rules, squares, steel tapes, scratch gages, cabinet scrapers, nail sets, trammels, compasses, etc. You can see them all at any good hardware store.

Write for free catalog No. 216 describing the full line and giving prices.

The L. S. Starrett Co.
The World’s Greatest Toolmakers
Athol, Mass.
No-Rol
made square to prevent rolling away.
15c Postpaid
Points 3, 4, 5, and 7
Made in U.S.A.

Syracuse Twist Drill Co.
Syracuse, N.Y.

**INTERLOX RULE**

**ACCURACY AND CONVENIENCE**
The Interlox Rule is always ready. There is no guesswork or mistakes with this rule. It makes all the "hard to get" measurements quickly and accurately. Measurements are easy to read.

**Syracuse Twist Drill Co.**
Syracuse, N.Y.

**Sand's Aluminum Levels**
Always Tell the Truth

The standard of accuracy. And not only the most accurate—but easiest to read, even in the dark. Never rust—cannot warp, split or crack—and are easily handled.

The lightest levels made—strong and durable because the greatest strength is placed where most needed. Ask your dealer to show you these levels, and also write for our new circulars showing full size levels.

J. SAND & SONS
1023-29 Rivard Street, Detroit, Michigan

**"Grand Rapids"**
Ball Bearing
ALL STEEL
Sash Pulleys

Fasten Automatically
No Nails—No Screws
Just Bore Four Holes

The automatic saw tooth fastening feature and the simple and easily made mortise will save in labor enough to pay for the pulleys.

The bearing contains eleven 1/4-inch Solid Steel Balls running in lubricant, insuring a noiseless, easy running wheel under any load.

**NOISELESS—EVERLASTING**
Write for FREE Samples
Fifty Different Styles

Grand Rapids Hardware Co.
Manufacturers

**"YANKEE"**
Ratchet Driver No. 10

Saves Time at Every Turn

Here you have—an easy working ratchet, right hand, left hand (and rigid), a comfortable handle and withal a strong and serviceable driver.

Made in 8 lengths of blade, from 2 inch for small screws, up to 12 inch suitable for all kinds of high power house carpentering.

Your Dealer Can Supply

**LY Let us send you a "YANKEE" Tool Book.**

“Always Ready as Level or Transit”

You are always ready for either lines or levels. Change from level to transit in ten seconds. No loose parts to become lost or out of adjustment. Just the instrument for the architect or contractor. Accurate, durable, moderate-priced. Let us send you one for free ten days’ trial. No obligation. Ask for circular and trial offer.

DAVID WHITE CO., Inc.
419 E. Water St. Milwaukee, Wis.

Try It 10 Days at Our Risk

Let us prove to you at our own risk that we can save you money when we sell you as fine an instrument as our No. 416 for the price we ask. A telescope equipped with a device which makes 45 degree tilting possible in either direction. A very fine serviceable instrument at an extraordinary price.

$75.00

Ask for our complete Catalog No. 6 and for full particulars about our Free Trial Offer.

The L. Beckmann Company
500 Adams St. Toledo, Ohio

G & B TRANSIT LEVELS

Geier & Bluhm --- Troy, N.Y.

FALLING WINDOWS SMASHING GLASS POCKET FRAME SASH WEIGHTS RATCHET CORDS with AUTOMATIC SASH HOLDERS

HOISTS & ELEVATORS

Columbia Dumb-Walters Pavement or Cellar Hoists Jumper Disappearing Dumb-Walters Chain Blocks, Cranes and Trolleys

Send for Catalog
J. G. SPEIDEL Reading, Pa.

The Atlas Concrete Mixer
Made in many styles. Prices $49.00 and up. Send for Circular

“CONCRETE FACTS”

ATLAS ENGINEERING COMPANY
3009 Lisbon Avenue Milwaukee, Wis.

Sedgwick Hand-Power Dumbwaiters and Elevators
Manufactured by Specialists and guaranteed. Send for Catalog and Information.
SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS 125 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.
Try This Aloe Level
10 DAYS—FREE

Easy Monthly Payments If You Buy
Prove the superior quality of the Aloe Convertible Level by testing it out for 10 days. Use it on your every day work laying out buildings, locating foundation piers, leveling up foundations, walls and floors, aligning, shafting walls, piers, etc., for getting angles, or levels anywhere and the hundred and one other things for which you would use a level or transit. Then, if you decide to keep it, you may pay for it in easy monthly payments so small that you will scarcely feel them.

Aloe Convertible Level
is more than a mere level. It is a modified transit permitting double the range of work possible with an ordinary architect's level. Its construction is such that sights above or below the horizontal can be taken, making it the finest instrument ever offered at anywhere near the price. For taking vertical sights the instrument is provided with a special convertible bracket rigidly and permanently attached to the cross bar so eliminating the extra time that other instruments require for changing the telescope in position to take vertical readings. The telescope which is fitted with a permanent axis, rests in the bracket bearings and owing to the special constructed clips the instrument can be used for leveling while in this position if desired, although the bracket clips are easily and quickly released from the telescope axis when levels only are to be taken. The telescope is then set in its normal position in the vyes and you have overcome the old method of attaching and detaching the convertible bracket.

Your Own Time To Pay—No Interest
Remember, you are under no obligation whatever to keep the Aloe Convertible Level. We do not even ask you to promise to buy. But you owe it to yourself to see and try it. If it isn't all you expect you may return it at our expense. If you do keep it, you will find the small monthly payments easier than paying rent for an instrument—and at the end of a few months you will own it absolutely. There's no red tape about this offer—we ask no embarrassing questions—everything is confidential—we charge no interest. You have practically your own time to pay.

Mail Coupon for Descriptive Circular
It explains the Aloe Convertible Level in detail and shows how easily the man without training of the engineer or surveyor may secure the same accurate results as the expert. Send your name on coupon or postal for free copy and full particulars of our original, unique and popular selling plan;

A. S. ALOE CO., 621 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Mail Coupon NOW
A. S. ALOE COMPANY,
621 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

From Level to Transit
in a Few Seconds
By means of the patented axis (our own exclusive feature) this level can be instantly converted into a transit. No screws to adjust; accurate, reliable, durable; moderate in price.

Write for Catalog of
Convertible Levels, Drawing Materials, etc.

We have some excellent territory still open and a good agency proposition for the largest and most complete line of Order-Made

Window and Door Screens
on the market. We supply you with a complete agent's outfit, consisting of models, contract blanks, advertising matter, etc. We give exclusive agencies to ones who make good. No regular agencies established in towns less than 10,000 population. This is a splendid opportunity for Contractors, Builders and Material Dealers. Write Now.

Koless Screen Company
1858 Hastings Street. Chicago, Ill.
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I'm proud of you!

DISSTON SAWS have done more to upbuild America and America's reputation than any other brand of tools.

“Red Devil” Carpenter's Adjustable Saw Vise
Saves Your Saw — Pays for Itself
Solid steel—noiseless rubber jaw—eccentric lock. Instantly clamped anywhere or folded into tool kit. Files hand or rip saws. Sample $1.50, Style No. 1034. Tool literature free.
SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., Inc. 106 Coit St., Irvington, N. J.

“A Bit of Utility”
FORSTNER BITS are DIFFERENT from all other wood boring tools. Being guided by the outer rim they may be turned in any direction. The work is left smooth and polished.
Unequaled for Delicate Work
Practical for use as gouges or chisels, suitable for scalloping, fancy scrolls, twists, columns, newels, ribbon mouldings, mortising, etc.
Cabinet and pattern workers are enthusiastic over them. They do more work and cost no more than other bits.
The Progressive Mfg. Co.
Torrington, Conn.
**MAKE MONEY**

**AND A LOT OF IT BY**

**SURFACING FLOORS**

The "American Universal Way" you can save big money on your own work and also establish a good paying business of surfacing old floors. Write for catalog and prices.

American Surfacing Machine Co.
515 So. Cho Street
Toledo, Ohio
"The Oldest Concern in the Business"

---

**FREE to You—for 10 Days**

**The Triple “A” Spring Driven Floorsmoother**

To enable you to try our machine out and see how yourself its many superior qualities, we will send you one of our new spring driven "Triple A" floorsmothers for 10 days' free trial, freight prepaid.

Write for our catalog and full information for your own benefit.

Triple "A" Machine Co., Room 100, 4125 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill.

---

**STOP MAKING “Borderwork”**

around your baseboards—which results when you use a narrow edge roll attachment, as the work is uneven and looks different from the rest of the room when finished. Get the same uniform work right up to baseboards that you do throughout the room by using

**The Improved Type Automatic Ball-Bearing Electric Floor-Surfacing Machine**

The sanding roller is mounted so one end extends just on the side of the machine—easily adjustable to either side so that the wall all around the room can be reached... Will save its cost on one job. Write today for full particulars regarding our special trial offer.

Wayvell Chappell & Co.
356-358 W. Madison Street
Dept. D
Chicago, Illinois
Phone Franklin 4166

---

**WHY not use the particular size, shape and grade of pencil or crayon suited to your work?**

You will find it among

**Dixon’s Pencils**

Send us the name of your dealer from whom you purchase pencils and crayons together with sixteen cents (16c) in stamps and we will send our Liberal Sample assortment No. 153-J, as illustrated.

Made in Jersey City, N.J.
by the
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.
From the Raw Steel to the Finished Saw—

Every step in the manufacture is handled by men skilled in their Art. Each process is handled by experts. Every saw is carefully inspected and tested before being forwarded to the next department. When the final test and inspection has been made, Geo. H. Bishop & Co. place their seal of warranty on the saw and you have the Product of the Greatest Saw-Making Organization in the World.

The Greyhound

A saw that will run fast and cut easy. A saw finely adjusted, tough and flexible.

Good Mechanics appreciate good tools. We offer these Saws, confident that they will please you, recommend them to your fellow builders. They are a superior Saw and will serve you long and well.

We refund money if 30-day trial does not prove our guarantee.

Geo. H. Bishop & Co. Lawrenceburg, Ind.

Buy a Good Adze

One that will last you awhile and stay sharp. Cost very little more.

Tell your dealer you want a White Adze. If he hasn’t it, he will get it for you.

Send for our catalog

The L. & I. J. White Co.
10 Columbia St. Buffalo, N. Y.

VAUGHAN’S
Vanadium Nail Hammer

Vanadium is a purifier of steel. The best vanadium obtainable is used in making the Vaughan Hammer. Each hammer is tested and tempered individually. The handle is carefully shaped for the hand and has a wax hole in the end for waxing nails to be driven in hardwood. The claw of this hammer grips—it never slips.

If your dealer does not carry the Vaughan Vanadium Hammer we will send it to you prepaid. Let us have the dealer’s name, too.

Vaughan & Bushnell Manufacturing Company
2114 Carroll Avenue Chicago, Ill.
**Desco Metal Store Fronts**

**Simplified Construction**

Simplicity makes for permanence, for utility and for serviceability. It is an indication of a fully developed product, from which the unnecessary has been eliminated.

That is the idea back of Desco store front construction. Our long experience has enabled us to develop a construction that is simple in design and installation, is rich in appearance and gives perfect protection to the glass. And the price is such that it is a very profitable line for you to push.

Desco construction covers every need in store front work. If you haven't our latest line, send today.

Detroit Show Case Company
491 Fort Street, West
DETROIT MICHIGAN

---

**One-Ton with Three-Ton Efficiency**

The Martin Fifth Wheel makes possible this combination of a 1-ton Packard and a 3-ton Fruehauf trailer.

Write for further information

MARTIN ROCKING FIFTH WHEEL CO.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

---

**$3,000.00 IN ONE YEAR**

Make it paying to use Ankyra Ankor Bolts in your store. Whole new field of repair work opens up. Low costs - big profits. Send for free catalog.

Haywood Tire & Equipment Co.
151 Berkley Street
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

---

**Ankor Bolts for Grounds**

Ankor Bolts are the time cost savers for the builder when he is fastening grounds, fixtures, or some of the many other things about a building which are apt to require adjusting or replacing later on.

Not only do Ankyras save time in construction, but they save on the upkeep of a completed building. Although they are rivet-tight, never loosen and hold till the wall itself gives way, the fixtures can be removed and replaced at will. It makes no difference what the wall is made of, or whether it is hollow or solid, Ankyra-ized fixtures are secure.

We will send the Ankyra booklet and sample bolts without obligation. You have only to write.

Ankyra Manufacturing Co.
151 Berkley Street
Wayne Junction PHILADELPHIA

---

Speeding up on building work is not just a matter of more energy—it is more often a matter of doing the same work in less time.

Because of the ease with which they may be put in, Ankyra Ankor Bolts are the time cost savers for the builder when he is fastening grounds, fixtures, or some of the many other things about a building which are apt to require adjusting or replacing later on.

Not only do Ankyras save time in construction, but they save on the upkeep of a completed building. Although they are rivet-tight, never loosen and hold till the wall itself gives way, the fixtures can be removed and replaced at will. It makes no difference what the wall is made of, or whether it is hollow or solid, Ankyra-ized fixtures are secure.

We will send the Ankyra booklet and sample bolts without obligation. You have only to write.

Ankyra Manufacturing Co.
151 Berkley Street
Wayne Junction PHILADELPHIA

---
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Stanley Metal Bar Gauges

The compactness, ease of adjustment, and accuracy of graduation combine to make the metal gauge attractive for all classes of work.

Just a Few Selling Points:

Nos. 90, 97, and 197 are marking Gauges only, having but one bar. Nos. 91, 98 and 198 are Marking and Mortise Gauges having double bars.

The bars in all numbers are six and one-half inches long and graduated in sixteenths of inches for five inches.

The narrow gauging face on the metal heads is very convenient in many instances.

The roller cutters on Nos. 97, 98, 197 and 198 enable the user to scratch a fine line across the grain and over knotty places in the wood without splintering.

The rosewood head on Nos. 197 and 198 make them very attractive to many. Both sides of the head are protected by brass face plates to prevent wear.

The metal parts of all numbers are heavily nickel plated and highly polished.

Send for Catalogue No. 34

STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN. U.S.A.
THE SATISFACTION OF OWNING A
Sargent Automatic

A good mechanic takes pleasure in his work, and the finer his tools the greater his pleasure and satisfaction.

SARGENT Automatic—Set Bench Planes are designed with scientific skill and care after years of experience in manufacturing high grade planes. All parts are finely machined and the specially designed frog eliminates the possibility of chattering and insures solidity, compactness, and simplicity.

Your dealer will show you the Sargent line, or we will send, on request, our full descriptive catalogue.

SARGENT & COMPANY
51 Water Street
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

Make Your Basements WATER TIGHT
by using Bitu-Mortar Waterproofing Compound. Liquid, for waterproofing cement coatings—powder for waterproofing mass concrete—damp-proofing, for interior surfaces of masonry walls. Inexpensive and everlasting. Write for our catalog.

The Bitu-Mortar Waterproofing Co., Inc.

Make Your Basements WATER TIGHT

Pays for itself on the First Job

The Pearson Automatic Shingle Nailer

Do your nailing fast—faster than ever before. You can use this Pearson’s Nailer on any pitch roof. Wear mittens, gloves, etc. This “Hand Nailer” is the only Nailer—throw nails to by the handful—then start nailing. Nails easily driven through tin or quite heavy sheet iron.

These nailers are made in two sizes—The BLUE Nailer for 3d, common No. 14 gauge wire nails. The regular price is $7.00 but if you order from this ad, we will send it prepaid parcel post for $5.00. This offer is liable to be withdrawn, so act now.

PEARSON MFG. CO. - ROBBINSDALE, MINN.
Lost Opportunities of Business

A golden opportunity to increase your profits and prestige slips through your fingers every time a building burns in your community which might have been saved had you installed in it.

Richards-Wilcox
Automatic Fire Door Hardware

Inspected and labeled under the direction of the Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc.

Garages, machine shops, foundries, boiler works, department stores, mills, office buildings, schools, factories—buildings of any character where dividing walls leave doorway openings, offer you an opportunity to sell Richards-Wilcox Automatic Fire Door Hardware. The R-W line of Fire Door Hardware is the most complete manufactured.

Write for illustrated catalog “Richards-Wilcox Fire Door Hardware” Sent without obligation

The “Shelby CHIEF” Floor Hinge

WITH IMPROVED PIVOT AND SOCKET

The installation of the Shelby Chief greatly simplified. Mortising for pivot and socket entirely eliminated. To install bore a 1 ½-inch hole ½-inch deep in top jamb for rim of pivot and 4 ¼-inch in top of door for socket. Secure with wood screws, allowing the thickness of metal of socket for clearance between door and top jamb. Insist upon having genuine Shelby Chief Hinges.

THE SHELBY SPRING HINGE CO.

IF YOU DO NOT FIND WHAT YOU WANT in the AMERICAN BUILDER, write us and we will try to get it for you.

Wind-Proof—Rain-Proof—Rot-Proof

Chief Galvanized Iron Barn Bats


SHRAUGER & JOHNSON

430 Walnut St. Atlantic, Iowa

Anchor Blocks

YOUR LOGICAL BUILDING UNIT

Conforms

Any Size

Keeps Out Front and Walls Made by the Wet Process Anchor Automatic Tamping. Built to fit any block machine. Write for Big Catalog and Special Offer to Contractors & Lumber Dealers

ANCHOR CONCRETE STONE CO.

ROCK RAPIDS, IA.
Make it easy for the women

"Mother and the girls" in most every automobile-owning family drive the car nowadays—at all times of day and in the evening, to do errands, shop, meet trains or for pleasure purposes. Make it easy for the women folks to open and shut up the garage by putting in doors equipped with Topping Hangers.

Women like them

Topping Doors open and shut easily—noiselessly—they roll smoothly on the track—automatically lock when open—or closed—they fold back compactly against the garage when open and do not take up needed space inside. The Topping Garage Door Hanger is extremely simple in design—cannot get out of order. It is well made and good for many years of hard service.

Send for Our Catalog for Full Details

Safety Door Hanger Co.
309 Topping Bldg. Ashland, Ohio

**McKinney Wrought Steel Half-Mortise Butts**

No. 2745

In hanging doors with these half-mortise butts the jamb only is mortised, as the ornamental beveled-edge leaf of the butt is attached to the surface of the door. This saving in time and labor appeals strongly to every contractor and builder.

The rich finish and beauty of design of this half-mortise butt insures perfect harmony with the finest finishing hardware. It can be made reversible for use on either right or left hand doors by simply unscrewing the slotted tip at the bottom of the butt, reversing the pin and inserting the tip in the opposite end.

When it comes to hanging doors, whether in cottage or skyscraper, you can depend upon McKinney Wrought Steel Butts giving lasting satisfaction. Send now for Builders' Catalog "A-11." Every architect, contractor and builder should have a copy.

**McKinney Manufacturing Co.**

Pittsburgh, Penna.
That Carborundum Niagara Grinder Puts New Life Into Any Edge Tools—

My plane bit for instance was way off—needed grinding. On one corner of my work bench is the ever handy Carborundum Niagara Grinder. A few turns and the bit is sharp—you never saw a wheel that cuts so clean and quick as that Carborundum Wheel. Every Niagara Grinder has one. Then a couple of rubs on a Carborundum sharpening stone and my plane bit has a keen, smooth edge that will stand up on the job. That Carborundum Niagara Grinder is a dandy tool. Easy and smooth running—well made—durable—every one of you fellows should have one.

Ask your hardware dealer. Send for the Carborundum catalog.

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY, NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

---

Sterling

Superior Leg Construction

The leg is the most important part of any barrow. On it depends the rigidity of the entire construction. The Sterling leg gear always remains rigid, because all of the braces are riveted, and it is constructed of channel which snugly fits the handle. The foot-rest is bent into a broad square bearing surface and is equipped with steel shoes.

THE RIVETED LEG
Is just one of many Sterling improvements

Write for the Sterling Barrow Catalogue

Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

---

When writing advertisers please mention the American Builder
Labor is Scarce!

Make quick work of your sidewalk light installation by using American 3-Way factory finished SLABS FORMS, staging, high-priced cement finishers and the attendant muss and trouble is eliminated when American 3-Way Factory Finished Sidewalk Light Slabs are used. You merely take the slab out of the crate, slip it into its seat in the sidewalk and caulk the joint. All our lenses are made of specially annealed LAZALITE GLASS with plastic malleable coating on side walls to take care of expansion.

We have several shapes and sizes based on the 3-Way principle.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE 16-L

American 3-Way Prism Company
Manufacturers of Prism Products, Sidewalk Doors, Coal Hole Covers
Main Office and Factory: LA PORTE, IND.
Branch Office and Factory: Spring and Wooster Sts., New York, N. Y.

Improved Fireplace DAMPERS

Stover Dampers make the building of fireplaces easy. The labor saved by their use reduces the cost considerably.

Catalog 1590-X describes these and other new style dampers in detail, gives valuable suggestions as to fireplace construction and shows a large assortment of other fireplace fixtures.

If you build fireplaces, send for this catalog. It's free.

We manufacture builders' and household hardware, windmills, feed mills, gasoline engines.

Stover Mfg. & Engine Co.
725 East Street
Freeport, Illinois

STOEVER MFG. & ENGINE CO., 725 East St., Freeport, Ill.
Send us Catalog 1590-X.
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The Kent Mortar Mixer

A first-rate machine for the big building contractor. One laborer and the Kent will keep from 30 to 65 masons busy.

The Kent is speedy and thorough. It does not get out of order. It is built especially for mortar mixing and does its work well. In bidding on work, the Kent owner has a marked advantage over the contractor still mixing mortar by the labor wasting hand method. We can ship the day order is received.

Write for descriptive circular and prices.

THE KENT MACHINE CO.
KENT, OHIO

Tile-Makers Are Getting Ready for Spring Business

Spring is the big buying season for drain tile; this year it will be two or three times bigger than usual. At present there are not nearly enough tile plants to take care of business. This opens up valuable opportunities for building contractors to develop a big, profitable business in connection with or in addition to, their regular line.

To secure a big spring business early action is necessary. Equipment must be selected and installed, manufacturing perfected, and a stock made up ready for immediate sale. Right now you should enlist our cooperation.

Success depends on the quality of product manufactured, which in turn depends on the machine. The "DUNN" is the time-tested and standard Tile Machine sold on a strict guarantee to satisfy, and on 15 days' trial. Triple-duty packer head, waist-high table, 1, 2 and 3-man operation, high speed production, and completely housed working parts, adaptability to make varying sized tile—all are distinctively Dunn features.

Investigate the tile business and Dunn Machines by requesting the book "Cement Drain Tile". Sent free.

Make Sewer Pipe

For the larger sizes of drain tile, and sewer pipe up to 36 inches diameter, Dunn Pipe Molds are practical, efficient and economical. No tamping or other difficult work; simply pour a wet mixture into the molds, and leave until set. Ample provision for reinforcing when desired. All sizes from 6 to 36 inches diameter. Complete descriptions in Bulletin No. 7.

415 24th St.
Holland, Mich.
War Department Places Record Orders For

"BOSS"

HIGH SPEED

Equipment

OVER 100

"HIGH SPEED" "HEAVY DUTY"

"BOSS"

CONTRACTORS' HOISTS

Ordered for USE IN FRANCE

OVER 100

"High Speed" Mixers

Ordered for Cantonments and Fortifications. Used at—

- Fort Bliss, Okla., by Selden J. Scott, Constr.
- Camp Pike, Ark., by Jas. Stewart & Co.
- Mineola Aviation Field, N. Y., by Clough-Bourne Corp., N. Y.
- Camp Mills, N. Y., by Clough-Bourne Corp., N. Y.
- Pelham Air Naval Camp, N. Y., by Henry Steel, Inc., N. Y.
- Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., by Snare & Triest Co., N. Y.

Also on harbor fortifications New Orleans, Cleveland, Boston, Charleston.

"BUILT OF STEEL"

Equipment for Contractors—With Hyatt Self-Oiling Roller Bearings and Proven Most Successful in Years

For All Jobs. All improvements. High Speed Mixers in all used sizes, 4 to 22-ft. capacities. Steel Mixing and Discharge Action. Side or End Discharge. Mix Mortar and Plaster as well as Concrete. More than 4,000 in use. Sold on "Money Back" Guarantee—Cash or Easy Payments.

Write, Wire or Phone Nearest Branch


FASTEST SELLING LINE

of Equipment on the Market Today

Safest to Buy Easiest to Sell

THE AMERICAN CEMENT MACHINE CO., Inc., Keokuk, Iowa

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
The swing frame of which operates by means of a foot lever for cross cutting, leaving the operator's hands free—permits the use of saws up to 20 inches.

The swing frame may be locked in stationery position for ripping, grooving, rabbeting or grinding. The table is adjustable for any depth required. Our Universal Tool Unit may be added to the Swing Unit at any time—by doing this you have the Knickerbocker Multiple Unit Woodworker.

The Knickerbocker Company
Woodworkers, Concrete Mixers,
Mortar Mixers, Hoists and Pumps
525 Liberty St.  Jackson, Michigan

The Whirlwind Way Makes Mixing Pay
Saves its cost on every job. Capacity about 8 cubic ft. Mixes a batch in a minute. Does perfect work, wet or dry, emulsion, clean or charcoal. Direct to forms, cures or sets in the wheeling and handling. Absolutely guaranteed to save your money back. Reference any La Crosse bank or Dun Agency. Write for circular or order direct from this ad. and avoid delays.

The Little Whirlwind Mixer Co.
412 Gould Street
La Crosse, Wisconsin

C. G. HUSSEY & CO.
Pittsburgh, Penna.
MANUFACTURERS OF COPPER
In Sheets, Plates, Rolls
CORKUGATED COPPER CONDUCTOR PIPE

Copper Nails, Copper Rivets, Conductor Pipe, Elaves Tramata, Elbows, Shoes, Mitres, Soldering Copper, Gaskets, Etc.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
Koehring Machine Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Gentleman—Please send me full information about the Big Value Dandie Mixers, and your new Dandie Catalog. Also, if you have any more information about items marked with an X below.

- [ ] Bar Benders
- [ ] Bar Cutters

Name: 
Address: 
City: __________________________ State: __________________________

Volume Production—Standardized Quality Gets the Price Down

Make no mistake about this—that the Dandie Mixer is not the cheapest priced Mixer—it is the best light mixer ever built, and quality considered it is remarkably low in price. It is the big record-making value in the light mixer field. If there is a chance that you will get a mixer this year, send back the coupon at the top of this page today—without delay.

Not Built to Sell Cheap, But Built to Stand Up to the Job

Too many light mixers have been built to sell at the bottom price, but this mixer first of all is designed and built to stand the service.

The price is low for the quality only because Dandie Mixers in 5 and 10 cu. ft. sizes only, are built in great quantities. Every part is standardized, and is made by the most modern of cost-cutting machines. Volume production in the plant of the largest manufacturers of concrete mixers in the world keeps down the price and keeps quality up.

Remember this—that there is no other light mixer so well built as the Dandie—you can’t find equal quality in strength of construction and speed of operation in another light mixer.

Big contractors who need light mixers for general help-out work are using Dandie Mixers sometimes in batteries. Small contractor who need extra strong, easily portable mixers are the big buyers of the Dandie.

Dandie spells Big Value. Send back the coupon for special Dandie catalog, get the price and judge for yourself.

Dandie Mixers

5 and 10 cu. ft. capacities. May be equipped with low charging platform; power loading skip, batch hopper, automatic measuring tank, and light duty hoist.

Send back the coupon today

Koehring Machine Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
Contractors all over the country have found that "The Standard" Low-Charging Mixer actually reduces concrete costs one-third.

Our latest catalogue (just off the press) is full of interesting pictures and data. Write to our nearest office today for your copy.

Ask for Catalogue No. 44

The Standard Scale & Supply Co.

PITTSBURGH
1431 Liberty Avenue
CHICAGO
163 N. May Street

NEW YORK
145 Chambers Street
Cleveland
1547 Columbus Road

PHILADELPHIA
523 Arch Street
BALTIMORE
409 N. Gay Street

Wonder Junior Mixer is our Special for Builders—has all the profitable features of the larger sizes with particular adaptations to your needs and at price you can afford. 3 to 4 cu. ft. per batch. Fast, thorough mix, dependable power, durable, easily cleaned. Get the real facts of WONDER superiority—the big reason leading contractors standardize upon it, viz., greatest value per dollar of investment—before deciding on any mixer.

Waterloo Cement Machinery Corporation, 103 Vinton Street, Waterloo, Iowa

Mixers
Pavers
Hoists
Pumps
Backfillers

New York
Philadelphia
Chicago
Kansas City
San Francisco

Always on the Job—

LITTLE "DEVIL" MIXER
A Bigger, Better Mixer for the Same Money

Capacity 8 cubic feet of loose material. Low Charging—End Discharge—May be used for Paving, Grouting Brick Pavements, Foundations, Sidewalks and will mix and place concrete quicker and at less labor cost than any mixer on the market. Write today for catalogue, prices and terms.

Chicago Builders' Specialties Co.

1461 Lumber Exchange Bldg., 9 So. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill.

Capacity—Economy

The Frank, low price mixer will produce a full batch a minute. The mixing is always in plain sight and the machine is simple, nothing to get out of order.

Sold in 3, 5 and 7 foot sizes.

Every mixer guaranteed.

INVESTIGATE TODAY

Frank Mfg. Co.

241 Century Bldg.
DES MOINES, IOWA

Inside View, Showing Door for Unloading
Don’t Tie Up Your Money in a Mixer That Mixes Only Concrete—Get Three Mixers in One

Concrete Mortar Plaster

Made in 3-5-7-9-14 Cu. Ft. Capacities

Blystone Batch Mixer

What Others Say

Concrete
We own and operate a line of grain elevators in Nebraska and Kansas and do our own building and repairing in which we use considerable concrete, consequently our need of a good concrete mixer. We have tried several mixers, but to date have been quite satisfied with the Blystone. Whether the aggregates are fine or coarse, or the mixture rich or poor, wet or dry we get a thorough mix in an incredibly short time. No matter what the requirements are “The six iron men” do the business with no trouble and very little power behind them.

DUFF GRAIN COMPANY, Nebraska City, Neb.

Mortar
We have used the Blystone mixer for three years or more and we have found it one of the best mixers we have ever used for the purposes for which it can be used. As a mortar mixer it is hard to beat.

THE CLEMMER & JOHNSON CO., General Contractors, Hicksville, Ohio.

Plaster
We purchased our first Blystone mixer three years ago and have purchased three since then. We use them eight hours every day.
We have never had any repairing to do since we got these mixers. This is the most important feature. We have heard plaster contractors say that they would not be bothered with mixers. These same two concerns are now using Blystone mixers today, just through our recommendation.

DOUGHERTY & BRENNAN, Plaster Contractors, Youngstown, Ohio.

You jump from economy right into extravagance when you mix concrete by machine, and mortar and plaster by hand. Get a Blystone and mix them all by machine. You will get a better mix—save a lot of money on the mixing and have a mixer that you can keep busy nearly all the time.

Bear in Mind These Mechanical Advantages of the Blystone

The drum is wide open so you can be sure the mix is right and so you can clean the mixer as easily as a pail. The Blystone is filled while in motion—and discharged while in motion. The most thorough mixing possible—material is shoveled, stirred and troweled 44 times a minute from one end of the drum to the other. The Blystone is simplicity itself—no unnecessary parts to cost you worry, labor and repairs. Blystone simplicity, efficiency, durability and flexibility means greater satisfaction, better work and more profit.

Let us send you the latest Blystone Catalog showing the complete line of mixers for the contractor who does concrete, mortar and plaster work.

Blystone Manufacturing Co.

1017 Carpenter St.,
Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Enlist the Austin Drum Mixer into your service

Are you thinking of buying a Mixer? Your best move is to investigate the Austin Drum Mixer. It is designed to fit your needs. The AUSTIN DRUM MIXER means more and better concrete at less expense.

“BUILT BY MEN WHO KNOW HOW”

Four Big Features

1. Wide loader and opening into drum permit fast charging without clogging.
2. Design for mixing blades is such that the mix is carried over on discharging chute, allowing very rapid discharge, either entire batch or part.
3. 4-6 H.P. hooper coated gasoline engine, or steam or electric power. Twenty gallon steel water tank and steel engine housing.
4. One position control. Capacity 60 to 80 cubic yards per day.

Write for catalog 7-D

F. C. Austin Co., Inc.
formerly
Municipal Austin Co., Inc.
Main Office: Railway Exchange Bldg., Chicago
New York Office
30 Church Street
New York, N. Y.
San Francisco
Telephone: "Main 1127"

Factory: Austin, Illinois

Noah B. S. R. B.

Republic has Larger Capacity

This Light-Weight
Republic
Has Larger Capacity
Power Loaders
or Low Platforms
Most mixers have an excess of weight that serves no other purpose than to increase the cost. New improvements and inventions enable us to make this sack size Republic lighter with more capacity and at a greatly reduced price. Republic mixers are of high quality, dependable construction, and are more economical. Write for particulars.

REPUBLIC IRON WORKS, Box 445, Tecumseh, Mich.

ROAD BUILDERS’ EQUIPMENT

Write for Engineering Bulletin No.
36. Steel Form for Culverts, Tiles and Sewers. Engines, Holsters, Concrete Mixers, and Pavers.

NORTHERN TERRITORY STEEL & IRON WORKS
22 East 39th St., New York City

agents in every large city

When writing advertisers please mention the American Builder
Right now, when price "boosting" is an everyday occurrence, it will be refreshing to read about a "LOWER" price.

What is more to the point is this: this "lower" price is for a NEW type of mixer—the 7-S Smith-Chicago Mixer, equipped with the Smith Under-Slung Chain Drive.

Do you get the full significance of the Smith Under-Slung Chain Drive? Instead of the chain passing around the drum, it goes under it.

The S-7 Smith-Chicago Mixer with the Smith Under-Slung Chain Drive is peculiarly adapted to highway work. Its use means Dollars in your pocket when building bridges, culverts, approaches, etc. MAIL THE COUPON.

THE T. L. SMITH CO.
3123-J Hadley St., MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

MAILING COUPON
Send me, without obligation on my part, copy of your

FOLDER NO. 164-J
describing your new 7-S Smith-Chicago Mixer with the UNDER-SLUNG CHAIN DRIVE.

Name.
St. No.
City.
State.
Bid on the Whole Job—Make Extra Money on Foundations

Why be satisfied with part of the job? There's a lot of extra profits in foundations, walks, floors, etc., to be made by any carpenter-builder equipped with a Sheldon Batch Mixer. It's small, compact, easy to move, sturdy and efficient — will work one man or six. Does little jobs cheaply and makes a profit where no other will. Mixes mortar and plaster, too, if you wish. Here's the biggest little helper to extra profits you ever saw and at a price that any carpenter can afford to pay!

Sheldon Concrete Mixer $25.50
BIG WORKER—LITTLE PRICE

Sheldon machines are rapidly supplanting big, costly-to-buy and expensive-to-run all-steel machines, because they do the work of a $200 or $300 mixer and cost only a fraction as much to buy and use.

Or Build One Yourself For As Low As $11.50

Get into this game at once if you're not in it now. Get still bigger profits if you're already in it. You can do either if you have one of these efficient helpers.

We have a wide assortment of sizes and styles up to a No. 8-X Power Machine on Trucks at $110, including 2 horsepower engine.

But you can get a real Sheldon Mixer for as low as $11.50, by buying all the iron parts of us and using your own drum (an oak barrel is fine) and making your own frame of 2x6 lumber from our free blue print plans and full instructions.

These plans show in minute detail just how to cut and bore every piece of lumber for the frame, thus assuring a smoothly running machine.

Or, we'll sell you the iron parts and our ready-cut frame lumber at $16.50 up.

Send to-day for our Catalog, fully illustrated in colors, showing every possible combination and quoting prices to fit every purse. It's free. Write to-day and you'll have time to get your machine for the SPRING work.

SHELDON MFG. CO., 2003 Nehawka, Neb.

ARTISTIC HOMES

A book of 280 (8 x 11 inch) pages showing perspective views and floor plans of 250 artistic modern homes. A large variety of designs are given so as to meet the taste of the majority of home builders. There are artistic houses for people of moderate means and others for the more wealthy, but in every case the design is made with reference to comfort and economy.

Every design shown has been made by best architects in the world, who have made a study of home architecture and that alone.

Price $1.00 Postpaid

American Builder
1827 to 1833 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Contractors:

GENTLEMEN:—Uncle Sam's big war preparations have led you and every progressive contractor to consider his Mixer problems in a big and economic way.

You are keenly interested and alive to the fact that High Wages and the Scarcity of Labor Simply Compels Up-to-the-Minute Methods.

We have been making happy contractors for 35 years. We are proud of this record and we want you added to our list.

Do you come home at night with a smile?

If you are using old-fashioned methods, how can you? If you haven't any mixer at all, your condition is even worse.

Look everywhere and you will find Lansing Mixers and products—right on the job—giving reliable services—plugging away—piling up profits—making contractors happy.

Lansing Mixers are good, high-grade mixers—thoroughly reliable and money makers.

You should judge price only in its relation to quality. Remember reliable power keeps many a mixer crew at work who otherwise would be idle part of the time.

Also remember that the Lansing line embraces everything in contractors' equipment. Our 35 years of manufacturing experience peculiarly fits us to co-operate with you intelligently. Get acquainted with our Engineering Department, and put your problems up to us. Our Engineering Department is at your service without obligation. Request our 48-page mixer catalogue.

Write us today.

22 Cedar St. Lansing, Mich.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
Weather Won’t Worry Roofs of Flex-A-Tile

YOU CAN specify FLEX-A-TILE Roofings with confidence. Because FLEX-A-TILE Roofings have proved that they stand up under all wear and weather tests. FLEX-A-TILE Roofings are made of finest high-melt-point asphalt, with which thick, long-strand, strong felt is saturated. Over this, tough, rubbery gilsonite is laid, and then under tons of pressure the crushed stone surfacings are laid.

FLEX-A-TILES come in numerous different styles and combinations. There is FLEX-A-TILE Roll Roofing, as well as the economical FLEX-A-TILE Diamond Point and Rectangular Slabs. The FLEX-A-TILE Slab Style Shingles allow great economies in laying and labor. They save nails, save shipping costs, and assure a beautiful looking roof. Made for use on Homes, Churches, and all buildings that require a good looking, durable roof.

The Heppes-Nelson organization is fully at the service of any interested architect or builder. May we send you samples, prices and other complete details? It is to your advantage to specify FLEX-A-TILES, and to your clients advantage, too.

Factories: Minneapolis, Chicago and New Jersey
Department A1010 Kilbourne Ave., Chicago

FLEX-A-TILE Roll Roofing

FLEX-A-TILE Roll Shingle NO-TAR Asphalt Paint
Other Guaranteed Heppes-Nelson Products

This is a Style 4 FLEX-A-TILE SLAB
**Short Talks With Our Subscribers**

**Will Class no Industry as Non-essential**

D. R. Harry, A. Garfield, the Fuel Administrator, spoke on Dec. 12 to the War Service Conference of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, which had assembled in Washington. He referred to the so-called less-essential industries. The thought had been presented to him, he said, that it might be necessary to cut off fuel to some industries. A list had been presented to him of between 500 and 600 industries, in one of which $1,000,000,000 was represented, and which was called a "non-essential" industry.

Dr. Garfield said that he had refused to accept the responsibility for calling that or any other industry non-essential, and said that no such list would ever be published.

**Let's Build While We Fight**

A**

**American** have a habit of quitting work and crowding around when an accident occurs. The case in point is the world's "accident" in Europe. We are in danger of losing our heads and stopping work while the conflict is on. This would be a serious happening but, happily, every American can help to prevent it without adding to the noise and confusion of going to war.

The only thing necessary is to go quietly on in attending to our own business.

While our naval and military forces are hastening to the front to destroy agencies and obstacles that seek to impede our growth, it is essential that we double our constructive efforts at home.

We can create and continue to build while we fight and we ought to seize upon this advantage as the greatest opportunity created by the war.

Let useful building construction, both public and private, proceed. Production and handling of building materials and public and private construction work are fundamental industries of the country. Any tendency to suspend or postpone building projects is inconsistent with maintaining our prosperity.

The country is prosperous. Building investors should not hesitate to go ahead with their plans. Railroads should spare no effort to supply the building industry with the cars needed to transport materials. Government, state, county and municipal authorities should encourage the continuance of all kinds of building.

Road and street improvements in particular should go unabated. Bad roads and streets are factors of first importance in the present high cost of foodstuffs. Never before was the improvement of highways so essential.

Let us build while we fight!

**Editor American Builder**
Chicago "Relax" Spring Hinges are in great demand. They are substantial in construction and readily applied. The EXCLUSIVE FEATURE of spring action release, allowing the door to be placed at any desired position and automatically re-engaging when the door is closed, is of recognized merit and utility.

Send for Catalogue C32. It fully illustrates and describes the most complete line of Spring Hinges manufactured by Chicago Spring Butt Company.

Chicago Spring Butt Company.

CHICAGO           NEW YORK


Read what this Architect says about his own house, which is stained with Cabot’s Cresent Stains

"The shingles of the roof and second story are stained with your brown stain and the plaster on the outside columns with your white Waterwood Cement Stain. A number of the shingled houses in my neighborhood have been stained with creosote (7) stains manufactured by local concerns, and I must say that the creosote stains have not stood the weather, while mine has retained the essential nut-brown color which I desire.

(Signed) RUPERT D. WOOD.

Cabot’s Stains have been the standard for more than twenty-five years, and are specified by three-fourths of the architects, who know them best. Their colors are soft, rich and beautiful, and guaranteed fast. Their visibility is Cement, which thoroughly preserves the wood, and they contain no ammonia or other cheapener. Why experiment with unknown stains, when you are sure of Cabot’s?"

Cabot’s Stucco Stains are the only article cement finishes. They give soft, natural coloring effects, without covering the surface with a painty coating. They are also cheaper than coatings and easier to apply, and they stand steady, even in heat and cold.

You can get Cabot’s goods all over the country. Send for samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists

BOSTON, MASS.

1133 Broadway, N. Y.
24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago

Cabot’s Conservo Wood Preservative, Stucco Stains, Brick Stains, Damp-proofing.

BOMMER

Floor Surface Spring Hinge
Double or Single Action, Holdback, Ball Bearing. Every moving part of this hinge can be oiled from a single hole on outside of side-plate.

The most durable hinge of its type; holds the door open when swung to 90 degrees at either side

Your Hardware Merchant Can Supply Them

Bommer Bros., Manufacturers, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Worth Much to You

Morrill Saw Set

All master carpenters are using this Saw Set. In one operation it takes out the wrong set and puts in the right one.

Write for FREE booklet "Saw Points". It tells how to properly joint, set and file hand saws.

CHAS. MERRILL

94 Lafayette Street
NEW YORK

BUILDERS’ HARDWARE

Weight per set, 4 lbs.

No. 6—Builders’ Hardware Catalog sent free. On account of market conditions we are unable to issue net price list. Send us your hardware list for quotation.

We do not sell to carpenters or contractors in Cook County, Ill.

Rehm Hardware Company
1501 Blue Island Ave. Chicago, Ill.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
GWVERNMENT URGES FARM BUILDING AS WAR MEASURE

THE AMERICAN BUILDER AND ITS READERS ARE ENLISTED IN NATION-WIDE EFFORT TO FURNISH BETTER HOUSING FOR FOOD CROPS AND LIVE STOCK

By Bernard L. Johnson

Editor American Builder

HOW does the National Government regard building activity?
To what extent is it necessary business—essential to the winning of the war?

From personal investigations at Washington, we find that the Administration considers some building projects unnecessary and can well be postponed; building activity of another sort is not only approved, but is strongly urged by the Government as a war measure.

You of the building industry have no doubt noticed newspaper reports regarding the Government’s attitude toward building operations, and have been concerned over the effect this will have on your business. You have wondered just how much truth there is in these newspaper reports and rumors.

A Special Trip to Washington

We realized that the American Builder should have reliable, first-hand information covering these points. Accordingly, I went to Washington the last week in November, and was able to obtain data of the utmost importance. It is no easy matter to get the attention at this time of the President or his administrative advisers. However, going to Washington with high credentials, and with personal acquaintance with some of the government officials, I was able to secure some very satisfactory interviews and obtain the information desired.

The Council of National Defense, the Food Administration and the U. S. Department of Agriculture, all urge farm building activity. They hold that farm buildings encourage the production of live stock, lessen the waste of food crops, and if arranged and equipped in the modern way, make up for the shortage of labor by enabling one man practically to do the work of two. While the above pertains particularly to dairy barns, stock barns, granaries and crop storage buildings generally, farm house improvements are also looked upon with favor as making the farming population more contented and efficient.
The American Builder Asked to Assist

The Administration has asked us to urge building activity in the rural field. A number of big manufacturing organizations whose business has formerly been centered largely in the cities, are already turning to the country field and propose to cultivate it aggressively along the lines approved by the Federal Government.

The Administration classifies farm buildings as necessary buildings, because of their importance in the production and conservation of the nation's food. Moreover, such building work is handled by local labor, using mostly local materials which means that this building activity does not draw on the nation's mobile labor supply, and does not use freight car space. The bulky supplies for farm building work, such as lumber, clay tile, cement, brick, roofing, etc., are all carried in stock at the local lumber yard. Sand and gravel are hauled from the nearby neighborhood pit, and the few specialties that have to be brought in from outside take up comparatively little transportation space.

For these reasons, the Food Administration proposes to encourage farm building activity, and the Director of the Council of National Defense assures us that if it becomes necessary to issue any recommendations calculated to regulate the building industry, he will be careful to differentiate clearly between farm buildings, which they count as necessary, and city building projects, which are unnecessary and which require large labor force and much freight car space.

Homebuilding and Industrial Housing

Another type of building activity to which the Administration is giving preference at this time is the housing of workmen adjacent to factories handling war orders of various kinds. The director in charge of the construction and supply branch of the War Department pointed out that this housing shortage is very widely distributed. We naturally hear most about the very large factories employing thousands of men and of their urgent need of housing. There are thousands of smaller plants, he pointed out, scattered all over the country, many of them in the smaller cities and towns, which are producing supplies of various kinds required by the Government, and there is need of home building activity in the neighborhood of most of these factories.

The Administration wants to encourage building activity of this kind, realizing, however, that it must be left to private individual initiative to handle this proposition, since it is so widely distributed.

All Can Help

I found the sentiment in Washington, without a single exception, to favor building activity in the country and small town field. At the request of the Administration, the AMERICAN BUILDER is undertaking a campaign to reach every influential local builder and every retail lumber dealer, and enlist these men in the work of pushing forward farm building improvements and homebuilding or industrial housing wherever needed. We are urging the remodeling and repair of
One Million Little Jobs Are Just As Good As One Thousand Big Ones

- Concrete the Cellar
- Build on a Sun Parlor
- Build in Some Book Cases
- Build a New Garage
- Build a New Corn Crib
- Overcoat the Old House with Stucco
- Install a Chemical Closet
- Build an Implement Shed
- A New Store Front for Every Store in Town

Did It Ever Occur to You How Much Money There Is in the Drib Trade? Now Is the Time to Go After It. Repair, Remodel, Build New. Do It Now.
existing structures to preserve them and increase their utility.

We know how influential these local builders and building supply men are in determining what building projects are undertaken. Their advice is always sought by the farmer, prospective home builder, or real estate man, and they are in a position to put it up to these that now is the time to build, and that it is patriotic for them to build at this time.

The local builder knows that he can furnish the labor, and the supply man knows what materials are available, and he knows that the current prices are not so high as has been generally supposed.

As I have already mentioned, a number of prominent concerns in the building industry have already turned to the country field. More will follow, and so get in line with what the Administration wants by going after this farm building and industrial housing work. Every campaign that can be directed to this field will help the situation.

---

Is The Farmer Justified in Building Now?

No matter how you may have it doped out, read this keen analysis of the situation

By L. W. Chase

Head of Dept. of Agricultural Engineering of the University of Nebraska

Two years ago the price of dimension lumber ranged from about $25 to $27.50 per thousand. It now ranges from $35 to $40 per thousand. Brick at the former time were being sold at $9 per thousand; they are now about $11 per thousand, while hollow brick were sold then at $5 per thousand, but at present are sold at $7. In 1915 and 1916 cement was from 55 to 60 cents per sack and is now from 70 to 75 cents. At the earlier time considered here masons were getting from 70 to 75 cents an hour, while they are now getting from 80 to 85 cents; carpenters were in those days getting 50 to 55 cents, while they are now getting 65 to 75 cents. Likewise, farm labor has increased. Two years ago it was from $25 to $35 per month, and probably ranges now from $35 to $45 per month. These figures indicate quite clearly that the farmer may expect to pay fully 25 per cent more for a building than he would have paid two years ago.

With this great increase in the cost of building material, is the farmer of Nebraska warranted in going ahead and building new buildings on his land?

In answering this question, there are three points to be given consideration: The relative value of the farmer's produce now and two years ago, the relative value of the farmer's land and his labor for the periods considered, and whether the farmers will continue to receive the present prices for their output.

Along with the increase in the cost of building materials and labor there has been about the following increase in the price of farm products:

Corn, two years ago, was selling from 50 to 60 cents a bushel; it now ranges in price from $1 to $1.50. Wheat, during the earlier period, sold for 90 cents to $1.20; it now sells for $2. Hogs, at that time, brought from 8 to 10 cents; they have increased to about 15 cents, while butterfat has increased from 25 to 32 cents to, at the present time, from 45 to 50 cents per pound.

While it is seen that the cost of building has in-
In these days of labor shortage, contractors must use more machinery.

Uncle Sam has already called more than a million men into his fighting forces, and he is going to call many more. Other millions are being enlisted in special war work—such as the manufacture of guns, aeroplanes, trench masks, army boots, etc.—the work of equipping and supplying the boys who fight. Besides this, there is the immense shipbuilding program.

Yes, your Uncle Samuel can make good use of every man he can get. In view of which, it is real patriotism for builders to conserve man power in every way possible.

The productive business of the nation must be kept going. There is no thought of stopping regular industry. But every pound of human energy must be made the most of, so that the nation's business can be kept going, and at the same time these tremendous war tasks, which call for millions of men, can be put forward with our full force.

This means to conserve man power by using more machinery.

We Americans are already famous for our use of labor-saving machinery. In our shops and factories, ingenious, automatic machinery is turning out by the thousand, goods which in the old country they con-
Here is labor-saving efficiency for painters. By means of this portable air pressure equipment, one man does the work of five. Photo shows factory interior being painted white. One coat completely covers the dirty wall and ceiling surfaces. An average of 1,000 sq. ft. per hour was put on. This painting equipment is a success for outside painting also.

Time to make one at a time by hand. The machine does the work faster and better.

This same principle must now be carried over more than ever before into the building construction field. Labor-saving tools and power equipment must be used more generously than ever before.

The building trades have been drawn upon for war workers perhaps more than any other line of the industry. During the summer it was almost impossible to get carpenters or plumbers, because they were all away working on the cantonment jobs. Ten thousand building mechanics have been shipped to France to construct the ordnance base depot. The shipbuilding program was launched, and when they went to get the ship carpenters, they found that all had died off about a generation ago. So building mechanics have had to turn ship carpenters, and they are flocking to the ship yards by the thousand. Building mechanics are handy men, adapting themselves easily to almost any work. The high wages paid by the ammunition factories have lured many away from the building field. And lastly, the soldier boys themselves have been recruited to an extent that no one realizes, from the younger carpenters, masons, cement workers, and other building mechanics.

The result is a decided shortage in the labor market; also wages have gone up. Labor is higher priced than ever before.

The entire situation urges a greater use of power machinery on the job, of labor-saving tools and other contractors' equipment.

Luckily, power equipment for builders has been so improved and perfected that there is a size and a style suited to every possible requirement. The builder who employs only two or three men, can find a small concrete mixer of just the handy size to do his work. The power rig saw has paid out big on the smaller class of work, as...
Folding scaffold brackets saved the Government $4,360 in the construction of the Aviation Cantonment at Dayton, Ohio. Wooden staging would have cost $5,500, whereas the net cost of the steel brackets was only $1,140. For time-saving, labor-saving, material-saving and money-saving, the Government contractors use scaffold brackets.

The Bell Construction Co., putting in a 7-foot storm sewer at Lexington, Ky., found a great saving by moving their special light mixer with end discharge right up to the forms. They much prefer this to wheeling the wet concrete.

Concrete mixers have been perfected for builders' use. Note how convenient this loading platform is for charging the mixer by wheelbarrow. The mixer is often placed to discharge directly into the forms.
Rapid work building swimming pools for the Chicago West Park Commissioners. Materials for the concrete were delivered in motor trucks to the most convenient locations surrounding the pools. Mixing was done by one-third cubic yard mixer, whose portability permitted it to be moved along easily as the work progressed, thus reducing the wheeling of materials and mixed concrete to the minimum.

well as the large. Derricks and hoists, trench pumps, scaffold brackets, mortising machines, motor trucks, automobile trailers—all have their special utility in the present situation.

The machines do the work faster and better. They are dependable; they don't quit the job to get bigger wages. They make a builder or contractor more independent, and also they advertise his business.

The building that is wanted this year is wanted in a hurry. Equip for it. You will find it hard to get help, so use more machinery.

Incidentally it is interesting to learn how many carpenters have

H. V. Demarest, Nyack, N. Y., saves time and labor, and makes money, using an electric power floor surfacer. One man and this machine surfaced a set of floors at a total cost of $45.30, that would have cost for hand scraping at least $475.00. Figure the gain yourself.

H. E. Bowers, Buffalo, N. Y., loads his ladders, staging and tools into his trailer; puts his men into his light car, and loses no time in getting onto the job.
An emergency hoist to save labor. The motor truck has the hoisting cable tied to its rear axle. Quarter ton loads of concrete were successfully hoisted about 35 feet in the erection of this bank building at Grass Valley, Calif. The nearest hoisting engine was 175 miles away, at Oakland. The motor truck did the work at a fraction of the expense of shipping the hoist in.

Reversible hoist used to great advantage by Contractor G. L. Smith, Waterloo, la., in constructing large brick chimney.

Business comes to the man who is prepared to handle it. Most successful general contractors and builders started as carpenters and worked up. The generous use of labor-saving equipment has been the big factor in their success.

Now is the time more than ever before, to equip in every way that will save labor.
Industrial Housing Problems—PART I

By Leslie H. Allen

Of the Aberthaw Construction Co.

It is reported from Bucyrus, Ohio, that one manufacturing concern recently brought 150 employees to the city by great effort; after a few days thirty remained, the other 120 left, having failed to secure comfortable homes.

In Derby, Conn., one company was compelled to sub-let to out-of-town concerns over $800,000 of work, which could easily have been done in the city if it had been possible to bring more mechanics to the city and house them.

Six cement companies, who recently analyzed their labor turnover for a period of three years, report an average of 103 per cent per annum. A prominent public service corporation near Philadelphia confessed recently to a labor turnover of 1100 per cent, and, although this is exceptional, a turnover per annum of 400 per cent is not uncommon.

These cases are typical of widespread conditions. During the past two or three years employers of labor in all of our big industrial centers have experienced such great difficulty in getting and keeping employees that much attention has been focused upon the employment situation. The results of many investigations have shown that one of the prime causes for the shifting population and large labor turnover of many industrial plants is the utterly inadequate housing accommodations available for the industrial worker.

In years gone by, wages were low and the cost of turnover was hardly considered, for there was always a long line of new men waiting for a job, and, because of this excess of supply of men over demand, a man was not so ready to throw up his job and seek another. He would put up with poor housing conditions for the sake of having any job at all. But in the present labor situation, with demand far exceeding the supply, the workman will no longer be content with the disgraceful housing conditions he has had to put up with. He rightly objects to sleeping six or eight in a room big enough for two; turning out of his bed in the morning just in time for the night-shift man to take his place; and as fast as manufacturers bid for his services by putting up decent houses (as many are now doing), he is going to leave the old insanitary over-crowded centers to go to the new villages where he can live decently and comfortably with his wife and family.

The Effect of Present Crisis

Very little is being done at the present time to...
remedy this state of affairs owing to the fact that the present abnormal prices of labor and building materials have shut off the supply of houses. Heretofore the demand for houses has been supplied by the speculative builder and the real estate operator. But at the present time he can no longer afford to build—in many cities he cannot get construction loans, and even if he does he cannot hope to sell in the open market at present prices and cannot be sure of any return on his money by renting, having in mind a possible trade depression during the reconstruction period which will come at the end of the war, so that, while the demand for better houses continues, the supply is getting less and less. In view of the probability that the labor situation will not change for four or five years after the close of the war, the manufacturer is faced with the very serious problem of how best to compete in the labor market for his needs, with the knowledge that housing is an important factor in which he will get no help from local investors as in former years.

He has long felt that the housing problem is one to which he ought to give serious attention. He has disliked doing so, and for good reason, but the present crisis is forcing upon him the conviction that he has got to tackle it, and that in the future he ought to control it.

The Effect of Bad Housing on Industry

Apart from any consideration of this subject from the humanitarian or sentimental side, the industrial employer is beginning to realize the tremendous importance of these conditions in their relation to production.

He is finding out that men who are housed in unhygienic and unsanitary dwellings are not so healthy, not so efficient, lose more time through sickness and are more stupid and troublesome in the plant.

Statistics computed in Chicago and elsewhere have proved conclusively that the areas having maximum density of population coincide with those having the highest percentage of tuberculosis and other contagious diseases, crime and social evil.

The output of a plant is seriously affected by the prevalence of sickness which is so often caused by the unsanitary surroundings of the workman's house and the overcrowding inside. With open privies or cesspools in the back yards, and wells within twenty feet, typhoid is an ever imminent danger; with overcrowding and lack of opportunity for personal cleanliness, tuberculosis and other diseases flourish; these reduce the regularity of the men's attendance at work and the production of the plant.

We are at last beginning to realize that people who live in pig-sties are likely to be and to act like pigs. If we want respectable and intelligent men and women to work for us in our plants, we must see that they have decent, healthy and comfortable homes.

The interest of the employer in the health of the employee is being shown in better sanitary accommodations in the factory, the provision of drinking water fountains, shower baths, rest rooms and hospitals, and in recreation parks and club rooms, athletic associations, etc., and in some cases in the sale of wholesome food for the workers to eat during their dinner hour. And in so doing he has recognized the importance to his plant of happy, healthy employees. The provision of decent houses for them is but a short step further.

The human tool is not unlike the machine tool in this respect—that the better it is housed and cared for the greater will be its efficiency and its output.

And so it is that we find in city after city and in many rural communities industrial plants are putting out large sums of money in building model villages or model homes for their working people. It is being recognized that in order to secure good workmen and hold them it is necessary not only to provide work for them to do, but to provide good houses for them to live in. It is no longer safe or good policy to leave this matter to chance or to the irresponsible real estate speculator.

In February last the writer was discussing this matter with
build a large plant and find houses springing up all around it without any effort of his. The workers are the motive power of any factory plant, and the employer who builds a new plant today without building houses near by finds himself like a locomotive without fuel. Even in large cities such as Bridgeport, Akron, and many others, the manufacturers themselves have had to combine to raise the necessary capital to take care of and remedy the housing situation.

It is not absolutely necessary that the manufacturer or corporation should conduct real estate and building operations in their own name. It is easy to organize a separate corporation with a separate board of directors to carry out such work. Sometimes, when civic spirit runs high, other citizens or financiers in the town or village can be interested to a certain extent. But at the present time, when houses do not appear to be a remunerative investment, it is not likely that they can be induced to share the risk of such an investment. The employer, however, has got to build to hold his men, and if he cannot do so at a fair profit it is wise to write off a portion of the sum invested as a charge against operating expenses, the amount written off

a textile manufacturer who said there might be some point in what was said, but he did not feel it was important enough in his plant, as the supply of houses took care of the demand. In September the writer saw him again. Fifteen per cent of his machinery was idle because his help would not stay. He stated that the cost of the houses he should have built in the spring would all have been returned to him in the profits on the output of his idle machinery.

The Employer’s Responsibility

Many experts think that it is undesirable for the manufacturing corporation itself to own houses and sell or rent them to the worker, if this can be properly taken care of by other parties. In spite of this, many corporations have been doing this successfully and maintaining harmonious relations with their work people. At the present time, with prices of building work at their present level, the employer is being forced into this field. No longer can a manufacturer
being considered as a part of the cost of securing the men needed to operate the plant.

The question may arise as to whether it is best to pay a low wage and bear part of the employer’s housing expense as is usually done in rural communities or pay a high wage and let the employee pay the full cost of his housing, but the answer to this problem does not fall within the scope of this article and cannot be discussed here.

The manufacturer locating a new plant is faced with the fact that the factors which reduce the price of land must be paid for by increased expenditure in other directions, one important item of expense being the cost of attracting help from distant labor markets. In many cases the amount sunk in housing without financial return may properly be charged against the low price of the land.

Mr. C. L. Close, manager of the Safety, Relief, Sanitation and Welfare Department of the United States Steel Corporation, has said in a recent article:

"The housing of employees requires the expenditure of large sums of money. That money must be taken out of the business. As part of the capital of the enterprise it must yield returns to those who have invested it. But money invested on building houses for employees will not bring any such return as money employed in the manufacture and sale of products of industry. Therefore a board of directors is compelled seriously to consider how far it can properly withdraw capital for the construction of industrial houses and villages. It is easy to say that the diminished returns on this capital are made up by larger returns on the remainder of their capital, due to better work done by more contented workmen. We firmly believe this, but it is not a thing which can be demonstrated by the books of account. When doctrines of discontent are being preached to the workmen in so many ways, it is to be expected that employers must sometimes have misgivings as to their returns from endeavors to make their men healthier, happier and more contented.

"Behind all housing problems lies the most important one of all. An industrial enterprise must be so conducted that it shall earn enough to provide proper working conditions for its employees, to pay fair wages, and to return a reasonable profit to those who have invested their money in it."

We all agree on the last necessity. We are coming to see that the importance of the other two is almost equally great.

The Building Problem

When the manufacturer has decided to build, he is faced with the problem of selecting the type of house he shall build, its size, number of rooms, materials of construction, amount of land per house, and so on. On these subjects there are as many differences of opinion as there are experts studying them.

The sentimental clamors for six-room houses and six thousand square feet of land, public parks and

(Continued to page 128.)
YOUR IDEAL COSY LITTLE HOME. Here it is—the design you have been dreaming of and waiting for. It has that big living room and attached sun room. It has a dining room, pantry, kitchen group to gladden the housewife's heart. Upstairs are three bedrooms and bath. Size of house is 26 by 42 feet.
WELL-PLANNED SQUARE TYPE HOUSE OF STUCCO. The living room is 15 by 26 feet, with fireplace, wall seats and bookcases. A handy pantry is placed between the dining room and the kitchen. Notice the pleasant little breakfast nook in the kitchen. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a sewing room, sleeping porch and the bath. Size is 36 by 27 feet.
DUTCH COLONIAL OF MODEST SIZE. No style wears better than the Dutch Colonial. Whether shingled or sided, it is a joy to the artistic and the practical minded alike. This arrangement gives five large rooms, well placed. Outside dimensions are 34 feet 6 inches by 28 feet. Architect, R. C. Hunter & Bros.
A Portfolio of Beautiful Homes

SQUARE STYLE CONCRETE DWELLING. A narrow lot design that gives the impression of square massive-ness is shown in the photograph above. It is only 21 1/2 feet in width. It is a house of six or seven rooms, depending on how you count. The exterior is simple and chaste, as a concrete house should be.
WELL PLANNED WESTERN BUNGALOW. We must give the Pacific Coast credit for much of the verity of modern home architecture in America. Ideas originally carried out in light summer cottage construction out West have been adapted to the severer needs of our Northern and Eastern climates; and a modified bungalow has resulted that is 100 per cent OK.
A MODEST HOME BUILT FOR PERMANENCE. Brick is used for the outside walls of this pretty little dwelling. This is the kind of house they are building in Chicago; and they can't build them fast enough to supply the market. They can be built to sell at a low price. This one has five nice rooms. The exterior appearance has class.
**The “American Builder” Information Exchange Will Help You With Your Contract Requirements**

**OUR** Information Exchange believes it can render service and save our readers time and money on many of their contracts. We can tell you where to get that unusual item, can place before you full information concerning both standard goods you will need and improved specialties you may want, and can help you to secure prompt deliveries and right prices. Fill in coupon below, pin same to your business letterhead, and we will send all information we think would help you.

**SPECIALTIES, FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIALTIES, FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CONSTRUCTION of said building is as checked below:**

- **EXTERIOR WALLS**
  - Exterior Walls
  - Roofing
  - Supporting Frame
  - Interior Finish

- **HEATING PLANT**
  - Gas Furnace
  - Pipeless Furnace
  - Steam, Blower System
  - Hot Water System
  - Vapor System
  - Fireplaces

- **PLUMBING**
  - Indicate number of fixtures needed
  - Lavatories
  - Kitchen Sinks
  - Drinking Fountains
  - Chemical Closets

- **WATER SUPPLY—for Country Locations**
- Municipal Service (elec.)
- Do you desire quotation on fixtures?
- Private Lighting Plant to be installed
- Gasoline

- **LIGHTING AND LIGHTING FIXTURES**
  - Municipal Service (elec.)
  - Do you desire quotation on fixtures?
  - Private Lighting Plant to be installed

- **ELEVATORS**
  - Passenger
  - Dumb Waiters
  - Ash Lifts

- **AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM**
  - School, Church or Theatre Equipment
  - Stanchions for
  - Stalls for
  - Stock Watering Buckets
  - Feed and Litter Carriers
  - Cupola Ventilators
  - Skylights
  - Hay Track and Carrier
  - Barn and Garage Door Hangers
  - Cup Elevators for Corn and Grain
  - Lightning Protection
  - Studding Sockets
  - Roof Windows

- **BUILDERS’ HARDWARE**
  - Burglar Alarms
  - Door Checks
  - Casement Adjusters
  - Ventilating Sash Operators
  - Panic Bolts
  - Weatherstrips
  - Coal Chutes
  - Sidewalk Doors
  - Prism Lights
  - Refrigerators, Hotel or Market
  - Refrigerators, Mechanical
  - Fire Escapes
  - Fire Shutters

- **HOUSEHOLD UTILITIES**
  - Garbage Incinerators
  - Package Boxes
  - Disappearing Stairs
  - Disappearing Beds
  - Sleeping Porch Sash
  - Refrigerators, Outside Ice
  - Vacuum Cleaning System
  - Clothes Dryer

- **See Other Side for Equipment, Machinery, Tools and Building Materials Needed**

---

**Note Here Any Special Requirements Not Marked Above.**

---

**We** are not acting as Architects as well as Builders on this job.

Mail the above to

**“AMERICAN BUILDER” INFORMATION EXCHANGE**

1827 Prairie Avenue, Chicago

---

**AMERICAN BUILDER 57**
I desire information regarding the Building Materials, Equipment, Machinery and Tools checked, for which I am now in the market.

**BUILDING MATERIALS**

- Art Glass
- Awning Cloth
- Batting, Metal
- Beds, Disappearing
- Boiler and Pipe Covering
- Boilers, Heating Plant
- Bolts, Expansion
- Brick, Common
- Brick, Face
- Building Papers
- Calcimine
- Caulking and Glazing Compound
- Ceilings, Metal
- Columns, Porch, etc.
- Coal Chutes
- Cores, Chemical
- Columns, Porch, etc.
- Concrete Inserts
- Creosote
- Door Track and Hangers
- Doors, Hardwood Veneer
- Doors, Fire-Resisting
- Dumb Waiters
- Elevating Machinery, Granary
- Enamel, White
- Fireplaces, Accessories
- Fireproofing
- Fireproof Shutters
- Flooring, Composition
- Flooring, Hardwood
- Floor Finish
- Floor Hardeners
- Floor Hinges
- Furnaces, Warm Air
- Garbage Burners
- Garage Door Hardware
- Hay Track
- Heaters, Instantaneous
- Heaters, Tank
- Hollow Tile
- Insulating and Deadening Materials
- Lighting Fixtures
- Lighting Systems
- Lighting Rods
- Limestone
- Linseed Oil
- Mantels, Wood
- Metal Columns
- Metal Lath
- Metal Lumber
- Mortar Colors
- Nails, Cut Iron
- Nails, Galvanized
- Paints
- Paste, Fire Retardant
- Pipe, Conductor
- Pipe, Steel
- Pipe, Warm Air Furnace
- Pipe, Vitrified Clay
- Plaster, Gypsum or Hardwall
- Plaster Board
- Plaster Blocks, Partition
- Plate Glass
- Plumbing Fixtures
- Prism Lighting
- Radiators
- Refrigerators, Outside Icing
- Reinforcing Bars
- Registers
- Roofing, built up Tar and Gravel
- Roofing, Canvas
- Roofing, Clay Tile
- Roofing, Ready Roll
- Roofing, Shingles, Asbestos
- Roofing, Shingles, Asphalt
- Roofing, Shingles, Metal
- Roofing, Shingles, Wood
- Roofing, Slate
- Roofing, Tin
- Safety Treads
- Sash, Steel
- Sash Pulleys
- Screen Wire Cloth
- Screens, Window and Door
- Sheathing Papers
- Sheet Metal Work, Galvanized
- Shingle Stains
- Skylights
- Slate Blackboards
- Slate, Structural
- Sound Deadeners
- Store Front Construction
- Structural Steel
- Stucco
- Tanks, Cypress
- Tanks, Steel
- Terra Cotta, Ornamental
- Tile, Clay Structural
- Tile, Floor
- Varnish
- Ventilators
- Wallboard
- Wall Ties
- Waterproofing
- Water Supply Plants
- Windows, Casement
- Windows, Reversible
- Wire Glass
- Wood Dye

**CONTRACTORS' EQUIPMENT**

- Air Compressors
- Back Fillers
- Bar Benders
- Blocks and Tackle
- Buckets, Dredging and Excavating
- Cable Ways
- Cars, Dumping and Industrial
- Carts, Concrete
- Cement Block Machines
- Cement Ornamental Molds
- Cement Tile Machines
- Chutes, Concrete
- Column Clamps
- Concrete Tamper
- Contractors' Lights
- Cranes, Locomotive
- Crushers and Pulverizers
- Derrick
- Drills
- Engines, Gas
- Engines, Steam
- Floor Scrapers
- Floor Surfacers, Electric
- Forms, Steel, for Concrete
- Gravel Washing Plants
- Hoists, Electric
- Hoists, Gasoline or Steam
- House Moving Trucks
- Jacks
- Ladders
- Loaders, Wagon
- Mixers, Cement and Concrete
- Mixers, Mortar
- Motor Trucks
- Pile Driving Machinery
- Pumps, Contractors'
- Salamanders
- Saw Rigs
- Scaffold Brackets
- Scrapers
- Screens, Sand and Gravel
- Shovels, Steam
- Sidewalk Forms
- Tractors
- Trailers, Automobile or Truck
- Transits and Levels
- Typewriters
- Wagons, Dumping
- Wheelbarrows

**POWER SHOP EQUIPMENT**

- Hand and Foot Power Machines
- Electric Motors
- Gas Engines
- Safety Guards
- Shop Trucks
- Pulleys
- Glue Pots and Clamps
- Dry Kiln
- Dust Collecting System
- Band Saws
- Borers
- Saw Tables
- Swing Cut Off Saws
- Saw Rigs
- Combination Woodworker
- Grinders
- Jointers
- Lathes
- Mortisers
- Moulders
- Planers
- Bench Planers
- Sanders
- Sash Trimmers
- Shapers
- Tenoners
- Rubbing Machines
- Cutter Heads
- Machine Knives

**MECHANICS' TOOLS**

- Auger and Bits
- Braces
- Cement Workers' Tools
- Chests, Tool
- Chisels
- Clamps
- Compasses
- Files
- Guages
- Gimlets
- Grinders
- Hammers
- Hatchets
- Lanterns
- Levels
- Mitre Boxes
- Mortisers, Lock
- Planes
- Pliers
- Plumbers
- Rulers
- Saws
- Saw Sharpening Tools
- Screw Drivers
- Sharpening Stones
- Shingle Nailers, Automatic
- Shovels
- Squares
- Tape Lines
- Trowels
- Wises
- Wrenches

---

*Fill in Your Name and Address on Other Side of This Sheet and Mail to*

“American Builder” Information Exchange
1827 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Planning the Interior Color Scheme

Factors for Harmony in Home Decorating and Furnishing—A Model Color Plan Suggested.

By Ralph G. Waring

Specification Engineer

NOTE: This is the sixth of a series of articles by Mr. Waring. The seventh will appear in an early issue.

Just as the artist selects a color range for his palette while keeping in mind the completed picture with its shadows grouped at the left, the high lights on the right and the whole range of intensities in the middle, just so does a similar problem of arrangement of materials and colors confront the home maker. Harmony of color, contrast of color, and tone relation are just as imperative in the home as on the canvas. If the owner is able to visualize the finished decorative scheme of his home, he should have a mental picture of an harmonious whole. He will not work in a haphazard manner, but will build the color scheme room by room until the whole represents the best that harmony can produce.

There is no magic in interior decoration, for if one chooses to study and understand the underlying principles of proportion, balance, harmony and repose, results worthy of merit can be equally accomplished whether on Riverside Drive, New York, or Main Street, Home Town.

In the average household the interior decorator is the mistress of the home. This is as it should be for it is to represent the confirmation of her hopes and the fulfillment of her desires, that the home is being built. The most successful genuine ‘home builder’ I have ever met and enjoyed is a contractor who builds the homes his wife designs after she has considered all the factors of location, price, exposure, and people who expect to buy the completed structure.

Very few men can design a woman’s home that is convenient and has a well chosen decorative scheme, for no man understands the problem as does the women of the home. If she understands even in a limited way, the psychology of colors, she knows that certain tones are stimulating or depressing, irritating or soothing, according to their absorption of light and according to their effect on individual temperaments. This latter is an important point. Phlegmatic people like red and usually need it. Highly strung and nervous people are over-stimulated by red when used in large quantities, but are often benefited by touches of this color. Green is restful to most temperaments, as are brown and warm gray. Soft, warm colors are always appealing, and if one follow the dictates of color in nature, even the shadows are warm; there are absolutely no cold colors in her landscapes.

The woman proclaims her individuality by the selection and grouping of her furniture, by the choice of color combinations, by artistic or inartistic assembling of decorative objects, by the harmony or lack of it—shown in her window arrangements, her rugs, her hangings, and her pictures just as surely

(A Continued to page 132.)
War Industry To Be Distributed

At the conference in Washington, Dec. 12, of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Daniel Willard, chairman of the Government War Industries Board, made a statement that is decidedly reassuring to the business interests throughout the country generally, as it predicts a wider distribution of war industry.

“One mistake,” Mr. Willard said, “has been made. We have concentrated our orders too much in certain localities. This has brought about a housing problem, a demand too great for electric power, and a transportation problem.”

This mistake and other similar conditions had brought about the appointment by the Council of National Defense of George N. Peek, industrial representative of the War Industries Board, who, Mr. Willard said, is to find out what factories or power plants are idle or not running on full time, and gather information which will aid in distributing the load of production for the war in all localities and among all producers.

Building and Loan Associations Help Building

“Five hundred homes clear of debt are being added to Jackson every 12 months,” said Irving B. Rich in an address before the Rotary Club of Jackson, Mich., in describing the good work done by building and loan associations. There are six such organizations in Jackson, with assets of nearly $6,000,000. Some points made by Mr. Rich in explaining the relationship between home building and citizenship were:

“One who joins an association enters a confraternity in which he stands on equality with every other member. He is not a client of an institution—he is a part of it. He shares equally in the net profits. It offers a man every inducement to save money, and by saving money to help to better things.

“The true condition is simply this: The investor gets a better return for his money than he would get in any other equally safe investment, and the borrower secures a more liberal loan at a lower ultimate cost than he could get in any other way, and gets it not as a favor but as a matter of right.

“The associations stand close to the people. They do not centralize wealth nor furnish cash for the exploitation of unsafe or speculative schemes. The field is local. The results beneficial. With frugal and economical hands they gather the savings of the thrifty, and having done so, enrich the community by assisting in the creation of the most valuable assets of this republic—American homes.”

Knock-down Houses for Boys in France

Three hundred million feet of lumber were recently contracted for by the government to erect portable knock-down houses for the use of American troops in France as hospitals and barracks quarters. This is a construction undertaking half as big as that of the erection of army camps in the United States.

Means to meet promptly the nation’s requirements for housing millions of soldiers abroad were discussed at a general conference of lumbermen and plans prepared by War Department architects were submitted. These plans provide for houses to be made up in panels, put together by bolts, shipped knocked-down, and bolted together by soldiers in France. The lumberman saw no difficulty in carrying out the general idea outlined.

It was the general opinion of those present that best results could be obtained by a co-operative effort of lumber manufacturers and contractors. Use of material of standard sizes was also urged. The lumberman considered that they should not undertake the manufacture of panels, a work with which they are unfamiliar, but that they should confine their efforts to producing the lumber needed, and delivering this lumber to contractors, who would engage carpenters to put together the boards in such form that they might be easily converted into buildings.

Labor is unobtainable in Europe for construction purposes; hence the idea of panels to be bolted together. In this way soldiers may quickly erect either a one-room shelter or a house of sufficient size for the care of hundreds of hospital patents.

Houses shipped in this way will occupy minimum space in the boats going across.
America Must Be United

In this time of unprecedented national peril and world peril, America must be strong with the strength of unity—one nation. America must be bound together, as it is to-day, not so much by the machinery of Government, as by Ideas, held in common by all and fully exchanged, so that all the people throughout the country may understand and sympathize with one another. This is what has brought this great nation together and holds it together. This result has been accomplished primarily by the Press—particularly the weekly and monthly periodicals and business papers. These periodicals have not local or sectional bias; they go to all parts of America, and serve all parts alike; their great service is in helping to bring all sections close together into one great nation, through a common understanding.

America must not be split into a half dozen sections

But such a disastrous result is not only possible, but probable, unless the present law pertaining to second-class postage is repealed before it goes into effect. Postal legislation was enacted in the present Revenue Bill, which divides the country up into "zones" and progressively increases the average carrying charge upon newspapers and periodicals from 50 to 900 per cent.

These nation-binding publications are confronted with certain injury or destruction—which means loss to you personally, and loss to your country. It will destroy a large part of the periodicals. You will be deprived of the papers that have kept you informed on your country's problems, that have helped you in your work. Your children will lose the clean publications that have entertained and helped educate them. And eventually, such magazines as do survive, will cost you much more.

NO INCREASE IS NECESSARY

Last Year the Postal Department Earned a Surplus of Nearly $10,000,000

The Post Office was never intended as a tax-gathering institution. It was basically designed to give service to the people—to all the people at the same rate. The Publishers are not trying to evade taxation. They will gladly accept any rate of tax upon their profits that may be levied. Most of them have gone on record as being willing to turn over to the Government their entire net profits for the period of the war. They already pay proportionately more taxes than most businesses, but this advertisement is not designed to parade selfish troubles, but to awaken your interest in the danger of permitting the destruction or obstruction of the channels of national intelligence.

This is the time of all times when America must be a united America—one nation strong with the strength of unity.

Let Your Influence Be Used To That End

THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, Inc.
The International Organization of Trade, Technical and Class Publications
HEADQUARTERS, 220 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK
How We House and Display Our Building Materials
By Charles Lyon
Building Material Dealer, Fairfield, Iowa

We believe in putting a lumber business on the main street where folks can find us easily, and housing it in a business-like, attractive building that will encourage trade, besides keeping our stock in first-class condition.

We have our entire business under one roof. Our building—some would call it shed—fronts 100 feet on the street, and extends back 120 feet. It is a double-drive shed, with office in the middle at the front. The roof at this point is high enough for a two-story office.

On the first floor of this office we have the bookkeeper, stenographer, and all facilities for handling the...
The Charles Lyon "Shed" Is a Low Monitor Roof, Double Driveway Warehouse, With Office and Display Rooms In the Middle at the Front. The Business-like Appearance of this Building Does Credit to Its Location on a Main Street of Fairfield, Iowa.

The office end of a lumber and building material business. This is a big double room, about 32 by 12 feet in size, lighted by four big windows and with doors both from the street and from each of the driveways.

I tell you it helps our business to have this bright, attractive office; and we keep it dusted out and on dress parade all the time.

Upstairs above the office we have special facilities for displaying the goods we have for sale. Notice in the small floor plan diagram the four display rooms. These rooms are all nicely finished, and are just as homelike in a business way as we know how to make them. Some of the specialties that lumber dealers are handling these days require quite a bit of room for their proper display. But it's a good investment of space, for sales jump up just as soon as the goods are displayed attractively.

We also have a display room and store room just back of the office on the first floor.

There is a basement excavated under the office, size:

Diagram of Warehouse, Showing Racks, Bins and Enclosed Spaces Allotted to Various Materials.

Another View of Interior of Lumber Shed.

First Floor of Office.
Contractor-Dealer Good-will Section

24 by 32 feet, in which is located the office heating plant—a one-register furnace.

The diagram of our warehouse shows the racks and bins allotted to various items of lumber, flooring, mouldings and other millwork, shingles, wall board plaster, lime, cement, etc. The two driveways are 19 feet wide and extend clear thru.

The warehouse or lumber shed is of the low monitor roof type. A generous amount of light is let in.

A good idea of the way we store our lumber and millwork can be gained from the two photographs of the interior of the shed.

Much of our hauling is done with a truck and wagon trailer which we find very useful. The outfit stands in front of the building in the photograph and is shown again decorated for the parade at our recent "Old Settlers" celebration.

The building material dealer who will fix up his yard and office and make them attractive to his customers will find his list of customers growing. We work with our local carpenters and builders to promote building activity, and we find that it pays. The lumber dealer today is handling a greater line of materials, and they are more valuable materials than ever before. They are worth careful housing and should be kept track of. In our office we have a special journal in which we record the loss or gain on each transaction. Our inventory system gives us at all times the book value of stock on hand.

We emphasize service, knowing that service properly rendered is the surest way to build up a business. This applies particularly to a building material business, for in it service and trustworthiness are more important than any cut price.
A GROWING tendency in school architecture is toward the one-story building. Aside from the greater safety of having the entire school only a few steps above the ground level, this arrangement has to commend it the greater convenience of the principal in keeping the children under his observation, the doing away of the noise of the incessant going up and down the stairs, the convenient arrangement of an adequate assembly room, and usually the greater attractiveness in the appearance of the building.

In the planning of the new school building at Franklin Park, Ill., the architects, Ashby, Ashby & Schulze, of Chicago, have embodied the above advantages, and the result is illustrated by the accompanying photographs.

The building is constructed of hollow tile faced with golden yellow variegated brick, with trimmings of Bedford stone, and presents an appearance unique in school house design. Its beauty will be enhanced by flowers which will be placed in the flower boxes provided in the center and side wings.

Upon entering the building one is at once struck with the beauty of the assembly room, which is so arranged that the corridors are separated from it only by brick piers, making it possible to utilize this space for seating purposes. The piers are laid up of the same brick as that used in the exterior, and the walls and ceiling are finished in plaster of a rough texture, a few shades lighter in color than that of the piers. The ceiling beams, which are the exposed bottom chords of the roof trusses, and all the other woodwork, are of oak, stained to harmonize with the prevailing color scheme of golden brown and yellow. This room is lighted entirely by skylights and at night by semi-indirect electric fixtures. The seating capacity is about 350 not including the space in the corridors, and is used for civic gatherings of all kinds, in addition to the regular school assemblies.

By referring to the plan it will be seen that all the class rooms, toilet rooms, teachers room and board room open directly from the assembly room. All the class rooms, which seat 43 pupils each, have steel sash of the type used in high class factory construction, admitting the greatest possible amount of light.

The toilet rooms have non-dusting cement floors with sanitary base; and are light and airy.

The entire building is heated and ventilated by the direct-indirect system, the boiler room being located in the basement which extends under the three rear class rooms only.
BUILDINGS which have a central heating plant—hot air, steam or hot water, or coal ranges or laundry stoves—have piping and connections to conduct the heat to different parts of the building. The openings thru floors and framework caused by these conductors may present a natural passage for fire unless looked after especially. Another place which needs watching is the ceiling over the furnace or boiler. The joists and flooring naturally become extremely dry owing to the constant heat throughout the winter months. The tinderlike condition of the floor and the inflammable materials of which it is built suggest the possibility of fire.

The building ordinances and fire prevention bureaus of the large cities of the country require certain standards of construction in such cases. Any woodwork within two feet of the top of a boiler or furnace should be protected at least by a loose fitting metal shield arranged to preserve an air insulation of at least one inch between the metal and the wood. This is well illustrated in Figure 3, where the under side of the joists are ceiled with wood or plaster board and then protected by heavy sheet metal kept at least one inch from the ceiling. When the joists are exposed on the under side the sheet metal may be attached in the same way. Sheet metal should not be placed directly against the joists. When attacked by fire it becomes red hot and will ignite the woodwork if unprotected by some insulator—air, plaster board, asbestos, etc.

A single covering for the ceiling better than sheet metal is asbestos, particularly the kind known as cellular which comes in sheets consisting of thin layers held apart from each other by corrugated layers. The asbestos is non-burnable and the air spaces are an added insulator. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a more common method of protection—the use of metal lath and plaster. The lath should be at least No. 24 gauge and covered with 3/4 in. asbestos or cement plaster. Strong plaster board—not less than 1/2 in. thick and coated with 3/4 in. of gypsum plaster makes a good non-conductor of heat. All ceiling covering over furnaces and boilers should extend entirely over an area which is as large as the heater and four feet in front of it. Protective coverings as suggested for ceilings should be used also on any woodwork or wooden lath and plaster partitions within four feet of the heater.

(Continued on page 140.)
Details of Fire Guards to Build in Around Heating Plant Pipes for Protection.
The Automobile as a Power Plant

Several years ago automobile owners here and there who possessed considerable mechanical ingenuity began rigging up home-made devices to utilize the powerful engines of their machines to do various kinds of work. The demand for something better became so strong that mechanics turned their attention to the solving of this problem, with the result that the automobile owner with no pretense to inventive ability may now quickly and easily transform his car into an engine to furnish power for running a concrete mixer, sawing wood, filling the silo, or doing any one of a thousand other things about farm or shop.

The devices to enable the car owner to apply the power easily to the work in hand are ingenious. One of the best is shown in the illustration. The device, which is on wheels, is rolled up to the rear of the automobile and the lever ends inserted beneath the axle. A vigorous downward push on these bars elevates the wheels of the auto, and at the same time jams the shaft wheels of the little truck against the tires in a species of friction clutch. The stationary engine is then ready for work. The whole device is so small and so light that it can easily be carried on the running board.

The automobile engine, when transformed into a stationary engine, may be used for a multitude of purposes. One of the most interesting to builders is to run a concrete mixer for construction work; the powerful engine makes easy work of this. Saws of all kinds may be operated, and, in fact, a well equipped shop may get all its power in this manner.

Sanitary Toilets

Rural builders have discovered the chemical closet as a ready seller in farm communities and in towns where there are no sewers. The price is low, the installation is simple and easy, and purchasers have found the outfits so satisfactory in use that they recommend the same to their neighbors; one sale makes another. There is nothing unpleasant about a properly built chemical closet.
What Builders Are Finding Good

Long Service for Plane Knife

By putting the eye of the plane knife in the upper end, the useful life of the cutter is considerably lengthened.

The illustration, which is made from a photograph, shows a cutter which has been in actual use for a long time and has been sharpened and resharpened until it has worn right up to the slot. The eye, or round hole in the slot thru which the cap screw is inserted, is placed in the upper end, the cutter, therefore, having more metal at the cutting end, is not likely to break or twist when it is worn down, and the actual life of the cutter is greater because of this construction.

Grooves for Weather Strips by Auto Power

James F. Richards is the hustling weatherstrip man of New Haven, Conn. Very likely he is the most hustling in all New England. Anyhow, he believes in getting onto the job quickly and with special equipment to put the work thru in a hurry.

Richards has rigged up a Yankee device that is worth copying. He has a wooden belt pulley bolted onto the outside of the rear driving wheel of his Ford runabout. On the back platform he has a small woodworking machine, with knife for grooving windows for metal weatherstrips. It's the work of a moment to slip on the belt, jack up the rear wheel and start the engine.

Mr. Richards says that the advertising he gets out of doing work this way is great. His outfit attracts a lot of attention. All of the neighbors are eager to know what he is doing, and then they want him to weatherstrip their houses also. He, of course, has an excellent metal weatherstrip to offer—one that has the talking points—so he finds it easy to change interested spectators into customers.

Medicine Chest of White Enameled Steel

A prominent line of bathroom fittings is made of Henzinized steel, white enameled. By a secret process, the steel is armored and sealed with an undercoating, which makes rusting impossible; then six coats of enamel are put on.

Everyone knows that metal exposed to the moisture laden air of a bathroom is sure to rust. Also, wise contractors and architects and real estate men have learned that special bathroom fittings, something high-class and showy, are what the people want. Renters and buyers alike are greatly influenced by such nice finishing touches.

Both of these facts call for white enameled, guaranteed non-rusting ware for medicine cabinets, mirrors, frames, shelves, holders, towel rods, etc. The cabinet illustrated is a sample of this line.

The details of this cabinet are in keeping with its high-grade construction. White ceramic knob matches white handles of plumbing fixtures. The shelf supports are spot welded in place. You can't lose them. Shelves are of polished glass. Shear clips provide easy installation, no matter what the size of the opening.
New Thatched Effect Roof Using Asphalt Shingles is Demonstrated on North Shore Golf Club, Chicago.

**Asphalt Shingles in Thatched Effect**

The illustration of the North Shore Golf Club, Chicago, is typical of the unusual effects that are possible with wide-space asphalt shingles. Not only is the tile effect of roof treatment effectively realized, but the thatched effect is combined to produce an unusually pleasing treatment. The roof area is great enough to show off this combination to advantage. One of the best features of this kind of treatment is the knowledge that it is not common, for the thatched roof requires special construction of roof sub-structure.

The wide-space shingles used on this job, thru the patented method of laying, require less material to cover the same amount of space. Therefore the shingles are less expensive to purchase and less expensive to lay. Being asphalt, slate surfaced shingles, they are flexible and can be readily accommodated to such uses. They are 9 by 14 inches in size, and when laid are spaced apart 6 inches and exposed 4 inches to weather.

These shingles are made in two plain colors—dark red and grayish green—and a mottled combination of both colors that is very beautiful. The mottled shingles look very much like slate on a roof; in fact, it is extremely difficult to tell the difference at a little distance.

**Increased Total Haulage Using Trailer**

It is generally understood that the body load capacity of an automobile or truck is far from the total haulage capacity of the machine. The use of a properly constructed trailer increases the total haulage capacity of the machine to a surprising amount. In addition to the power consumed in moving the car itself, with body loaded up to maximum carrying capacity, power in the form of horizontal pull is available.

A careful consideration of certain important details of construction, on the part of the manufacturer of the trailer is necessary. In the first place, the trailer must not injure the machine to which it is attached. Also, the trailer must be built for road and speed conditions similar to those of the machine to which it is attached. The trailer must follow in the tracks of the driving machine with a minimum of frictional resistance.

The trailer shown in the illustration is an example of a favorite type and size for general use. This is a one and one-half ton capacity trailer. The trailer is fitted with a shock absorbing draw bar.

Three Thousand Pound Miami Trailer and White Truck Working for Adams & Thuma, Lumber Dealers, of Jamestown, Ohio. For more than a year and a half this outfit has saved them one truck and one driver.
New Style Latch for Swinging or Sliding Barn Doors

A popular barn door latch of new design can be swung over and out of the way so as not to catch the harness as the horse goes thru. It is adapted either for swinging or sliding doors. It is heavy and strong, smoothly constructed, and is reversible. The finish is japanned, or for outside use, rust-proof Sherardized.

New Fireplace Heater Warms and Ventilates

A heating and ventilating engineer out West in the bungalow country has invented what he calls a bungalow fireplace, tho we see no reason why such a good thing should be limited to bungalows. It makes use of the old-time principle of warm air circulation as used in school room heaters.

A firepot of heavy cast iron is put into the fireplace, and just above it is a drum of sheet steel containing baffle plates which can be turned to cause direct draft or indirect draft. The former is used only when starting the fire. The indirect draft arrangement diverts the hot gases to the ends of the drum before they are permitted to escape up the smoke flue. The smoke flue is a sheet iron pipe.

All around this metal firepot and smoke chamber is built a brick casing. Cool air is drawn in thru gratings at the bottom. It circulates all around the heated metal of firepot, drum and smoke pipe, and is thrown out into the room thru a grating near the ceiling.

Here is a fireplace, then, that gives all the cheerful glow and joy of the open fire, and also heating efficiency of an incased school room heater. The illustrations show front and inside views. This new fireplace has passed the invention stage. It is in actual use in a large number of residences in the Northwest. A considerable saving of fuel and much satisfaction is the verdict of the users.

This Gate Hinge Can't Sag

A gate spring hinge of the pivot type is so constructed that even if the gate is wide or heavy, it cannot sag. The spring does not carry the weight of the gate and a very light tension may be applied, which is usually desirable on office partition gates.

The details of this hinge are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The spring hinge is at the bottom; the pivot and socket at the top. It is very easy to apply this hardware, the only tools necessary being a screw driver and bit brace, or if the top pivot is applied to the top of the gate without mortising, a screw driver only is needed.

This hinge is well liked for office gates, as it is noiseless, neat and compact in appearance, and has no rough or projecting parts to catch clothing.

The American Builder Information Exchange will be pleased to furnish on request the name and address of the parties responsible for any of the interesting novelties or improvements described in these columns.
Special Call to Skilled Men—Uncle Sam Wants You

SAY, you red-blooded fellow Over Here, take down the receiver and listen to a line of talk that ought to get under the hide and into the heart of men of your brand. You are a skilled man. You have been fighting life's game in a country where every man has an even chance to make the most of himself. You are an American, and all that you are and all that you hope to be, reflects to the credit of a democracy.

That democracy is being assailed by the most damnable foe that ever fired a cannon, that ever drove home a bayonet, that ever ravaged a neutral state, that ever sunk a hospital ship, that ever shelled women and children in lifeboats, that ever crucified and castrated captured enemy soldiers, that ever cut the right hands off boy children in captured territory, that ever raped women by the thousand, that ever lived to fasten its demon clutches on the throat of civilization.

Almighty God will not permit the unleashed hellishness of Kaiserism to engulf the world. No sane thinking man can conceive of an all wise and all loving supreme Deity permitting our section of the world to become under German leadership—the stench of the universe but now, not tomorrow—right now—Almighty God needs the help of trained men.

It has been said repeatedly, by men who ought to know what they are talking about, that this war will be won in the air. Uncle Sam is building an air fleet that will astound the fighting world. Factories from Maine to California are working day and night on aeroplane parts. Guns and oil and gasoline and cameras and other material parts of these war machines are coming along as fast as skilled organized American factories can bring them out. Already they are being assembled, and that acme of the American get-together spirit, The Liberty motor, is being installed.

Ever since this great war started, the government has been establishing aviation schools to perfect the bird men who will be the eyes of the national army. These schools have already turned out a mighty healthy number of those fearless chaps who can climb to dizzy heights, loop the loop, spiral with the engine cut off, repair a jammed machine gun and get it into action before they reach the ground, and there are thousands more well on the road to their commissions, and they are getting into the seats of the new machines almost before the paint is dry on the initials U. S. A.

The machines and many of the fliers are taken care of, but there is a crying need of trained men to care for these machines, and those men will be forthcoming when the need is known.

There is a blank at the bottom of this page that, when properly filled out, will make a glorious chapter in the history of this country. It will be the answer of skilled gentlemen to the challenge of skilled brutes.

But let's get down to cases. Do you drive an automobile? Thank God if you do, and sign the blank.

Do you know anything about a gasoline engine? Thank God if you do, and plaster your name on the blank.

Are you a machinist or a machinist's helper? Thank God that your time in the land of the free has been spent learning a useful trade, and put your signature to the blank, firm and right in your conviction that it is the greatest act of your life.

Do you know skilled men, and have you any influence with them? If you have, put that influence to work, put your shoulder to the wheel, remind yourself that war is now the business of America and that we are threatened with all those things Germany has taught the world to expect from her. Spot your skilled men, and if they are not working on war essentials, shoot some of your brand of Americanism into them.

If you are 18, 19 or 20 years old, sign the blank and become a man.

If you are between 32 and 40 years of age and qualified, sign your name where it belongs, among those who know no obligation greater than their love of country.

There has never been a greater appeal to skilled men. There probably will never be a greater need of skilled men called upon to perform a duty so essential.

In God's name, you skilled men, recognize this emergency. Know a need when you see one. Discern between German-made news and American-made news. This is no six months' war. It is a fight between principle and despotism, and it is a finish fight.

Uncle Sam needs skilled men. He puts his need up to them. And they are getting into the seats of the new machines almost.

HERE IS A LIST OF THE KIND OF MEN WANTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arranged in the order of number of men needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chauffeurs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Mechanicians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Clerks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Operators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacksmiths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulcanizers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick Layers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddlers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck Masters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pullers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Keepers (Experts).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JUST FILL IN, CUT OFF AND MAIL ONE OF THESE SLIPS

Volunteer Department, 119 D Street, N. E., Washington, D. C.

I desire to enlist, as a skilled workman, in the Aviation Section of the Signal Corps.

Name ____________________________ Age ______

Address __________________________

At present employed with __________________________

Trade ____________________________ No. Yrs. in Trade ______

Gas Works Employees. | Buglers. |
Moulders. | Moulders. |
Pattern Makers. | Telephone Operators. |
Telephone Adjutants. | Barbers. |
Truck Masters. | Brick Layers. |
Cobblers. | Propeller Testers (Airplane). |
Stock Keepers (Experts). | Boat Builders. |
Remodel the Dairy Barns

There are thousands of old barns that are not giving the service they ought to.

Instead of being labor-saving in these days when the farmer is so put to it to get help, they actually make extra work.

What these old barns need in the majority of cases is principally a concrete stable floor.

Rip out the old broken, rotted and befouled planks and timbers, and put in a sanitary, easily cleaned stable floor of concrete. The cost is not great. The saving in labor in two years' time will very nearly pay the entire expense.

You will also find most old farm buildings rotting down into the ground. While you are at it putting in the concrete stable floor, you better jack up the building to get a little more headroom in the stable, and then lay up a new wall. Build it of masonry, either hollow tile, brick, or concrete. Let it extend up to the first floor joists. At least run it up high enough to permit cutting out all of the decayed parts of posts, sills, and siding.

Stable Floor Plan of Barn Arranged to Care for 12 Cows in Stalls, Besides Calf Pen and Feed Room.

Photograph of Barn, Size 33 Feet 6 Inches by 34 Feet, that Has Been Remodeled to the Extent of Concrete Stable Floor and Approach, and Basement Walls. Ventilating System Was Put in and All Buildings Rodded for Lightning Protection.
The Ebert Barn Photographed During Construction. The Balloon or Trussed Rafter Self-Supporting Frame Is Complete; the Window Frames Are In Place, and the Drop Siding Is Being Nailed On.
A Barn That Is A Barn—from the Barn State

Up in Wisconsin they know how to build barns. Wisconsin is a dairy state. Thorobred Holsteins and Guernseys are the rule, and the farmers know how to house them.

For the Wisconsin farmer, the dairy barn is in truth his farm factory. He doesn't hesitate to invest quite a sum of money in this factory, knowing well that it serves him well by protecting his valuable animals during the cold weather—and Wisconsin winters are cold—by keeping up the milk flow, winter same as summer; and by cutting down his chore work to the minimum.

The Wisconsin dairy farmer is thrifty and farsighted. He invests his first money in his barn, his manufacturing plant, and makes the old house do. Presently he finds that the new barn has earned him a new house, and then he proceeds to give himself and his family the luxuries of modern housing that his high-grade milch cows have been enjoying.

The big dairy barn illustrated in the accompanying photographs and floor plan was built near North Crandon, Wis., by Anton J. Ebert, the local contractor and builder. It is 38 by 108 feet in size; balloon or trussed rafter type of self-supporting roof. In the silo end are thirty cow stalls; in the other end six horse stalls and a barn floor, or threshing floor. By this arrangement the horses are very effectively separated from the dairy cows—as they should be.
An Attic Living Room
By Ralph W. Ermeling, Architect

We are giving an illustration on the opposite page of what can be done with a low attic—it is only 7 feet 6 inches in height—which has an un-promising wedge in the roof forming the dormer. Posts are built up at the corners. They may be actual bearing supports or merely casing. To give the room an air of informality—a place where a man may bring his friends for the evening, a den, or living room, or a play room for the children, as you please—it should all be done in plain, substantial-looking lumber, large grained, like chestnut or yellow pine, and stained. No mouldings are used, and the plainest sort of construction to save expense. In other words, this is a suggestion for an attic improvement that will please every member of the family and that will not make too deep a dent in father's bank account—a winter job for a carpenter who can convince the owner that he will get an extra room in the house—a knock-about, usable room—for a very little money.

The ceiling beams can be set up, and the framework erected, and the wall spaces treated to wall board. There is a seat, a good place to lie around in old-fashioned, solid comfort. It has a box underneath for fishing tackle, golf clubs, or for fur storage—it is cedar lined. A small electric light at the head—a la Pullman berth style—will make the corner very attractive in the evening. A little bracket shelf on the side wall places the pipe and pouch within easy reach. Overhead is an open shelf space for things discarded, and put out of sight behind simple curtains.

The other side of the dormer has a series of shelves—for books, magazines, toys—the contents varying according to the uses of the room. In the center is a more secretive section, with a door to keep the dust out of the pigeon holes and the bottom drawer. This section can lock up sundry things from the inquisitive fingers of the younger members of the family. The doors at the bottom can also be fitted with simple hardware—to lock, if desirable—altho they are merely frames with wall board panels. The bottom shelf is divided, one part of it hinged for another stowaway compartment.

If your side wall contains a flue, a very simple, small fireplace can be put in at small expense. Common clay brick, stained with a bright-colored wood stain, will give it a rough and ready tone that is very pleasing and in harmony with the informality of the room. This room represents straight carpenter work—nothing will have to be made at the mill.

Ideal Shop Construction. Above is the new plate and angle shop of the Fore River Shipbuilding Corporation, 603 feet long by 93 feet wide. It is a steel frame building, brick and glass walls, with rock asphalt floors; two stories in height, covering an area of 3 1/4 acres. The second floor is reached by elevators, one at each end of building. The second floor contains a mold loft and sheet metal working shop for the laying down of ships to full size, from which templates to punch plates and shapes are made. This shop is served by electric monorail hoist which goes from end to end of shop.

The machinery is all of the latest type, including power press, rolls, punches, shears, drills, electric spot welder and hydraulic press. Under the second floor and sustained by its floor trusses are sets of offices at each end of building. There are also completely equipped washrooms, locker rooms, toilets and shower baths provided for the workmen. The building is a model of shop construction in every sense of the word.—Frank C. Perkins.
Brick—The Oldest Unit of Building Material
Made by Man

BRICK, one of the most important building materials of the present day, is not a product of the nineteenth century, but dates back to the earliest history of the Ancients.

We find that in the year 2300 B.C., in the city of Babylon, the chief city of Babylonia and at that time the most important city of all Western Asia, bricks made of burned clay were used. The people of this ancient period erected a wall entirely of brick around the city, 50 feet thick and 200 feet high, for protection against nomadic tribes. These brick were made from the earth excavated to form the ditch or moat that surrounded the wall of the city. They were burned in furnaces similarly to the present method of burning brick and were laid in the wall with a hot, pitch-like substance for mortar. This wall, so constructed, protected the ancient city of Babylon for twelve hundred years, until the year 1100 B.C.

History fails to chronicle any-
How to Build of Brick

thing concerning the making of brick from 1100 B. C. to 500 B. C., at which time we find that great Nebuchadnezzar still made brick in Babylon, and that upon each brick he had a likeness of his face and whiskers. This is the first evidence we find of a trade mark in the history of burned clay.

After the fall of Babylon, sufficient brick were recovered from the ruins to build an entire new city, proving that the salvage of a brick structure was utilized in olden times as it is being used at the present day.

Today a well-constructed wall of brick (which is still an imperishable fabric of well-burned clay) is as permanent as tho erected in the early ages. Brick considered for the problem at hand should be carefully compared to the surroundings in which they are to be used; that is to say, the brick for the latest building erected in a neighborhood which is already filled up with structures, should be selected to harmonize with the surroundings. When this is given careful thought the brick in the new building will be made to stand out with individuality. This can be accom-

plished by the selection of color and should be made so that the texture of both brick and mortar will produce the desired result of obtaining a building different from other buildings nearby, yet in harmony with them.

Brick today are made in units of various sizes, as well as in various colors and various textures. The relative size of the brick with their color and finish, and the size and color of the mortar joints, will determine the effect of the finished wall. The color effect of the brick can be entirely changed by the color and the thickness of the mortar joint used. This comparison can be perhaps better understood by observing the effect of a lace veil on a lady’s face; a white veil will give the impression of one complexion, while a black or purple veil over the same face will entirely change the appearance of the individual. The influence of the mortar joint upon the brick can be understood when you stop to think that the joint in a building constitutes about one-sixteenth to one-eighth of the finished wall.

(Continued to page 116.)
Method of Cutting or Breaking Tile

By MATT L. KING

It is common for masons who are accustomed to laying brick to have trouble cutting tile to length.

The most successful method of removing an inch or two is to first mark the tile to length, then use the brick hammer, splitting the walls of the tile by striking the end; then when it is split back, leaving only a feather edge, strike crosswise, breaking the edge, then split back again, continuing this process until the proper length is secured. With some tile, especially soft or medium burned material, a monkey wrench is used to very good advantage in breaking small amounts off the end of a tile.

If halves or a third or two-thirds are desired from 4 by 5 by 12 or 8 by 5 by 12 blocks, the best method is to use a sharp brick set or chisel and brick hammer.

The blocks should either lie on the scaffold or, if the work is being done on the ground, a sand pile is slightly preferable with some blocks. The block should be marked to length and then the brick set should be placed on the line, so that the width of the set will extend from one wall to another of blocks.

The set should be sloped so that the top leans toward the long end of the tile. Hold it firmly and strike it one sharp blow with the hammer. Next the set should be moved over to catch the next partition of the block and struck again.

In this way work around the block. It will only require a minute or so until the block no longer rings, and the two parts can be separated. Usually in case of halves it is a simple matter to make two good halves out of one good block.

The average brick mason is inclined to pick up the block and hit it a sharp lick with the trowel. The result is generally pretty disastrous to the tile and does not help the progress of the building nor does it improve the mason’s temper.

By following the above instructions, however, and using a little skill and judgment it is easily done.
The Campbell Silo

The picture shows a silo 16 ft. in diameter and 50 ft. high with a wind mill on top.

Query: What did the wind mill tower cost? Something for nothing at last? Yes, that is exactly what it is. In addition to costing nothing, it will take a long time to rust out, for the simple reason there is nothing that can rust. The tower, or shall I say silo, is made principally of vitrified clay; the rest of it is cement mortar and steel. The steel is well bedded in the mortar so that it will never rust.

Silo With Wind Mill on Top Demonstrating Ability of Tile Blocks to "Stand Up."

It is perfectly feasible for a clay block, or Iowa Silo as they are most commonly called, to support both a water tank and wind mill. For this purpose the silo is built just as it otherwise would be, costing nothing extra.

So far as we can learn there are none built yet that support both, but the one shown supports the wind-mill and there are a great many supporting water tanks containing anywhere from 250 to 600 bbls. of water. The walls of these silos are made of hollow clay blocks only four and five inches thick.

It goes without saying the additional weight of a water tank on top of a silo puts greater additional pressure on the blocks of the silo, but they are abundantly strong even tho the silo walls are only thin walls.

The wind mill on top of the silo causes side pressure, but the weight of the roof and the silo walls is sufficient to take care of the side pressure no matter which way it comes.

The pumping is accomplished by means of an arm on the top of the silo operated by the wind mill. This in turn operates another rocker arm located at the pump.

Light Reinforcing for House Foundations

The bearing power of soils is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind of Material</th>
<th>Bearing power in tons per square foot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock—the hardest—in thick layers in native bed</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock equal to best ashlar masonry</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock equal to best brick masonry</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock equal to poor brick masonry</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay on thick beds, always dry</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay on thick beds, moderately dry</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay, soft</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel and coarse sand, well cemented</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand, compact and well cemented</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand, clean, dry</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quicksand, alluvial soils, etc</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The usual settling cracks that will occur occasionally, even with building designed and constructed in the best way which are difficult to account for, can in a great many cases be overcome by the use of steel in the foundation.

For moderate and smaller sized buildings the use of steel, as shown in the illustration, will avoid a large percentage of this defect. The idea is to so reinforce the foundation that unequal settling cannot occur.

Combination Tile and Reinforced Concrete Foundation to Prevent Cracked Walls.

The sheering strength of 3/4-inch bar shown in the foundation is approximately 30,000 pounds. This would probably support a residence wall and prevent cracking even tho 10 feet on each side of the corners were actually unsupported, or 20 feet unsupported in the center of the wall.

Even at present with high prices of steel, $15 or $20 worth of steel would greatly reduce the likelihood of cracks forming in the wall of a residence.

If you have had any experience with the use of steel in foundation, tell us about it. If you want to know anything about the details, ask it.
Questions Answered and Ideas Exchanged.

Our Readers are Requested and Urged to Make Free Use of These Columns for the Discussion of all Questions of Interest to Carpenters and Builders

Book Case Designed to Use Leaded Glass Sheets on Hand

To the Editor: East Northport, L. I., N. Y.

I would like to get a plan of a bookcase that I want to build myself. Now, I will give you a brief description of what I want, and will you kindly tell me what you can draw the plans for?

I have four sheets of leaded glass with lights, as per rough sketch. These are first-class, with coppered bars, and I would like to have the design of a nice bookcase to be finished up in fumed oak and made out of quartered oak. I would like something quite fancy, but with no carving on. I am a mechanic myself, so I don’t care how fancy it is. I don’t want a plain top. I would like it broken in some way with two pilasters in front, and I don’t care to have it sitting way up on legs. I want to use the glass spoken of on this bookcase.

Answer—In response to your request we have put your bookcase project into our drafting room, and have worked out a very attractive scheme for utilizing the leaded glass panels which you have.

The enclosed blueprint gives our suggestions. We send you these with our compliments as part of our service to our readers.

To the Editor: Graytown, Ohio.

I am enclosing a picture you can publish in the AMERICAN BUILDER.
A Barn Raising Bee in Action Near Graytown, Ohio. Barn is 40 by 76 with 18 Feet Posts. Mart Suhrbier, Builder.

It is of a grain and stock barn, which I finished some time ago near Graytown, Ottawa Co., Ohio. It is 40x76 —18 ft. posts. The frame is all native timber.
I use a power boring machine.

MART SUHRBIER,
Contractor and Builder.

A Busy Builder

To the Editor: Fairfield, Cal.
I notice a great deal about winter work which I enjoy reading.
I am picking up some of it myself, as I have a little shop on the back end of my lot. I just finished a kitchen cabinet for a fellow that I remodeled a house for. This winter I raised up the roof seven feet in order to get another story under. Now I got a barn to build, and also a hog house similar to that shown on page 50 of the February, 1915, issue. I am also figuring on raising a house up four feet, so as to get an 8-foot basement.
Enclosed you will find a picture of a modern bungalow I built this past season, planned by myself.

LOUIS HAGEMANN.

Quick Way To Hang a Door

To the Editor: Canton, Ohio.
I saw in the December issue that G. W. Donaldson would like to know the quickest method of hanging a door.
Here is my method:
First I have the gains for the butts gained out on the bench before the jambs are set. Then I drive a nail in the stile so I can hold the door while I mark it. On one edge I mark with the point of the pencil close to the jamb. On the other edge I lay the pencil flat against the jamb, which gives me just the right amount of clearance. After the door is planed to these marks I drive a nail in at each corner of the frame, place the door against these nails, raise it up against the head jamb, use my foot to force a chisel under it to hold it in place while I mark for the butts. Then I take my router on which I have a piece of aluminum 3½ in. by 9 in. screwed at the bottom, which keep it from digging in at the wrong place, and set it just the depth of the butt. Gain out for butts, screw one half to door and other half to jamb. Place door in position, slip pins in place, and job is completed. I always leave stops off until after the lock has been mortised in.

Modern Bungalow Planned and Built by Louis Hagemann, Fairfield, Cal.
This method should not take more than 20 minutes on a pine door.

I wish to thank you for the book “How to Read Plans and Take off Bills of Material” and hope this will help Mr. Donaldson.

Then I read how Architect Gilmore says the building magazines remind him of an auto race. They don’t me, for my father was a subscriber to "The American Carpenter and Builder" and two other building papers, and I am a subscriber to the AMERICAN BUILDER, and I don’t think that there has ever been any other one in the lead.

Fred E. Lucas.
Noon Hour Talks by the Boss Carpenter

Talk No. 66—Calculations for a Small Factory Building (Continued)

THE BOSS SHOWS AN ALTERNATE TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION USING STEEL BEAMS, CAST IRON POSTS AND TIMBER PLANKING

"I N OUR last talk," said the Boss, "we showed the exterior elevation, plan and section of a small factory building and designed the posts, girders, beams, floors and roof, using timber semi-mill construction throughout the building. This time we will take the same building and the same loading, but substitute rolled steel I-beams in the place of the timber beams and girders, and round, hollow cast iron columns instead of the square timber posts. We will use wood floor and roof planking as in the other case.

"Since a detailed description of the building was given in our previous talk, we will not go over that part again. You will remember that we used the long span of the beams and girders as a basis for our calculations, and then used these same sizes of material in the shorter end spans. The floors are to carry a load of 125 pounds per square foot of area, and the building has a flat roof. The total roof load is considered to be about 55 pounds per square foot of roof area.

"The general layout of the interior framing is just the same as before and is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Since this is the case and the floor loads are identical with those used in our previous case, the thickness of the floor planking will be 3 inches, as before. Tongued and grooved planking covered with a 7/8-inch finished floor should be used. Fig. 3 shows the method of spiking the floor planks to the flanges of the beams.

"Again, the loads carried by the floor beams which extend between girders will be 17,000 pounds, uniformly distributed, as in the previous talk. The size of the rolled steel I-beam needed to carry this load with a factor of safety of 4 will be found from the following formula:

\[ 15,000 \times S = \frac{3}{4} Wl \]

Where \( S \) is the 'section modulus' for the rolled steel beam, \( W \) is the total uniformly distributed load in pounds carried by one beam, and \( l \) is the length of the beam in inches between supports.

"The value of \( S \), 'section modulus,' is given in all of the handbooks of the steel manufacturers who furnish rolled sections for the market, and is the same for all standard sizes of beams. Rolled steel I-beams are usually classed by their total depth and the weight per foot of length, as shown in the table which follows. The area of cross-section and the value of the 'section modulus' are given in the table."

(Continued to page 120.)
A Livable, Lovable Home

The accompanying plans and perspective drawing have been studied with the purpose of showing a distinctly home-like dwelling for a small family of the sort who feel the rooftree to be something more than a piece of real estate.

To insure family privacy under all circumstances, every home should have two lines of communication, invisible the one from the other. Also for compactness and economy, both in construction and in travel about the house, long hallways should be avoided. To attain these ends, our house has a front and a back stairway, separated by the central chimney and closets, the whole group of stairs, halls, chimney, etc., being located in the center of the house.

On the first floor the living room, across the entire end of the house, is the ideal family gathering place, with its shaded porch for the warm season and a generous nooked fireplace throwing out warmth and hospitality against the cold and stormy months. Notice that this room is accessible from and to all other parts of the house.

The front entrance opens into a welcoming hall with one of those half-circular stairways so charmingly conceived in the olden times. To the right is the dining room, with a built-in china cabinet and direct communication with a light and airy kitchen equipped with ample pantry space and every modern convenience. The back stairs are most handy both to the upper story and to the cellar.

On the second floor the two principal bedrooms occupy the two front corners...
of the house and flank the hallways, front and rear. The front hall is expanded into a pleasant sewing room by a glazed bay thrown out over the front door. On this floor note the ample closets, especially the one in the master's room, the convenience of the bathroom, and how the small third bedroom is most fortunately located in the event of a maid in the house.

As to the house decorations, the opportunities here are too numerous to describe offhand—painted finish or natural woods, papers, hangings or what not. In so small a house one general caution can, however, be given. Do not try to introduce too many distinct periods into the several rooms. In fact, do not try any distinct-period decoration, but adopt some homelike treatment founded, say, on our own so-called Colonial style, or early English Georgian, and let a note of harmony pervade the entire house, carefully avoiding any too conspicuous contrasts.

The exterior of the house may be done either with weathered shingles, the trimmings picked out with soft gray or buff, and with bronze green blinds; or the walls covered with wide siding and painted either pure white or as suggested for the trimming above.

Of course, the windows should be divided with small lights of glass, and the little muslin curtains which make the rooms so homey inside are just as effective seen from the outside.

The final touch is given by Father Time and Mother Earth. Anyone in the family with a gift of making the flowers bloom can in a season or two give the home that atmosphere which makes it belong.

Model Home Designs

Something New In A Bungalow Cornice

The bungalow designer takes liberties and gets away with it. He has brought back the fancy rafter end and the decorated barge board, and has made the public like it.

Pierced ornamentation along with jigsaw work, had been relegated to the architectural attic, but the bungalow man has climbed up there and dragged it out again.

In fairness, too, we must confess it looks OK. The pierced barge boards of this little brown and white six-room bungalow add a touch of light and shade to the gable ends that is very attractive. This seems to be well in keeping with the rest of the design. The exposed rafter ends, the braced brackets supporting the gable projections, and the vivid white trim set off against the dark body color, all produce a very pretty picture.

This is a bungalow that will go on a comparatively narrow lot. The size is 27 feet 6 inches by 39 feet. Six rooms, besides bath, pantry, and closets are provided.

The living room and dining room open together so as to make quite a spacious apartment. The three bedrooms and bathroom open from an inside hall. The front bedroom, opening from the living room, could be used as a parlor or den, if preferred.

The kitchen and pantry are well placed. The refrigerator is in the pantry with icing door from the back porch.
Six-Room Stucco Cottage

It makes a wonderful difference how a home is designed. There is a harmony or architectural parts, a balance that costs no money to achieve, but which may add $1,000 to the selling value of a dwelling house.

This is the beauty of good proportions. It has nothing to do with the so-called ornamental effects that are often added—stuck on by the amateur planner in his effort to help out a bad job. It comes from proportioning height of side walls with height and pitch of roof, by placing the windows so that the window groups and the wall spaces between them are of graceful shape, and by making sure that every architectural part has a valid reason for being present.

In much of our home planning in America we are getting back to simple lines and modest, useful effects; and the average small dwelling is the better for it.

This little stucco cottage illustrated in the photograph is pleasing to look at, because it is in harmony with itself. The large, square columns at the corners are right to hold up the heavy roof projection. The windows are placed where they are needed for proper lighting of the different rooms, yet they come right as viewed from the outside also. The exterior is stuccoed in a dark gray or warm tan shade, which contrasts brightly with the white painted trim.

The floor plan shows the interior of this cottage to have six very convenient rooms. The living room is of generous size, 17 feet 16 inches by 15 feet, and thru a wide cased opening at the back one enters the dining room. This is the most cheerful part of the house with its bay window, with built-in-seat, its attractive dining room buffet and satisfactory size.

Opening out of the dining room is a small inside hall, which leads to the two bedrooms and bathroom and also down to the basement. Straight back of the dining room is the kitchen with attached pantry. The ice box in this has its icing door out to the back porch, which means that the iceman doesn’t have to come into the house at all to fill the refrigerator.

The size of this cottage is 28 by 43 feet.

Employment of Minors

Do not employ children under sixteen years of age at any of the following: Work on scaffolding, or on ladders, or any heavy work in the building trades. Operating any steam boiler or steam-generating apparatus. Operating any wire or iron-straightening machinery, punchers or shears. Operating any emery or polishing wheel for polishing metal. Oiling or assisting in oiling, wiping or cleaning any machinery in motion. Operating or assisting in operating or taking material from any circular or band saw, or any cross-cut saw or slasher, or other cutting or pressing machine from which material is taken from behind. Employment on any wood shaper, wood jointer, planer, sand-paper, wood-polishing or wood-turning machine. Any other employment dangerous to life or limb, injurious to health, or depraving to the morals.
Possibilities of the Steel Square

REMINISCENCES IN CARPENTRY WORK PERTAINING TO THE USE OF THE STEEL SQUARE TOGETHER WITH SOME ODD USES TO WHICH IT MAY BE APPLIED.

By A. W. Woods

THE Steel Square is a tool of mystery, for who has not wondered at the marvelous results in a mathematical way that may be obtained with it when in the hands of one who knows how to manipulate it? It is one of the oldest tools, its use "runneth back to the time the memory of man knoweth not." Next to the saw and hammer it is probably the most used of any to be found in the carpenter's tool chest, yet commonly speaking, it is the tool of which least is known, as to what may be accomplished with it. It is used by the lowest saw and hatchet workman to the highest skilled in the art of carpentry, and yet comparatively few, up to recent years, could get along very far with it, without running up against a problem too deep to get across.

Before going further, we want to say that we have reference to the plain steel square stripped of everything but the standard measurement in inches and their fractional divisions. This alone in connection with a knowledge of degrees when applied with it can be made to cover the whole field in the art of framing. We have no doubt, some will say that we are discriminating against the many patented squares now on the market, dozen of others which the general mechanical public have never seen or even heard of and we might further add, the majority of the patentees of these squares wish themselves that they had never heard of them. Of course some of them contain merit in the way of short methods in arriving at some of the more common cuts but at best their scope is limited and we repeat that none of them produce anything but what may be obtained with the common steel square as before mentioned.

Yet strange as it may seem, it has been only in the memory of the old time carpenters now living that its (the square's), rigid arms with its figures and divisions have become more generally understood, due to the teaching of publications pertaining to carpentry and building. You say then, how did the old time framers get along without the use of the square?

They got along with it indirectly, that is, they used it in connection with the compass in laying out diagrams from which they obtained the required angles; and from these they transferred by means of the bevel square which they adjusted to the angles in the diagram; and then by applying the bevel square to the timbers, scribing with a scratch awl. It was then ready for the man who just sawed wood and trusted to the one who did the scribing act for the accuracy of the joints when set up in place.

As a rule the man who did the scribing was not one given to enlighten others as to how he arrived (Continued to page 142).
The Installation, Care and Operation of the House Furnace—(Part I)

By K. G. Smith

Engineering Extension Department, Iowa State College

For at least six months in the year inhabitants of Iowa are vitally interested in the problem of house heating. Various means are employed for this purpose; the fireplace, the stove, the steam heating system, the hot water heating system, and the warm air furnace. The fireplace is not effective in severe weather, and the stove, for heating purposes, is gradually being displaced by the other systems. Each one of the three systems mentioned has its own field to which it is particularly adapted, and its advantages and advocates.

Steam and hot water systems usually have the advantage of being installed under the care and oversight of competent engineers and are carefully designed to meet requirements. The warm air furnace has suffered because of its elasticity. That is, a furnace which would easily heat a house in zero weather, under normal conditions of firing would heat the same house at 20 degrees below if crowded. It is on account of this very elasticity that the warm air furnace of small heating capacity has been abused and often proven unsatisfactory thru no fault of the system itself.

A good furnace of sufficient size, well installed and properly operated, is a healthful and efficient method of heating the average dwelling house. For large buildings in which the rooms to be heated are far distant from the furnace, it is not adapted. This statement does not apply to mechanical hot blast systems.

It is not intended in these articles to discuss questions of design and the merits of various types of heating installation, but to confine what is said to the installation, operation and care of the warm air, house heating furnace. However, much of what is said in regard to chimneys, firing, and care applies to other systems just as well as to the warm air furnace.

Chimneys

To get a good, satisfactory installation begin with the chimney. The chimney should be as straight as possible and free from bends or offsets. An attractive architectural design sometimes interferes with the chimney draft by decreasing the size of flue. The flue area should not be decreased for the sake of supposed architectural effect. Gases passing out of the chimney are retarded by rubbing against the walls. The less wall there is for a given area, the more efficient the chimney. Lining a chimney with good, smooth tile with well pointed joints reduces the friction and lessens the danger of fire but, in so lining it, care must be taken not to reduce the flue area below what is necessary for good draft. For instance, if an 8 by 8-inch flue is desired, the inside measurements must be 8 by 8 inches. No flue should be less than 8 by 8 inches, better 8 by 12 inches. Floor beams should not stick into the chimney.

Aside from having a good flue the chimney should be high enough to be free from interference by currents of air deflected by the roofs of buildings or trees. Chimneys from 40 to 60 feet high are the most satisfactory. Height is measured from the grate to the top of the chimney. A chimney depends for its draft on its height, and the difference in temperature of the air on the inside and outside. If the air inside the chimney is chilled by dampness or because the chimney is exposed to cold winds on the outside of the house, it will not draw well. For this reason, the best location for a chimney is in the center of the building where all four walls are protected. Exposed walls should be at least 8 inches thick.

There should be no holes in the chimney other than those necessary for the smoke pipe. It is not a good

(Continued to page 116)
Stanley Garage Hardware

Because of the many advantages of using hardware specially designed for garage use, and the advisability of building garages so that their doors may open out, a larger quantity of Stanley Garage Hardware will be used this year than ever before. Its strength, its durability and its appearance make it the hardware you should use on the garage you build.

A beautiful calendar bearing the above picture reproduced in colors will be sent to any architect, contractor or building material dealer requesting it on his business stationery.

The Stanley Works, New Britain Conn., U. S. A.

New York
100 Lafayette Street

Chicago
73 E. Lake Street
**Correspondence Department**

(Continued from page 84.)

**A Filing Stand**

To the Editor: W. E. Clarke, Wellsville, N. Y.

I am enclosing a sketch, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, of what I call a "Filing Stand" that I have developed, and find it a great convenience many times.

I wish to suggest a few of its advantages, the first of which is that it is perfectly rigid wherever it is set up and may be placed on any kind of a floor without any fastening whatever, the weight of the operator holding it in place.

![Fig. 1]

Handy Saw Filing Stand.

Another thing is that it may be set where the light is best and at any angle to the light. It can be built to the height as chosen by the mechanic, so that he can work to the best advantage.

Filing is only one of the things I use it for. I find, in fitting up scraper blades, where one is working on finished or partly finished floors, it is a great help. When folded up, as shown in Fig. 2, it takes up very small space and can be hung on the wall, if desired.

CLAIR P. LURDEN.

**Hanging Doors**

To the Editor: H. B. Smith, Twin Valley, Minn.

In the December number G. W. Donaldson asks for quickest way to hang doors. In plans, where shown which way door is to swing, it is easier to cut out for butts in jamb before nailing together. Lay jamb on bench, mark down 7 inches from head gain to the top of butt and 12 inches from floor line up to lower butt. Fit in butts, two or three, as needed, but do not screw them on yet.

After jamb is set, but before the casings are on (they are in the way), tack a thin block inside of each jamb to prevent the door from falling thru; hold the door against and have it marked close along the jamb. Trim to this mark, which is the inside of the door, by squaring across the edge of the door to the mark you get the same size for the outside, and it will fit perhaps a little too tight, yet when you bevel it—towards inside—you get a good-fitting door without having to try it a dozen times.

When writing advertisers please mention the American Builder.
Hundreds of Contractors and Builders

have earned their reputation through AMBLER Asbestos Shingles

(Nothing to Burn)

and what they have done YOU can do.

Ambler Asbestos Shingles make a permanent, indestructible fireproof roofing, and are a monument to the good judgment of the Contractor or Builder who specifies them.

They are composed of Cement and Asbestos—both unburnable and, therefore, proof against fire. They are made in three unfading colors; and many designs, and will harmonize well with any color scheme or architectural style.

As it is impossible to tell their whole story here we will gladly send you literature, prices and pictures upon request.

KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY
Dept. B-1, Ambler, Pa., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of Ambler Asbestos Shingles, Asbestos Corrugated Roofing and Siding, 85% Magnesia Pipe and Boiler Covering, and Asbestos Building Lumber.
Correspondence Department

Well Equipped Power Shop

I visited a shop several years ago to see the equipment they had, and I was very impressed with their well-equipped facility. Since then, I have been keeping an eye on the latest developments in the woodworking industry. I am pleased to hear that there are now many shops that offer a variety of services, from custom furniture to store showcases.
Profitable Opportunities in Your Town

The roofing dealer who can meet every roofing demand with a suitable and serviceable roof is the dealer who lands the big business.

In the Johns-Manville Line of Asbestos Roofings, there's a roof for every requirement—and each has distinct service and sales features. Based on the age-old mineral, Asbestos, these Roofings resist fire, time, weather and wear, with a cost for upkeep and repairs so low as to be practically negligible.

The market for these roofings lies at your very door. The farmer whose stock and equipment comprise his working capital needs the protection of a safe and durable roofing for his big new barn. Your neighbor, building a new house, will be glad to safeguard it with a roofing of fire-safe shingles. The new bank building, the business block, the hotel, church, school, warehouse, or factory—each of these has a distinct need for just such a safe and economical roofing as Johns-Manville offers.

A Genuine Dealer Opportunity

We want a few builders in various sections of the country to handle Johns-Manville Asbestos Roofings. We want men of good standing, able to make full use of the help we will give—men who measure up to the big possibilities of this profitable business.

If you're the right man, ask us for further details, for our proposition will prove interesting.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
NEW YORK CITY
10 Factories—Branches in 56 Large Cities

The Johns-Manville Line

Here are the "leaders" of the Johns-Manville Roofing Line: Asbestos Built-Up Roofing, for flat roofs; Flexstone Asbestos Roofing, for sloping roofs; Corrugated Asbestos Roofing, for skeleton construction; Transite Asbestos Shingles, for residences—also the new "de luxe" Colorblende Shingles.

A complete quality line of "Rubber Type" Roofings and Asphalt Shingles

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
Are You Interested in Store Fronts

YOU no doubt are. In selecting a certain Store Front Construction, be sure that you select one that will prove satisfactory—a construction that will finish up well, and which affords the greatest possible safety for the glass; a construction that will be easy to install, saving you time and labor, besides being permanent and of a lasting, good appearance. All these merits are embodied in

Kawneer Store Fronts

Make one good Store Front Job sell another. Merit will tell. Two good jobs will sell the third one, and you will soon find yourself firmly established in your community, doing a profitable Store Front Business.

You have been looking for short, clean and well paying jobs. Here's your chance. Write for our Catalog "H," containing half size details of our Store Front Construction. It is yours for the asking.

Kawneer Manufacturing Company
Niles, Michigan

Please send me a copy of Catalog H

Correspondence Department
(Continued from page 94.)

Tank House to Prevent Freezing

To the Editor: La Fargeville, N. Y.

I recently built two small buildings over concrete water tanks, and as some of the readers may be interested in such work, I will tell about the construction of the tank and building.

The tanks were 6 by 12 feet by 1 foot 8 inches inside measure and with the walls 6 inches thick, with a base extending out about 5 inches on the ends and rear and about 3 inches in front. In this base, or ledge, were set bolts about 2 feet apart, so that the sills could be bolted fast. The 5-inch ledge was made so that the frame could be boarded on the inside as well as out. This base should be high enough above the ground to protect the sills and should extend out only 2 inches on the front, so as not to make the wall too thick for small stock to reach over and drink, the 2 by 4 are set flatwise in front on this account.

The building is 6 feet high at the back and 8 feet in front, or 6 feet above the tank, so that there will be room for the doors, which open upward. Covers are put on the tank inside the building; these may be hinged to a plank laid lengthwise or may extend across the tank and be left loose.

These tanks cost $20 each for cement and labor, the farmer furnishing the stones, gravel and helping with the mixing. The building required some 200 feet of 2 by 4's, 400 feet of matched lumber and 1 thousand shingles. Buttons were used to hold the doors shut and also to hold them open, and two large slot pieces were put between them near the top, so that a stick could be put thru to hold the doors up.

It took two and one-half days to build one of these buildings.

John Upton.

Builders Complete From Foundation To Roof

To the Editor: Pleasant Plain, Ohio.

Inclosed find our check for $2.00 also coupon for renewal of our subscription to the American Builder on which we have checked the book we desire as premium. Please accept our thanks in advance.

We have never taken the time to write to let you know who we are or what we do but a glance at the above letter head explains our position in the world of workers in the hive of industry.

We are forwarding to you by this mail one of our 1917

(Continued to page 98.)
Each Beaver Board Job Brings You Another

Beaver Board is a busy business builder for carpenters and contractors. The first job brings the second, the second the third, and so on until there is a string of profitable jobs coming to the man who makes a specialty of Beaver Board work.

First comes a good repair job where old cracking walls are replaced with knotless, crackless panels of Beaver Board. A joy to the owner, and satisfaction with profit for the builder.

Then comes a third floor to be finished. Here Beaver Board does a quick job without muss or litter. This is followed with some store or factory job, and soon you’re figuring on one of those big ceilings that means profits measured by hundreds of dollars.

Just try Beaver Board on your next job. You’ll be surprised at your success—pleased with the profit you can make.

Our Department of Design and Decoration is always ready to help with practical suggestions.

THE BEAVER BOARD COMPANIES
31 Beaver Road    Buffalo, N. Y.

Distributors in principal cities, dealers everywhere.

You can’t expect BeaverBoard results unless this trade mark is on the back of the board you buy.
Correspondence Department
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calendars and think it one of the best we have ever put out for advertising our business.
There are just the two of us and we work together and do all of the above mentioned things ourselves and depend on none to do our work, as competent help is hard to get. We build a building from the ground up by the day or contract.
We complete a building from the ground to the painting and we find that this is the most satisfactory way we can work as there is no waiting for the tinner; when the gutters are ready to line, we are there; when the brick-layer is wanted, we are ready; and when it is ready to plaster, we do not have to wait for the plasterer, and also the same with the priming coat of paint and the finishing coats, we are not bothered by the worry that possibly we are doing some part of the other workmen's work nor do we have to wait for them.
This we have found not only satisfactory to us but to our customers, as there is no delay or waiting and the only delays we suffer are from parties who furnish us material, transportation companies and weather or from sickness.
Our motto is: “What is worth doing is worth doing well.” We write advertisers in the AMERICAN BUILDER every month and sometimes as high as five and six of them and are now representing several of them.
I was a Charter Member subscriber to the AMERICAN BUILDER, but after a few years we dropped it commenced again as we find that you are advocating better work, progressive ideas, etc., the same as we have found are necessary from actual experience.
A. A. Stewart & Son,
By W. D. Stewart.

Wisconsin Farm House
To the Editor: Osseo, Wis.
Am enclosing a picture of a farm house which I planned and built last summer, the house is 28x28 with 12 ft. posts exclusive of porch.

Ernest Johnson.

Credit at the Bank
To the Editor: Morgan Park, Ill.
I am in a partnership in carpenter contracting and jobbing. We have been in business for two years, having started with no capital and very little equipment. Our aim is to make each job a recommendation for more work, and upon this basis we are working up a good business and a good recommendation in our locality, but we are greatly hampered by lack of capital.
We have a great deal to learn yet about the business world, and any information will be very much appreciated.
(Signed) Answer: The key to the whole situation is the kind of
(Continued to page 100.)

When writing advertisers please mention the American Builder
STANDARDIZATION of Grades is one of the big attainments in the modern manufacture and merchandising of lumber.

There no longer need be any uncertainty as to the quality of the lumber you may specify for particular uses.

Whether your need be for exceptionally large, long, dense, strong structural timbers, or for the softest, clearest, most workable interior trim, the quality of the Southern Pine you order is absolutely guaranteed, provided the material comes from any of the more than 200 giant saw mills subscribing to the Southern Pine Association.

Southern Pine Association saw mill products are subject to the most stringent lumber grading rules ever devised, and the accurate application of these rules is insured by a corps of Association grading experts, whose activities are in the interest of the lumber user. Association inspection means you get what you specify.

Copies of the Density Rule, devised by the U. S. Forest Service and adopted as standard by the American Society for Testing Materials, the U. S. Navy, the Southern Pine Association, etc., Standard Lumber Grading Rules and a list of Southern Pine Association subscribers will be mailed you gratis, promptly on request, if you address Department J-42.

Southern Pine Association
NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA
Correspondence Department
(Continued from page 98.)

bank with which you get connection and the kind of connection you make.

Undoubtedly you are operating at the present time with some bank.

If you feel that your bank is of a substantial sort and the personality of the cashier and president, whoever has charge of the bank, is the right kind, it is a most excellent good thing.

One of the most valuable assets that a concern can have is a good banking connection.

We would advise your getting in touch with your hardware man, your grocer, and, in fact, six or eight different people in your section, and in a conversational sort of a way ask them relative to the personality of the two or three banks in that section.

When you feel that you have learned as to the best bank, call on the banker and talk to him just exactly the same way you wrote to us.

Under no circumstances at any time try to deceive your banker. It is almost as bad as trying to deceive yourself.

Always keep in mind the fact that banking business is based entirely on confidence, and confidence must come from your own personality.

We know of many concerns that have large capital that have a great deal of difficulty in negotiating loans, and we also know of a large number of people of very limited financial resources who are able to get almost unlimited credit at their bank.

Draw up a financial statement, which would consist of accounts receivable, also of materials on hand, also of fixtures. Add that column up and set opposite your liability. The difference, of course, is your net resources.

After having made your bank connection, write a letter to R. G. Dun of Chicago, also Bradstreet Agency of Chicago, also United Agency of Chicago, saying somewhat as follows: Dear Sirs:

We are in the general contracting business and are submitting our statement of resources herewith.

We pay all of our bills on maturity and generally are able to avail ourselves of the cash discount.

We give as references the following people: (Then give as reference your bank, also two or three places where you are dealing that you know you will be able to secure complimentary remarks.)

It is desirable that one or more of the above should be of the larger establishments, such as, perhaps, the Rehm Hardware Company, or the Stebbins people in Chicago.

It is very desirable to establish a line of credit with several people like them.

This can be done by taking your statement to them and meeting their credit men and telling them exactly what you are doing.

It is very desirable to have a letterhead that talks and carries the general atmosphere of trustworthy concern.

Avoid any fancy curlicues on your letterhead. Use good, plain, square, block type and a good quality of paper.

Have your address and also telephone show on this letterhead. There is one thing we want to emphasize, and that is, in talking to your banker or the credit men of any large concern, do not permit yourself to be troubled with any nervousness, because the people that you will meet there are just common people who are anxious to do business.

We have known of a number of cases where a man who had good resources and was entitled to good things, spoiled his chances by having a certain amount of stage fright.

One of the very essential things for you to do is to learn to be a good collector.

(Continued to page 112)
Partners Three

By reason of their size and position, Curtis Manufacturers can maintain Curtis standards of quality no matter how adverse conditions may be. Thus they are always able to protect the dealer and contractor. Curtis Dealers and Curtis Contractors do their share by giving Curtis advertising and Curtis quality their cordial support. And in this way, all three share in a bigger business than would otherwise be possible.

Drop in and talk over Curtis Woodwork with a Curtis Dealer. Learn from him what benefits you can get by joining the Curtis family. If you are unable to find a Curtis Dealer, write us for his name.

Curtis Woodwork is advertised in nineteen strong National and State Farm Papers

Doors
Windows
Stairways
Newels
Sideboards
Colonnades
Bookcases
Window and Door
Frames
Storm Doors and Storms
Windows
Screen Doors and Windows
Windows
Window Seats
Mantels
Wall Panels
Ceiling Beams
Mouldings
Porch Columns
Porch Rail
Porch Balusters
Everything in Woodwork

The Curtis Companies, Service Bureau
1864-1964 South Second Street
Clinton, Iowa

Manufacturing and Distributing Plants at

Clinton, Iowa
Lincoln, Neb.
Minneapolis
Wausau, Wis.
Chicago
Oklahoma City
Syracuse, N.Y.
Dayton, Ohio
Topeka, Kans.
Detroit

Eastern Offices at Pittsburgh and Washington

The makers of CURTIS Woodwork guarantee complete satisfaction to its users.

"We’re not satisfied unless you are."
Correspondence Department

(Continued from page 100.)

Have no timidity about this whatever. If a body owes you a dollar, it is just as right that they should pay it promptly, as per contract, as tho they had picked up a dollar that you had dropped on the sidewalk.

In all your collections it is desirable to do it in a pleasant, friendly sort of a way, but in a firm way, that indicates to your people that you expect them to come across.

Should there be any other angle that you would wish any data on, do not hesitate to call on us. Editor.

Wants Ideas for Combined Buffet and Dumb Waiter

To the Editor: Meyrone, Sask., Canada.

I have a little question I would like to solve and I am asking you for assistance.

I have a $5,000 house under construction, and the owner wants a combination buffet and dumbwaiter installed in the dining room. He would like to have the dumbwaiter in the center of the buffet, and he wants one that will be artistic looking and of the Colonial design.

Hoping that you or some of the readers of the AMERICAN BUILDER will be able to furnish me with a design of the aforesaid cabinet.

D. R. Leadley.

A Kansas Bungalow

To the Editor: Horton, Kansas.

Enclosed find picture of a modern bungalow, which was built for G. G. Weichen, of Robinson, Kansas, at a total cost of $7,000. W. O. Snyder, architect and builder.

I have been a constant subscriber of the AMERICAN BUILDER since its origin. A copy of November, 1906, which contains view of William Jennings Bryan's home, is one of the first. I consider the AMERICAN BUILDER the best and most up-to-date journal printed. When I get up against a real proposition, the best reference and advice are my volumes of the AMERICAN BUILDER.

W. O. Snyder, Building Contractor.

The Glidden Varnish Company Sold

The Glidden Varnish Company, Cleveland, Ohio, after a business career of 50 years, and its subsidiary, the Glidden Varnish Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, have just been sold outright to a newly formed corporation, headed by Adrian D. Joyce, general manager of sales and distribution of the Sherwin-Williams Company. Two other prominent Sherwin-Williams men are officers of the new corporation, R. H. Horsburgh, their controller, becoming secretary-treasurer, and O. A. Hasse, their manager of paint and varnish sales becoming vice-president of the new corporation.
Clay Products for Modern Building

Flue Linings Prevent Fires

WINTER winds call for hot furnace fires. Flues must be free from crevices or sleepers will awake some cold night to find the whole building one roaring furnace. Breaking joints in chimneys with Fire Clay Flue Lining, which offers but one joint in 24 inches, is more economical than an added thickness of masonry and improves the draft. Vapor from natural gas will eat mortar, but not Flue Lining.

Wall Coping Defies Frost

Winter frost plays havoc with damp masonry walls. Keep walls dry and improve the trim of your building by covering the parapet with Vitrified Wall Coping. Its hard burned structure and glazed surface resists weather far longer than the life of any building.

For Modern Building Drainage

MORE and more, sewage is becoming impregnated with corrosive chemical substances. Resistance to corrosion, rust, decay and electrolysis is the first essential of a satisfactory sewer material.

Vitrified Clay Pipe has no rivals in withstanding the attacks of strong acids or alkali. A piece of this pipe was unimpaired after being immersed for a year in a concentrated mixture of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids.

Vitrified materials are preferred for every purpose where cleanliness is essential, for the higher grade of bathroom fixtures, for hospital appliances, for tiling of walls and floors. The same superiority found in a porcelain bathtub make Vitrified Clay Pipe the logical material for your building drain and building sewer.

Correct installation is highly important. We recommend poured joints of cement grout or an approved compound. Let us advise you through pamphlets or personal letter with regard to your drainage problems.

Write for This Book

Clay Products for Modern Building

John L. Rice
Field Commissioner

Second National Bldg
Akron, Ohio

When writing advertisers please mention The American Builder
FACE BRICK
Drop as a line and tell us what you are figuring on building this Spring.

HUNDREDS of progressive contractors are finding that brick is more enduring than frame, and it has many advantages. The plumbet one is that it gives your owner a more permanent home and relieved him of the continual expense of painting and upkeep.

Then we will tell you how "Artfashioned" Brick can be used to advantage.

Artfashioned Brick are made in a wide range of colors and textures. There is a Nuvegus Brick for every style of architecture — from the modest bungalow to the best building in town.

You can get "Artfashioned" Brick from your local dealer.

Without our estimate you have no competition.

MADE IN IOWA!

WHITACRE- GREER FIREPROOFING CO.
Manufacturers of HOLLOW TILE FIREPROOFING and BUILDING BLOCK.
Waynesburg, Ohio

"HEAVY DUTY" INTERLOCKING TILE

The strength of brick and the dryness of tile are combined in Vigo American Heavy Duty Interlocking Tile to make a better wall than solid brick and at two-thirds the cost.

We also manufacture Fireproofing, Building, Arch, Partition and Drain Tile, Hollow Brick and other shale products. Send for our literature.

VIGO-AMERICAN CLAY COMPANY
76 and Ohio St., Terre Haute, Ind.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER.

Motor Stations On All Highways
Roadside Stations for Motorists Proposed Like Passenger Stations Along Railways

Under what is called "The American Plan," a nation-wide campaign has recently been launched by the Public Comfort Station Bureau, 261 Broadway, backed by the American Automobile Association, National Highways Association, National Old Trails Road Association, and other national organizations, to provide roadside stations in cities along all highways like passenger stations along the right-of-way of a railway.

The plan was called forth by the urgent need for Public Comfort Stations, and the almost criminal lack of them in this country, which is far behind Europe in that respect. Railways have taken care of their passengers by providing toilet accommodations in the stations and on the trains, but no provision has been made by the public for the public. Even in the crowded cities Public Comfort Stations are scarce, and at no points along the highways, even the national highways, are stations to be found. The entire motor-traveling public is dependent on private kindness for their accommodations, in spite of the fact that more people now travel by motor than by train.

The several national associations co-operating in this campaign purpose using their joint influence to have erected in every city thru which a main highway runs, one or more Public Comfort Stations, provided with a comfortable waiting room, equipped with sanitary toilet accommodations for men and women, containing pure and wholesome drinking water and in hard-water localities having a small water-softening
Don’t encourage your customers to put off building. Every building-material man knows that prices cannot go down during the war, or for some time after the war. For some years to come there will be no more favorable time for building than the present. And don’t forget to tell your customers of the advantages in a brick house—beauty, comfort, safety against fire and economy against depreciation.

Every one of our offices is ready to cooperate with you.

Hydraulic-Press Brick Company
Saint Louis
Branch Offices: Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Davenport, Dubois, Pa., Indianapolis, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Omaha, Philadelphia, Roseville, Ohio, Toledo, Washington
Largest Manufacturers of Face Brick in the World

Send for these Booklets
"Hy-tex Brick" tell you the many advantages in building with brick, and something about the completeness of the Hy-tex line and the benefits you can derive from Hy-tex Service.
"Suggestions for Small Hy-tex Homes"—shows the possibilities of brick in small homes. It is illustrated with perspectives and floor plans of small brick houses.

Mail the Coupon NOW

Hydraulic-Press Brick Co.
St. Louis, Missouri
Send me "Hy-tex Brick" and "Suggestions for Small Hy-tex Homes."

Name: ........................................
Street: ......................................
City ........................................State
an emergency hospital in case of accidents along the road, while telephones connecting the various stations along the line will tend to prevent crime or check the escape of those engaged in criminal practices along the highways.

To build a Public Comfort Station such as this plan calls for, will cost approximately $10,000. For the small towns and cities a less expensive building is contemplated, but which contains all of the elements found necessary to make a station safe and sanitary. By the clever working out of this plan these stations will be not only self-supporting, but will pay for the cost of construction within ten years. That means that a city builds a station, owns it outright, and out of the receipts from the pay privileges pays back the loan to itself. It is not a charge upon the community, but a good paying investment in dollars, decency and health.

Mr. J. J. Cosgrove is director of the Public Comfort Station Bureau, the central body with which the various national associations are cooperating. The campaign for Public Comfort Stations belongs to no one, however, but is a great general uprising for conveniences so long needed and generally long denied. Societies and individuals are invited to co-operate in the work. EMODEL and repair to preserve the nation's building wealth.

**An Announcement of Interest to Architects, Builders and Owners of Buildings of All Kinds**

In the next issue of this magazine, we will present the first of a series of announcements, of importance to all interested in the construction of buildings. We will show, by picture and text, some of the manufacturing processes that give to EXCELSIOR WIRE LATH its superiority.

In addition, there will be ample opportunity to judge of EXCELSIOR WIRE LATH "in action." We will exhibit with photographic fidelity, reproductions of actual buildings where EXCELSIOR WIRE LATH has played its part in the successful construction.

The success which has attended the use of EXCELSIOR WIRE LATH, as well as the many other Wright Wire products, has made possible the growth to the present great proportions, of the Wright Factories illustrated below.

**WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY**
Department F. WORCESTER, MASS.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
Why SELF-SENTERING?

the answer—Speed, Economy, Permanence

Right now, it is extra-wise policy for the builders and contractors to use Self-Sentering in their roof and floor construction.

For under present conditions there is a good deal more repair and alteration work than new jobs to be had. And Self-Sentering is adapted to repair work as well as to new work—to small jobs as well as to the biggest building jobs. Always the result is the same—swift, economical, permanent, fire safe construction.

SELF-SENTERING

Form and Reinforcement for Concrete Construction

The first three diagrams show details of Self-Sentering and concrete roof construction. Self-Sentering can be utilized for any type of roof—pitched, dome, saw-tooth, or flat. It can be adapted to any type of building—steel-frame, wood-frame, or concrete-frame. The size of the job makes no difference. Self-Sentering is a combined reinforcing and centering—a one-piece metal lath and stud, a self-furring lath. It does away with the need of building up and tearing down temporary wooden forms in concrete construction.

The diagrams suggest the speed, ease, and security with which any type of Self-Sentering roof can be laid. The sheets are merely laid over the roof supports, attached to them securely by clips, wire nails, or staples, and the concrete applied to the required thickness. Only enough passes through the mesh to imbed thoroughly the steel. Then you have a roof comparatively light (because of the reduced dead load) but exceptionally strong and safe—a roof that will last practically forever, with little or no upkeep expense.

The diagram at the bottom of the page shows details of Self-Sentering floor construction. All that we have said about the advantages of Self-Sentering roof construction applies equally well to Self-Sentering floors. Also to Self-Sentering ceilings, walls, partitions; miscellaneous fireproof construction such as beam and column protection, false columns and posts, steps, stairs, and seat risers; for small buildings such as garages, stores, out-buildings, and additions; for Self-Sentering culverts, tanks, fences, bridge-floors, conduits.

Full particulars gladly sent on request to any interested builder or contractor.

THE GENERAL FIREPROOFING COMPANY, Youngstown, Ohio

Manufacturers of all types of Metal Lath, Concrete Reinforcement, and Waterproofing.

Member Associated Metal Lath Manufacturers

BRANCH OFFICES: New York City, Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Kansas City, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Buffalo, Utica

The best dealer in your town has GF products in stock.

When writing advertisers please mention the American Builder.
Build Store Fronts
All Winter Long

Take That Easy Profit Right at your Elbow

Easy Profit? Certainly!

—because merchants are on their toes these days to reach out after business, and you'll find them sold on Brasco Copper Store Fronts.

Easy to install; at a price that will get the business.

How's it done? Write us.

Brasco MANUFACTURING CO.
1455 S. Michigan Ave., CHICAGO

Drainage and Ventilation, Setting Block

Brasco Copper Covered Creosoted Type

Cut out coupon, pin to your letterhead, and mail today.

Brasco Manufacturing Company:

Please send me full information on your plan for making me money.

Name ..............................................................

Address ............................................................

The Battle Cry of Feed 'Em

Yes, we'll rally round the farm, boys,
We'll rally once again,
Shouting the battle cry of Feed 'Em.

We've got the ships and money
And the best of fighting men,
Shouting the battle cry of Feed 'Em.

The onion forever, the beans and the corn,
Down with the tater—it's up the next morn—
While we rally round the plow, boys,
And take the hoe again,
Shouting the battle cry of Feed 'Em.

—Fred Emerson Brooks (“Patriotic Toasts”).

Her Turn

Smith got married. The evening of his first pay-day he gave his bride fourteen dollars of the fifteen-dollar salary and kept only a dollar for himself.

But on the second pay-day Smith gave his wife one dollar and kept fourteen dollars himself.

"Why, John," cried, in injured tones, "how on earth do you think I can manage for a whole week on a paltry dollar"

"Darned if I know," he answered. "I had a rotten time myself last week. It's your turn now."—Topeka State Journal.

How Much is a Billion?

Maybe you wouldn't know a billion when you met one running around loose. Here is a simple way to know what it looks like:

Since the beginning of the Christian era 1,917 years have elapsed. Each year of 365 days (not counting those when suffragettes propose), each day 24 hours long, each hour 60 minutes. So get ready:

1917 x 365 x 24 x 60 = 1,007,575,200 minutes.

Universal Training

Visitor—Have your employes had any experience in military training?

Employer—Well most of them have been soldiering on the job for years.—Puck.

Back to the Oleo!

"Grocery butter is so unsatisfactory, dear," said Mrs. Youngbride, "I decided today we would make our own."

"Oh, did you?" asked her husband.

"Yes, I bought a churn and ordered buttermilk to be left regularly. Won't it be nice to have really fresh butter?"—Boston Transcript.
Shove the Work Through

The work can’t come too fast for a G-E motor operated machine.

G-E motors never lag—they are the surest, safest and most economical power you can employ.

Once tried, G-E motors will become your steadiest and most faithful helpers.

For construction work where odd jobs come up and extra mill work is needed, you will save time and money by using a portable G-E motor.

Ask your lighting company or our nearest Motor Agency to pick out a motor for your busiest machine.

General Electric Company

General Office Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities
DuPont Buys Bridgeport Wood Finishing

The paint and varnish business of the Bridgeport Wood Finishing Company has been purchased by the E. I. du Pont de Nemours Company, Inc., of Wilmington, Del. It is understood that the former business of the Bridgeport Wood Finishing Company will be operated as a division of the du Pont Company.

This is the second important step into the paint and varnish field by the du Pont Company, which up to this time has concerned itself principally with the manufacture of explosives. A short time ago the Philadelphia paint firm of Harrison Bros. & Co. was acquired, and now the Bridgeport business in paints and stains is added.

The facilities of the du Pont Company for the manufacture of many chemicals and raw materials used in paint making, backed by the efficient organization and unlimited resources of this company, will put these paint products before the building field in a bigger way than ever before.

Atkins Nail Aprons Go Up

For years E. C. Atkins & Co. have been furnishing canvas nail aprons to carpenters and other mechanics at a nominal price. These aprons carry the Atkins name, and have created an incalculable amount of good-will for their saws.

The man who has been looking after this apron proposition is now in a peck of trouble and calls to us for help. It seems that the cost of these aprons has gone up so that they can no longer be furnished at the old price; in fact, double price must be asked. Requests for the aprons at the old price continue to pour in.

So remember, if you want an Atkins nail apron, double up.

Gravel and Slag Roofers To Meet in Chicago

January 15th to 17th is the date announced for the annual convention of the National Association Master Gravel and Slag Roofers of America. The meeting is to be held in Chicago. All roofing contractors are invited to attend. A very interesting program of papers and discussion topics has been arranged. Mr. H. B. Nichols, with offices in the Whitehall Bldg., New York City, is the secretary of this association.

Fast Building for Columbia Truck

The Columbia Truck & Trailer Company, which builds the Columbia semi-trailer, is building additions with notable rapidity to its factory in Pontiac, Mich. The latest addition is a new assembly plant where a progressive system, designed to speed up and intensify production, is being installed. The company has acquired five acres of ground to accommodate its future needs.

Proner Joins Wales Advertising Co.

Mr. Charles Proner, who for the past four years has been connected with the Smith & Hemenway Co., Inc., as advertising manager, has associated himself with the Wales Advertising Company of New York City. He will continue to direct the Smith & Hemenway Company account.

There's a Difference in the lasting qualities of sheet metal, just as there is in the wearing qualities of fabrics.

Actual service has determined that the main point of difference for KEYSTONE COPPER STEEL is that it gives more wear — rust resistance — for Black and Galvanized Sheets, and Roofing Terne Plates. "Facts" will tell you why. Keystone is best for building construction, and all forms of exposed sheet metal work.
ROOFING SLATE SERVICE

THAT YOU NEED—

We can make immediate shipments in any quantity—in any size—in any quality of

Genuine Bangor Slatington Big Bed
Albion Bangor Washington Big Bed
Jackson Bangor Trout Creek Big Bed
No. 1 Pen Argyl Franklin Big Bed

The various qualities of Roofing Slate quoted above are the product of the quarries of the following companies and are sold exclusively through the Vendor Slate Company.

**GENUINE BANGOR**
- Genuine Bangor Slate Co.
  - Old Bangor Quarry
- American Bangor Quarry
- Bangor Excelsior Quarry
- Star Quarry
- Royal Quarry
- North Bangor Slate Company
  - North Bangor Quarry
  - Bangor Washington Quarry
- Bangor Quarry Company
  - Bangor Union Quarry
- East Bangor Consolidated Slate Co.
  - East Bangor Consolidated Quarry
- Bangor Central Slate Company
  - Bangor Central Quarries
- Bangor Supreme Slate Company
  - Grand Central Quarries
- New Bangor Valley Slate Company
  - New Bangor Valley Quarries
- Bangorvein Slate Company
  - Peerless Quarries

**ALBION OR JACKSON BANGOR**
- Jackson Bangor Slate Company
  - United States Quarry
  - Valley Quarries
  - No. 5 and 6 Jackson Bangor Quarries
- Albion Vein Slate Company
  - Stoddard Quarries
- Genuine Bangor Slate Company
  - Albion Quarries
- M. L. Tinsman Slate Company
  - Tinsman Quarries

**SLATINGTON BIG BED**
- Provident Slate Co.
  - Genuine Washington Slate Co.
- Genuine Franklin Slate Co.
- Prudential Slate Co.
- Washington Slate Co.
- Trout Creek Slate Co.
- Blue Mountain Slate Co.
- Blue Valley Slate Mfg. Co.
- Custard Slate Co.
- Carbon Slate Co.
- Thomas Slate Co.
- Ellis Owens Slate Co.
- Lobb, Parry & Co.
- Henry Quarries Co.
- Royal Blue Slate Co.
- Highland Slate Co.
- Manhattan Slate Co.
- Roberts Bros.
- Blue Vein Slate Co.
- Ellis Owens Sons Slate Co.
- Pennsylvania Slate Co.

**WASHINGTON BIG BED**
- Hercules Slate Company
  - Hercules Quarries
- Hammann Slate Company
  - Northampton Quarries
- Shimer Slate Company
  - Alpha Quarries

**FRANKLIN BIG BED**
- PEN ARGYL No. 1

We are the largest shippers of Roofing Slate in the World.

VENDOR SLATE CO.
INcorporated
EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
Barns For Both Owner and Builder

Milk is an "essential" of life. More milk is the imperative need and demand. More and better dairy barns are absolutely necessary—for better dairy barns result in more and better milk. That's why there should be a great increase in better dairy barn building. Why not get your share of the contracts for these barns? We are in position to help you do this very thing.

Write Us For A Free Copy Of That Famous Book "The Jamesway"

When writing send us the names of farmers who are thinking of building or remodeling barns and give us the size of their herds. We will send advertising literature to those farmers which will bring their building contracts into your hands. Co-operate with us and you will make more money.

JAMES MANUFACTURING CO.,
E75 Cane Street
FT. ATKINSON, WISC.

CATALOGS
BULLETINS & BOOKS RECEIVED

The following literature, dealing with subjects of interest to builders, is now being distributed:

Simplex Weightless Reversible Windows are presented in a 24-page catalog, size 8½ by 11 inches, of the Simplex Window Fixture Company, 451 St. Claire St., Chicago. The many styles and forms of this very successful reversible window are illustrated, both by perspective drawings in wash, and working drawings showing dimensions and details of installation.

John Deere Inside Cup Elevators are illustrated in a 12-page blueprint folder distributed by the Marseilles Company, East Moline, Ill. Working drawings show standard corn crib and granary construction and all details regarding grain elevating machinery. Valuable data is given regarding capacity of bins of various sizes.

"House Rats and Mice" is the subject of a 24-page illustrated bulletin (Farmers' Bulletin No. 896) by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. The author, David E. Lantz, states that rats and mice each year destroy crops and other property in the United States valued at over $200,000,000. This destruction is equivalent to the gross earnings of an army of over 200,000 men. Detailed directions are given for rat-proofing farm buildings and old buildings in cities. Methods of trapping and poisoning rats are described.

"Concrete Ships" are offered by the Portland Cement Association, 111 W. Washington Street, Chicago, as a possible solution of the shipping problem, in a very well illustrated book of 48 pages. Photographs illustrate concrete ships in the making, and working drawings show their construction. The history of concrete shipbuilding is recorded.

"The Early Dwellings of Nantucket" is the subject of No. 6, Volume 3, of the White Pine Series of Architectural Monographs, published by the White Pine Bureau, St. Paul, Minn. Like the other books of this series, it is a fine example of engraving and printing. Architects will value it for the Colonial details illustrated. The White Pine Bureau Series is coming to be a notable record and storehouse of heretofore unpublished work of great architectural interest. Size of booklet, 8½ by 11 inches, 16 pages and covers. Text by J. A. Schweinfurth.

The Ransome Edition of Campbell's "How to Make and How to Use Concrete" is being distributed by the Ransome Concrete Machinery Company, 115 Broadway, New York City. Mr. Campbell's very practical text-book has already been reviewed in these columns. The Ransome edition carries a fine frontispiece portrait of Ernest L. Ransome, the founder of the Ransome Concrete Machinery Company, who died March 5, 1917. A tribute to him is also presented. Twenty pages at the back of the book are used to illustrate the Ransome line of concreting machinery. Size of book, 5 by 7½ inches, 160 pages.

(Continued to page 114.)

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
The New Model KING Aerator

Means Better Looking Barns — More Business for You

This new model King Aerator means much to you as a barn builder. King Aerators always were different from the ordinary metal cupola or ventilator. This improved design with the flaring base adds still more beauty to the Aerator. It's another big reason why you want to specify and install King Aerators on the barn you build. The more beautiful the barn, the more you can be proud of your work. King Aerators add the finishing touch of beauty to any barn or farm building.

Start Your Customer Right

If your customer does not install a King System at the time you build his barn, he will want to add the system later. Start him right—with King Aerators on his barn roof. They are the first unit of the complete King System of Ventilation. The other units, or the foul air flues and fresh air intakes, can be added at any time. Every owner of a modern barn wants his building properly ventilated. And when he thinks of proper ventilation he thinks of the King System—the only ventilating system that's planned by ventilating engineers to fit the exact conditions of the building it goes into.

Send for this Book on barn ventilation and telling about the construction of King Aerators and the service back of them. Our book shows photographs of many different types of barns. It will be helpful to you in showing your customers the kind of barns you want to build for them. The book is free. Send for it today.

King Ventilating Company
1202 Cedar Street
Owatonna, Minn.
Catalogs, Bulletins & Books Received
(Continued from page 112.)


"Cutting the Cost of Hauling," a new eight-page circular of the King Trailer Company, Ann Arbor, Mich., illustrates how trailers are being used by lumbermen and builders, and presents much interesting data.

Housing Problems in War Time

Intelligent British visitors to this country have expressed astonishment at the way our state and national authorities have neglected the important problem of housing those who work in the country's new manufacturing plants. In some instances hundreds of people have been compelled to camp in the streets or to overcrowd quarters already dangerously congested. Certainly the problem cannot be shirked or ignored any longer.

In a remarkably successful fashion Great Britain has attacked and still is attacking this problem of emergency housing. The story is told in several articles in the current special issue of the Journal of the American Institute of Architects.

At the outbreak of the war the British government looked to the local authorities for the new housing accommodations necessitated by the rapidly expanding ammunition and other plants. The machinery and the legal authority for such emergency building already existed. Private enterprise was naturally expected to do its share in meeting the sudden demand for housing accommodation. Very soon, however, the government found itself forced to undertake a vast amount of industrial housing. It now furnishes all the funds and initiates the whole enterprise where the operation is of any considerable magnitude.

Of course, not all of the new buildings are permanent. There are many temporary cottages or "hotels" for women. In the main, however, the cottages are permanent, as are the stores, markets, schools, hospitals and churches that have been erected in the new communities or suburbs. Orderliness, tidiness and atmosphere of home comfort are found in these typical new communities, according to one writer. He thinks the housing program of the British government "epoch making," as some of the lessons presented by it will be of permanent worth.

American authorities might well arrange for a thornd investigation of the housing situation in England with a view to intelligent action in our own overtaxed and congested industrial centers.

A Million Feet for Ship Ladders

Ship ladders and boat-hook handles are not articles requiring much timber, so that the scale upon which the Navy Department is preparing for national defense may be somewhat judged by the fact that the department is in the market for one million feet of ash lumber, to be used for the manufacture of these articles, and other purposes which require high-grade material. Ash is one of the strongest native woods and has long been recognized as especially useful for the purposes which the Navy Department is now filling.

A Serviceable Ornament

The demand for a strong, serviceable door stop that will stand up under the bumps and jams, abuses such as it gets and yet ornament the base board is not overlooked in the Griffin Pressed Steel Door Stop.

This Door Stop is made from the highest quality cold rolled strip steel, drawn into shape from one piece of material. The rubber bumper is so fastened that it absolutely cannot work out. It is the strongest Door Stop ever placed on the market and we guarantee it to be indestructible. When fastened in place with three round head screws will hold a weight of 250 pounds hung on the end.

Finished in any of the Griffin hardware finishes; wrapped and packed with screws.

The Griffin Manufacturing Co.
30 Warren St. ERIE, PENNA.
NEW YORK
17 E. Lake St.
CHICAGO

When Writing Advertisers Please Mention the American Builder
The Trade-Mark of Engine Reliability

NOVO Engines and Outfits first showed the contractors of America the economy of using standardized units of power. Today, Novo standardized power may without exaggeration be called the Standard Power of America. Have you investigated the economy through standardizing on Novo Power? Our book, "Standardized Power," presents the subject clearly. Write—using your letterhead, please—for a copy of this book.

NOVO ENGINE CO.
Clarence E. Bement, Vice-Prs. & Gen. Mgr.
797 Willow Street, Lansing, Mich.
Chicago Office -- Lytton Building
Brick—Oldest Unit of Building Material Made by Man
(Continued from page 79.)

Brick can be laid in patterns (or, to be technical, the bond of the brick can be varied so as to give the design in the laying), and this manner of laying will add much to the character of the wall without detracting from its carrying properties. Many different ways of laying brick so as to produce a pattern as well as a dependable wall have been in vogue since the beginning of the making of brick, which dates back, as stated, to an early period in the history of building.

By the careful study of a problem, an architect can incorporate design in brick work that will proclaim the motif intended. Brick work, to be admired, should be looked at from a distance, so as to take in the building in its entirety, because, on close scrutiny, the units that compose the wall look coarse and rough, as do the brush marks of an oil painting.

Recent development of brickmaking has produced units of size and color that a few years ago were not dreamed of, thus enabling the designer to carry out his ideas in a variety of shades made in permanent colors.

Brick is not affected by the elements, as is proven by the great wall of China, which is over 1,000 miles long, 50 feet high, was built 2,000 years before Christ and is still standing, showing nearly four thousand years of actual service in brick work.

Installation, Care and Operation of the House Furnace
(Continued from page 90.)

plan to connect two furnaces in the same building to the same smoke flue. One may interfere with the draft of the other. Stovepipe holes above the basement must be closed tightly and the portion of the chimney below the smoke pipe hole as well as the part above must be air tight if the chimney is to have a good draft. Every pipe entering the flue should have a tight metal or cement collar 3 inches wide to prevent leakage into the chimney. The smoke pipe should not project into the smoke flue, but simply come flush with its inside surface. If two flues are separated by a partition wall in the same chimney, the partition should run the full length of the chimney and be air tight.

Foundation of Furnace and Cold Air Supply

The next important matter is to have the furnace well set in the cellar. If possible, it should be set slightly toward the sides exposed to the prevailing winds so as to give these rooms the advantage of shorter flues. The smoke pipe should not, under ordinary circumstances, be longer than 6 feet and should pass to the chimney as directly as possible. Some manufacturers favor a pit under the furnace into which the cold air enters. This gives a somewhat more effective distribution and circulation of the cold air, but

(Continued to page 118.)

Making Money on the Side

In these days of uncertain building operations, it is a wise contractor who cultivates an extra business that fits in with his construction business. Read what Rutherford G. Young, New Galilee, Pa., says about Shinn-Flat:

“My roofing business went to the bad this year on account of high cost of materials, but the Lightning Conductor business is booming. It is the easiest and most honest money I can make. I have handled Shinn-Flat for 8 years and am convinced that you have the best system of Lightning Protection on the globe. It’s no trick to make $50 to $100 extra a week.”

Shinn-Flat is the greatest scientific Lightning Conductor ever devised. It is endorsed by scientific authorities, in preference to all round or other old-style cables or rods.

Shinn Short Points are very popular with owners of fine homes. They are inconspicuous and readily harmonize with the architecture.

With Shinn-Flat you can not only sell Protection for every building you build, but you can get the job of protecting every unprotected building in your community. It sweeps the field of all competition. We help you get the business. Write us.

W. C. SHINN MFG. CO. 1635 Monadnock Bldg., CHICAGO

Get the Extra Profit by “Protecting” your Buildings You Build.

Lightning Can’t Strike if SHINN Gets There First
Demanded! By Comfort and Health! By Proven Fuel Economy!

There's only one kind of a heating system that any competent authority would want to recommend—
The kind that gives the owner the highest quality and quantity of heating SERVICE per dollar invested—and that best safeguards him against trouble and loss after installation! You will find most interesting the proof that the ideal type is represented in the

ROUND OAK
Moistair Heating System

The Only Heating System That Automatically Ventilates and HUMIDIFIES

Burns all fuels—insures abundant comfort in all weathers!
Floods home with constant stream of fresh, pure, warm MOIST air, free from dust, gas and smoke.
Durable—trouble proof—simple in operation—vastly more economical because of the features listed in the panel. A System that is backed by 47 years of practical experience.

Additional Thousands for National Advertising in 1918

This advertising which comes as a climax to our successful campaign of 1917, will benefit every dealer who features this powerful system.
Let us tell you all about our plans—also about the exclusive advantage of Round Oak Moistair Heating System. Send Coupon for Full Details.

The Beckwith Company
ROUND OAK FOLKS
116 Front St., Dowagiac, Mich.
Established 1871

Sales Plan Coupon

The Beckwith Company, Round Oak Folk, 116 Front St., Dowagiac, Mich.

Without obligation, please send us full details of your 1918 plans for increasing local sales of Round Oak Moistair Heating Systems. Also please include catalog prices, terms, etc. Very truly yours.

Name______________________________
Address______________________________

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
Big Economy in Metal Lath Construction

The man who builds will appreciate the reasonable cost at which you can construct modern, strong, fire-proof homes by utilizing our metal lath products. You can save the owner time, material and labor expense.

Use Hy-Rib and Rib Lath—and you save forms, stiffening channels and labor. The metal lath is so stiff and rigid that supports may be placed a greater distance apart—saving in the cost of supports and the labor and time necessary to attach the lath. Moreover, streaked and cracked plaster is prevented.

Hy-Rib furnished in four depths of ribs and various gauges.

Hy-Rib
A steel sheathing, stiffened by rigid deep ribs. Manufactured from a single sheet of steel. Its use is decidedly simple. The easily handled sheets are fastened to the supports and the plaster or concrete applied. No forms, stiffening channels nor wiring required.

Rib Lath
A superior metal lath with beaded ribs that span between the studs, making it exceptionally stiff and rigid and permitting the wider spacing of studs. Provides a perfect clinch for plaster and prevents cracking or streaking. Saves time, labor and material in erection.

Begin now to build with Hy-Rib and Rib Lath. The line is complete, including Diamond Lath, Channels, Studding, Corner Beads, Base Screeds, etc.

Write today for free copy of Hy-Rib Handbook, with specifications, tables, illustrations, etc. Very valuable to builders. Address Dept. H-44.

Trussed Concrete Steel Co.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Installation, Care and Operation of the House Furnace

(Continued from page 116.)

adds expense. If a pit is used beneath the furnace, it should be not less than 12 inches or more than 16 inches deep. The duct leading to it should be brick, cement or tile, never of wood, for wood will shrink, rot, or be gnawed by rats and mice. Holes in the duct let in bad odors and even vermin. In no case should any air be taken from the cellar.

If a pit is not used, the furnace should be set on a good, clean brick or cement foundation, never on a dirt floor. Never set a furnace on a dirt floor and then expect to pour cement around it and into the air space. Cracks are bound to be left and dust and sand will be carried up into the house with the circulating air. The supply may be taken from within the house from outside or from both sources. Naturally the heating of cold outside air in large quantities requires more fuel than to reheat the air within the house. The object of the outside air duct is to admit fresh air for ventilation. In buildings in which large numbers of people are gathered, an outside air supply is imperative. For the small family, air leakage around doors and windows and air admitted thru open doors and windows will probably be sufficient for ventilation, unless the house is one of unusually tight construction and kept closed much of the time. The outside air intake is no more necessary for a furnace than for a steam or hot water plant.

If an outside air supply of any considerable capacity is installed, vent flues must be provided somewhere in the building or an open fireplace may be used for this purpose. If only a very small amount of air is taken in from outside, say one-sixth of the total supply for the furnace, this will find its way out by leakage and special vent flues are not necessary. The outside air supply of any considerable capacity is installed, vent flues must be provided somewhere in the building or an open fireplace may be used for this purpose. If only a very small amount of air is taken in from outside, say one-sixth of the total supply for the furnace, this will find its way out by leakage and special vent flues are not necessary. If an outside air pipe should, in all cases, be fitted with a tight damper which can be closed in severe weather. The outside opening should be on the windward side of the house and be protected by a screen to keep out dirt, leaves and even birds and small animals. If the cold air supply is taken from the house, the registers should be located in the coldest parts of the rooms, at the foot of a staircase or in the hall. Wall registers located in a side wall or side of a staircase are probably not so efficient as floor registers, but are more pleasing in appearance and less apt to gather dirt. A cold air duct should not be located in the middle of the floor because there will be an unpleasant cold draft toward it. The area of the cold air duct should be at least equal to the combined area of the warm air pipes. When a pit is not used, the cold air ducts should enter at the rear or from both sides of the furnace casing at the bottom line, whether they take the air from outside or from the rooms above. Sometimes a room needs a special return or vent flue in order to heat. A return flue should not be placed in bathrooms or

(Continued to page 120.)
Making A Hit With
Zinclad Rustless Shingle Nails

They make a hit with the man on the roof because they are \( \frac{1}{2} \) lighter than ordinary nails, which makes them easy driving and thus increases his efficiency in laying shingles.

They make a hit with the contractor who buys them because "3 more nails" feature makes them cheaper by count than ordinary nails.

They make a hit with the owner because he gets a lasting roof without extra cost.

MORAL—get Zinclad nails for every shingling job and make everybody happy.

If your dealer cannot furnish them, write us.

W. H. MAZE COMPANY
PERU, ILLINOIS
Installation, Care and Operation of the House Furnace
(Continued from page 118.)

kitchens for obvious reasons. Instead of a return flue, these rooms should be provided with vents to the outer air covered by a wall register which can be opened and closed. It is not a good plan to install a return flue in a bedroom because if a sick person is confined there, the disease germs may be scattered over the house in the recirculated air.

Flues and Casing

Some furnaces are set in brick, but it is more common to set them in a sheet steel galvanized casing. The casing should be double with asbestos lining between. This prevents heat loss and consequent heating of the cellar. The heating pipes may be taken from the top or sides of the furnace bonnet. In either case there should be a layer of sand on the top. Pipes should not be taken from the top and sides on the same furnace because the pipe taken from the top will steal the heat from the other pipes. Pipes, taken from the side, should have their tops, not their centers, on the same level. Each warm air pipe should have a pitch of not less than 1 inch in 12 inches, better 1 inch in 10 inches and the pitch of all pipes should, so far as possible, be alike. Abrupt corners should never be used. Long bend elbows and a proper form of boot should be employed.

Calculations for Small Factory
(Continued from page 83.)

Properties of Rolled Steel I-Beams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth of Beam in Inches</th>
<th>Weight per Foot in Pounds</th>
<th>Area of Section in Square Inches</th>
<th>Section Modulus S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.25</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.25</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>14.71</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>16.15</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“These values of S are for use with web of the beam placed vertical.

“Filling in the formula with the value of \( W = 17\,000 \) and \( I = 16 \times 12 \), and solving for \( S \), we have
\[
15,000 \; S = \frac{4 \times 17,000 \times 16 \times 12}{39,000},
\]
\( S = 27.2 \)

(Continued to page 122.)

On any construction job, the profitable power unit is the one that never stops. The engine for which water must be hauled—water to freeze solid in winter or boil away in summer, won’t do. The power plant that develops crankiness, with stops for minor repairs is a liability, not an asset. It delays the work, puts the force idle and eats into the profits.

The “New-Way” Engine
GOES AND GOES RIGHT

The “New-Way” runs, that is the secret of its success and popularity wherever big work is to be accomplished. Its reliability adds to the efficiency and productiveness of every man on the force. Everyone is on their toes, alert, eager to keep even with that everlasting little engine.

In the “New-Way” the water nuisance is done away with entirely. It is lubricated by the splash system, has built in high tension magneto, efficient carburetor. While this engine has all the refinements essential to a perfect power unit, it is simplicity itself and a fuel saver.

Insist upon having “New-Way” power. It will both save and make money for you.

MANUFACTURED BY

 THE NEW-WAY MOTOR COMPANY

LANSING, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Send for Catalog 12 60 Race St.

ALL SIZES and TYPES - ONE to TWELVE H.P.
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WANTED

A CARPENTER AGENT
IN EACH COUNTY

$1800 to $5000 This Year

We want a capable representative in every locality. You are peculiarly fitted for this opportunity. You can make a big success of this business and a tremendous profit in proportion to the time you put in on it. The possibilities are unlimited. This is a business of real, hard cash opportunity. No experience is required. No expense. No risk. No competition. Just follow easy instructions—work all or spare time—handle the cash yourself and take a profit that will make you sit up and take notice. One carpenter sold nine closets in three hours—profit $72.00 cash. Act today. Investigate. Send for complete free information. Risk a stamp for a man’s size opportunity—and take this profit for a new bank account.

Amazing New Home Invention

The Shafer Ventilated Chemical Indoor Closet

No plumbing—no waterworks—no cesspool. Banishes the outdoor closet. Revolutionizes living conditions in country and village homes. Solves the one humiliating and perplexing country home problem. An imperative necessity to health, comfort and convenience. Perfected for his own use after years of experimental work by a heating and ventilating engineer. Tested in over 2000 homes for three years. Now offered to the homes of the world at a nominal price. Gives positive guaranteed satisfaction. Demanded everywhere. A sale at every home. Warranted for ten years. Absolutely odorless, sanitary, germ proof. Endorsed by physicians’ health authorities, schools and thousands of homes. Every day we receive letters such as the following: “I have observed many of them in highly successful operation. In my private practice I unhesitatingly and continually recommend them. I wish these closets were in every home.”—Dr. D. B. Henry. “It is a complete success—a splendid invention of great practical use.”—O. M. Misenar, (Sup’t of Schools). “Every home that would put one in and use it for a week would never let it get out of the house.”—Arthur B. Ransom (Farmer)

$112 Cash Profit in One Day

That’s the record of one man (a plumber) in a single day. The same man has never sold less than five closets for any half day’s work. Every home a prospect. Every sale makes dollars—not pennies—of cash profit. Liberal commission to agents. Biggest money-making opportunity ever offered, because it is an invention that is positively needed in every home not supplied with water-works and sewage system. Listen: L. J. Dulle, Mo., (Insurance Agent) says: “This is an easy thing to sell. Everybody you go to and talk Closet to has another prospect for you.” C. A. Carter, Ill., (former Grain Dealer) says: “I was not today two hours and sold three. Find enclosed check. Ship me twelve at once.” W. H. Bartholomew, Wash., (Farmer) says: “Closets arrived yesterday. Sold one in 15 minutes.” Seymour L. Vance, N. Y. (Carpenter) says: “I sold nine the first day.” W. D. Belknap, Ohio (former Real Estate Agent) wired: “Sold ten Closets today—send twelve by express.” Do you want more proof of success and profit? Send today for free illustrated book showing pictures of homes and rooms containing this wonderful device, complete description, color plates, letters of endorsement from health authorities, doctors, editors and scores of users with names and addresses. This book is free—send for it today—investigate.

SEND NO MONEY—AGENCY’S OUTFIT FREE

Start right now. Order book, business cards and prospectus with exclusive agency contract FEE. Co-operation, advertising, assistance. Supplies capital. We teach you how to make amazing success. Permanent business—all or spare time. Secure your county under exclusive agency contract now—free. Don’t delay. Write us a letter or postal card, giving your name, address, and the name of your county, and mail it today. No previous experience necessary. You are not required. You can make this success. Your profits will start the first day. Make it a week to $500 a year commenting NOW. Risk a stamp to get complete, proved, reliable free information. This is your part—DO IT RIGHT NOW.

The Shafer Mfg. Co., 498 Colton Building TOLEDO, OHIO
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(Continued from page 120.)

Looking in the table, we find that the value of the 'section modulus' next above this is for a 10-inch I-beam weighing 35 pounds per foot of length. These beams will be used between girders in both floors.

"As in our previous talk, the girders receive the loads from the beams on each side at the center. These loads were found to be 17,000 pounds also. The girders are to be rolled steel I-beams, but the formula given above must be changed on account of the load from the beams acting as a single concentrated load at the center of the girder instead of being uniformly distributed. The beams, which meet the girders at the posts, carry their loads direct to the posts instead of the girders. In this case, the $\frac{1}{2} Wl$ is changed to $\frac{1}{4} Wl$.

"The formula for use in finding the size of rolled steel girders is as follows:

$$15,000 \cdot S = \frac{1}{4} \times 17,000 \times 17 \times 12$$

where the length of girder is 17 feet. Solving for $S$, we find the 'section modulus' to be 57.8. From the table, we see that this value corresponds to a steel 1-beam 15 inches deep or high and weighing 42 pounds per foot of length. The girders throughout the entire floor in both stories will be made of this size.

"Since the general roof construction and the roof loads are the same in this case as before, we can use 2 1/2-inch tongued and grooved planking for our roof, as shown by our calculation in the previous talk.

"The roof beams were found to carry a uniformly distributed load of 7,480 pounds. Supplying this value in the formula for size of I-beam loaded uniformly, we have

$$15,000 \cdot S = \frac{1}{4} \times 7,480 \times 16 \times 12$$

$$S = 11.9$$

From the table, we find that this value of $S$ corresponds to a 7-inch I-beam weighing 20 pounds per foot of length. These beams will be used between girders at all parts of the roof.

"A calculation for the roof girders similar to that for the floor girders shown above gives a value of 25.4 for $S$. This value corresponds to a 10-inch I-beam weighing 30 pounds per foot of length.

"The height of the first and second stories of this building was 12 feet from top of floor to top of floor. The basement was 10 feet 4 inches high. We will use these lengths in finding the size of our cast iron columns, since the columns from each story pass thru the floor and rest on the column cap below. While the length of the basement columns will not be quite 10 feet 4 inches, it will be on the side of safety to use this length.

"Hollow, circular, cast iron columns may be obtained in sizes varying from 6 inches to 36 inches in diameter and in thicknesses of $\frac{1}{2}$-inch to 3 inches. In choosing the size of column, it must be remembered
In Plan Reading

Accept this offer while it lasts. Send for this FREE Lesson which will show you how quickly you can learn Plan Reading by our new easy method. Not a penny to pay for it—and no obligation upon you for asking.

This knowledge is what you must have to become a foreman or superintendent in charge of building work or to go into the contracting business on your own account. Without a good knowledge of plans your opportunities are limited. The man at work doesn’t get the chance to study the blueprints himself or to have their meaning explained. We make the chance for you. We place in your hands plans used in actual building work by contractors in Chicago and other cities. We explain every detail. We make it as easy for you to read a plan as it is for you to read this advertisement. Your lessons will be given by practical contractors—men in charge of building work in Chicago and they will show you how to get the knowledge that brings advancement and more money. To get full information sign and mail the coupon below.

 Builders’ Course on Easy Payments

Read at the left the partial list of subjects we will teach you in this Builders’ Course. This is a course that gets right down to the things you need to know. Every lesson gives you information that will make you worth more in the building business. And you can get all this on easy payments. We don’t ask you to pay all down when you enroll. A small first payment—then payments monthly—so small you will never feel the cost. Don’t put off enrolling. At least send for the Free Lesson and see for yourself what this Course really gives you and how easily you can learn.

Send the Coupon

Get this information now. Learn how to make more out of your work or out of your business by knowing more about it. All this information is free. Send while the offer lasts. Whether you decide to take the course or not you ought to get this Lesson and see what it teaches in Plan Reading. Just sign and mail the coupon.

Chicago Technical College
136 Chicago “Tech” Building, Chicago
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(Continued from page 122.)

that the length of column between supports should not exceed 36 times the outside diameter. That is, if a 6-inch diameter column is to be used, it should not be over 216 inches, or 18 feet, in length.

"In calculating the size of a cast iron column to carry a given load, or in finding the amount of load which may be carried safely by a column of a given size and thickness, we will make use of the Rankine column formula, which was described and used in a number of our earlier talks. In this case the value of the unit crushing strength for cast iron will be taken as 80,000 pounds per square inch and a factor of safety of 8 will be used, thus making the value of C in the Rankine formula equal to 10,000 pounds per square inch.

"You may remember that our formula will be

\[
10,000 = \frac{W}{A} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{d}{4} \times \frac{l}{A} \right) \right]
\]

floor in both stories will be made to this size.

where \( W \) is the total central load on the column in pounds; \( A \) is the area of the column cross-section in square inches; \( l \) is the length of column in inches between supports, and \( d \) is the outside diameter of the column in inches.

"Unless you remember the method of solving a quadratic equation, it will be easier to assume a diameter of column and a thickness of metal, and solve the column equation for the load which may be carried safely by such a column. Then see how this answer agrees with the load to be carried by the column which you are designing. For instance, if we wish to find the amount of load to be safely carried by a hollow, round, cast iron column, 6 inches outside diameter, 12 feet long, with metal \( \frac{3}{8}\) inch thick and the ends turned off flat, we will fill in the formula as below and solve for the central load \( W \).

\[
10,000 = \frac{W}{124} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{3}{8} \times \frac{12}{124} \right) \right]
\]

\[
141,000 = 1.72 W
\]

\[
W = 81,000 \text{ pounds (nearly)}.
\]

The value 14.1 used above is found by subtracting the area of the inside circle \( \frac{3}{8}\) inches in diameter from the area of the outside circle 6 inches in diameter, thus leaving the area of the cross-section of the hollow column.

"By referring to our last talk, it will be seen that the load on each of our basement columns is about 83,000 pounds. From the example just worked out, it looks reasonable to believe that a hollow circular section column 6 inches outside diameter and \( \frac{3}{8}\)-inch thick will be about the size needed. The cross-section area of such a column will be 12.4 square inches and the length is \( 10 \frac{3}{8} \times 12 \), or 124 inches. From the formula

\[
10,000 = \frac{W}{124} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{3}{8} \times \frac{12}{124} \right) \right]
\]

\[
141,000 = 1.72 W
\]

\[
W = 81,000 \text{ pounds (nearly)}.
\]

"This calculation shows that the \( \frac{3}{8}\)-inch thickness of metal is not enough, as this load is not as large as the load to be carried. If a thickness of \( \frac{3}{8}\)-inch is used instead, the column will be amply strong. So we will use 6-inch cast iron columns \( \frac{3}{8}\)-inch thick for the load to be carried.

"The columns on the first floor carry a load of 49,000 pounds, as determined from our previous talk,

(Continued to page 126.)
Over Three Thousand Years Ago—
The builders of Babylon and Egypt used Asphalt Roofing

Twenty-Six Years Ago—
some builders started using Monarch Asphalt Roofing

Today and Tomorrow—
Those same builders are using Monarch Asphalt Shingles

Write us for samples of literature and join the Monarch family.

STOWELL MFG. CO.,
42 Culver Avenue
Jersey City, N. J.
Calculations for Small Factory
(Continued from page 124.)

and their length is 12 feet. We will assume that a 6-inch column with metal 3/4-inch thick will be suitable. The area of such a section is 12.4 square inches, as above, and the length of column is 12 \times 12, or 144 inches. These values, placed in the column formula, show that such a column is amply safe for the load to be carried. We will use 6-inch hollow columns 3/4-inch thick for the first floor.

"The load on the columns of the second story was found to be 15,000 pounds. By a similar set of trial calculations, it is found that a 6-inch diameter column 3/4-inch thick will be sufficient to carry the load with safety.

"In our next talk," said the Boss, "we will figure this same building for concrete floors and columns."

Is the Farmer Justified in Building Now?
(Continued from page 40.)

increased fully 25 per cent, it is also seen that most of the chief farm products have increased nearly 50 per cent in value. Due to the increased cost of labor, the increased value of land and the increased cost of seed, the net increase to the farmer is not 50 per cent. It, however, is sufficiently great to meet the increased cost of building and yet leave a safe margin.

Whether the farmers will continue indefinitely to receive the present prices for their produce is a guess. There is no doubt but that the prices will remain high for the duration of the war, and this seems to be fully two years longer. Following three of the wars with which we are familiar there has always been a period of depression. Whether the same will exist at the close of this war we cannot say, for it is not a parallel case. In fact, this is about the first time that approximately the whole world has been at war. In my mind I cannot see where the war will end in less than two years.

If the war should end in two years it would be nearly another year before the period of depression would be felt by the farmers in this country, should such a period materialize. That would mean, then, that it would be at least three years before we could expect a depreciation in the value of farm produce.

As long as farm produce remains as high as at present all other commodities will remain the same. Building materials, especially, will remain high. The forests are becoming smaller year by year, and the building materials, especially, will remain high. The coal veins more expensive to handle, while the fuel oil will continue to be high as long as there is a great demand for it. It takes fuel to make brick, lime and cement.

Having more cash on hand as a direct result of high prices is not the only reason why farmers should improve their buildings. This extra cash is due to a more valuable commodity and every pound of this commodity should be conserved.

(Continued to page 128.)
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Is the Farmer Justified in Building Now?  
(Continued from page 126.)

Alfalfa should not be stacked in the open field; corn should not be piled in the fence crib; hogs should not wallow thru the mud endeavoring to get their feed; cows should not stand under an open shed, nor should other stock be compelled to back up against a wire fence as a protection against the wintry blasts.

The ammunition factories, the steel mills and other industries have forced up the price of labor, and at the same time the army has made it scarce. This, then, means that farmers must plan to do more work with their present labor and to be more efficient in the use of their hired labor. Nearly every farmer who studies the scientific arrangement of farm buildings will find that he is wasting miles and miles of steps annually in doing his work about the farmstead. In fact, if he should take a watch and time himself for a few days while doing the chores, there is very little doubt but that he would soon prove to himself that he should either build new or arrange his buildings so that the saving in labor or the increased output of his own labor would not only pay the interest on the cost of the change but would pay some toward the principal.

Along with the increase in the value of farm produce and the increase in the cost of living there has been an increase of from 20 to 25 per cent in the value of farm land. This means that the farmer must clear up every fence corner, straighten up his draws, and, above all, clear out the brush around his buildings, and, if possible, reduce the size of his lots.

If a man's farm is worth $150 per acre on an average, the acreage around his buildings, if it is as good land as the other land on the farm, is worth from $200 to $250 per acre. In order to make this land pay as an investment, the farmer must be getting from $12 to $15 an acre off of it. There are hundreds of acres wasted in every county because the lots are larger than necessary, or because there is some brush or an old orchard or a wornout grove around the buildings.

Our enemies have proven that they can do wonders with a small acreage. A study of their landscapes indicates that, instead of having their farmsteads cover from 5 to 15 acres of land, as is often the case in Nebraska, they will only cover a fraction of an acre. Of course, it is not likely that they conduct as much business on their farmsteads as our Nebraska farmers. However, pictures of their buildings show that they are a unit and are close together. Pictures of Nebraska farmsteads and measurements of them show that often the house and barn are 300 to 400 feet apart. Then, beyond the barn, there will be the yards. There is entirely too much waste land between many of our houses and barns. Not only is this land a waste, but it is expensive to maintain. Its great length requires considerable time each day to cross it.

(Continued to page 130.)

---

Shogren Metal Weatherstrips

HERE IS THE SIMPLEST AND MOST PRACTICAL WEATHERSTRIP EVER INVENTED

SHOGREN equipped windows are absolutely dust and draft-proof. Such cannot rattle when window is either opened or closed. SHOGREN Weatherstrip is the only self-adjusting weatherstrip made. The adjustment is invisible and foolproof, and when once installed, cannot be tampered with. SHOGREN equipped windows track both sides of the sash the full height of the frame. This feature is found only in SHOGREN. They will last as long as the building itself.

SHOGREN Equipped Windows
Reduce Coal Bills 20 per cent

Here Is a Live Opportunity

Contractors and Carpenters. There is a lot of money to be made by the installation of SHOGREN Metal Weatherstrips in your locality. Your profits lies both in installing and on the material itself. We teach you how to install them. SHOGREN Metal Weatherstrips embody every advanced idea along weatherstripping lines, plus an exclusive method of operation which has no equal. Prices are right.

Write us to day for information. We will gladly send you complete data on the SHOGREN Metal Weatherstrip and how you can cash in on our proposition. This is without any obligation to you.

WRITE TODAY

Shogren Weatherstrip Co.
706-8 Townsend Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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With the increase in the cost of building materials greater care should be exercised in planning the buildings and in selecting their material. The buildings should be elastic; that is, they should be so planned that only slight remodeling will adapt them to housing different kinds of stock. They should also be permanent. It costs money to replace buildings and it costs more to keep wooden buildings painted.

**Industrial Housing Problems**

(Continued from page 49.)

playgrounds, etc.

The artistic architect focuses his attention on dainty dormers, pleasing porches, arty alcoves and the like.

The city social worker urges straight rows of flat roofed houses, built very cheaply, to get as many houses for the money as possible—the plainer the better, because cheaper.

The sanitary-minded concentrate on open plumbing, shower baths and garbage-cans of the latest design.

Some favor tenements only because they are sure to pay; to others they are anathema.

Then there is the concrete enthusiast who wants an indestructible house that will not show a dent if the miner misses his wife when he throws a pick at her and hits the wall by mistake. He would like a concrete bathtub, cement floors, concrete stairs, war garden on top of the concrete roof, a house that can be washed out with a hose once a month, etc.

We have also with us the town planner, whose interest lies chiefly in pleasing vistas, central features, preservation of natural beauties, and what not, regardless of land values.

The welfare worker does not care much what the house is like provided that proper supervision and regulation be enforced, the education and improvement of the tenant being to her of supreme importance.

And so it goes—the unhappy manufacturer started on a new housing venture has embarked on a perilous voyage and must be wise as Ulysses if he would safely reach his goal.

Far be it from the writer to disparage or speak lightly of the ideals sociological, hygienic, artistic, financial or altruistic to which he has alluded. They all have their place, and it would be most unfair to suggest that all housing experts are cranks or visionaries. The fact that housing occupies such a large place in the public mind and that so many successful developments have been carried out is due almost entirely to the vision and enthusiasm of those who, seeing an ideal before them, have striven hard to awaken us to the need and the possibility of reaching it. It is only right that some recognition should be made here of the work of the National Housing Association in awakening us to the existing need and formulating standards for us to follow.
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Industrial Housing Problems
(Continued from page 130.)

But it is also unfortunately true that many developments have fallen far short of the hopes of their planners because too much stress was laid on unpractical ideals and less important features so that housing planned for the workingman proved unsuitable for him.

The other day the writer visited some neat-looking four-room cottages. Outside they were as dainty as could be, but in neither of the bedrooms was there room for the workman’s double bed, owing to the artistic arrangement of the dormers.

An architect was describing recently with some pride the ten cottages he designed a few years ago for a rural manufacturer. The finished result was so charming that they were snapped up by the manufacturer’s sister-in-law, the village parson, the superintendent’s aunt, the doctor and others; as no more capital was available, the housing problem in that village was no nearer solution.

Planning the Interior Color Scheme
(Continued from page 59.)

as a man is known by the company he keeps. She can make her home a place of quiet and restful beauty, or a combination of garish and clashing extremes. The former may have cost but little, the latter may represent a fortune.

It costs no more to buy draperies of a color that harmonize with your rugs and furnishings than it does to buy the same material in a shade which clashes. It is not the cash value, or even the beauty of a thing in itself which matters so much, as whether it belongs as an harmonious detail in the scheme of the rooms as a whole. Mrs. Owner must realize that all values are relative; that the effect of anything, and therefore its beauty, will depend upon something else; that it is not the individual merits of its individual furnishings which count the most, but the value of each thing in its relation to the things you see it with and the background you see it against. No end of trouble will be saved if the owner and decorator

Continued to the February American Builder
SELLING
MYERS DOOR
HANGERS

THROUGH CONTRACTORS, CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS

This is but natural. No matter what kind of buildings you plan or erect, they all have doors and many of them have the sliding kind.

Why not supply the hangers yourself? That is the logical and profitable way, and MYERS is the line of Hangers for the purpose.

Twelve Styles—Stayon and Tubular Hangers and Tracks for inside or outside sliding or folding doors on Barns, Sheds, Garages, Warehouses and similar buildings.

Catalog showing complete line, prices and information on request.

F. E. MYERS & BRO. ASHLAND, OHIO

“LANE’S BALL-BEARING”

Parlor Door Hangers

No better goods at any cost.

Where something nice is required get

LANE’S

LANE BROS. CO.

Cherry Street,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The Great Diehl Line of Hardware Specialties

Free catalog upon request

Other Excellent Products

Hangers
Fasteners
Hinges
Latches
Buttons
Couplings
Base Knobs
Door Catches
Window Catches
Transom Lifts
Door Pulls
Drawer Pulls

Learn to Be a Draftsman and Draw Your Own Plans

By means of these two books the contractor, builder or carpenter can advance by easy steps from the first principles of drafting room practice to the complete work of an architect’s office, including drawing to scale, tracing, detailing, lettering, rendering, designing, etc. He can combine the work of the architect and builder. He will learn not only how to plan the structure, but how to lay out the work, specify the materials and finish, make the contracts, and take complete charge. A complete set of plans with every dimension, all sizes of windows, doors, etc., is shown in these books. This serves as a guide as it shows the process from the preliminary sketch to the finished plan.

Radford’s "Mechanical Drawing" is a book of 272 pages, with 165 illustrations, and a supplement showing perspective views and floor plans of 41 brick, cement and frame residences.

Radford’s "Architectural Drawing" is a book of 304 pages, with 147 illustrations and a supplement showing perspective views and floor plans of 41 brick, cement and frame residences. Each book is printed on high-grade paper, bound in cloth, is 6x9 inches and has a beautiful illuminated cover.

Don’t Depend on Another Man’s Brains

Develop your own ideas. Be in a position where you can work a customer’s hazy suggestions into a tastefully arranged, complete plan, showing all dimensions.

One of these books and a year’s subscription to the American Builder for only $2.00, the regular price of the magazine alone. Both volumes and a year’s subscription for $3.00.

American Builder, 1827 Prairie Ave.
CHICAGO
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can keep in mind the ensemble effects and not rush out and buy here and there a furnishing, a wall paper, or drapery for some merely superficial reason.

To begin with, it is well to remember that every detail of a room must be either a part of its background scheme or a part of its ornamentation. It is quite the usual thing to find one third background to two thirds decorative idea, when it ought to be the other way around. Therefore the first thing to consider in the furnishing of a room is the amount of background necessary, and the amount of neutral color to offset the decorations planned.

The background of a room primarily begins with the ceilings and walls; where it should end is quite a different matter. Then too, the floor is an exceedingly important factor in this group of background. Where there is much decoration introduced by furniture coverings and oriental rugs, the background should also include portieres and window hangings. In such cases it is best to keep the draperies of a room quiet and inconspicuous—in order to avoid confusion of ideas make them of the same color as the walls.

The floor, however, as part of the shell of a room, must be treated to conform with the background idea, either by the use of a large carpet or rug which carries the wall color in a heavier tone, or by a decorative rug laid on the background of a dark wood floor. If the carpet or rug be pronounced in design and carries the wall color in a heavier tone, or by a decorative rug laid on the background of a dark wood floor. If the carpet or rug be pronounced in design and practically covers the floor, the majority of pieces of furniture must then be made to blend with the colors of the walls. Upholsteries and hangings must also be kept in a quiet key for the express purpose of making that rug the chief ornament in the room. If this procedure becomes necessary, everything possible should be done to soften the effect of this over colored or designed rug in order that it may still be a part of the ensemble scheme and not accent its presence by declaring itself apart from the good taste of the whole. This accents the point that the stronger the decoration in any one feature, as in curtains or rugs, the greater the amount of quiet background you must have in order to preserve that simplicity of idea which is essential to every well furnished room.

It is necessary first then to determine the relation of walls and floor coverings, hangings and upholsteries to each other, deciding at the outset which had best be included in the background of the room and which shall be treated as its decoration. Following this comes the working out of a color scheme, a matter largely dependent upon the relationships. Every color note introduced into your scheme is influenced for better or for worse by other colors in the room; in other words it is necessary to bring every part of a room into harmonious relationship with its dominant

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
2401 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

Mail me your book and further information—all free and without obligation to you.

Name
Street Address
City State
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A “Canton Man”
Has the “RIGHT Plan”
His share of winter profits are many hundred dollars.
Where does your share come in?
Let us help you find it. We have helped others and we know we could help you.
Install Canton Coal Chutes
Hundreds of your very neighbors are in need of coal chutes. One sale brings another and while installing one you could suggest and secure many other extra jobs to be done.
Keep busy! Make every minute count!
A quick answer means your profit.
Write for Catalog B-5
Canton Foundry & Machine Co.
Canton, Ohio

KEWANEE ALL-STEEL COAL CHUTES
Five good reasons for installing the Kewanee.
1. Locks automatically on the inside.
2. Can be opened from the first floor by means of a chain in the lock.
3. All steel construction and cannot be broken.
4. Guaranteed for five years.
5. Easy to install in an old building as well as a new.
Write today for Contractors’ and Dealers’ Prices
KEWANEE MFG. CO.
KEWANEE, ILL.

“The Best” is ready
To be shipped to you today. Solid cast iron door or wire glass door. Made in two styles, three sizes.
Write for Catalog
Sterling Foundry Co., 8 Avenue A
STERLING ILLINOIS

THE AUTOMATIC COAL CHUTE
Will Answer Every Requirement
Opens Automatically
Closes Automatically
Locks Automatically
Fool Proof
Order one from your dealer or direct from
Agents Wanted
THE WESTERN IRON & FOUNDRY CO.
Wichita, Kansas

Famous Chief Cellar Windows Will Not Stick, Warp or Rot
The solution of the cellar window problem—a modern, 20th Century Cellar Window made right for service. Made of steel-window, casting and all. No cutting, shrinking or swelling. Fits perfectly all the time. Thins- tle good, easy to keep, and endless. Nothing about it to wear out. Fitted with special, inside steel latch—easi- ly operated. Can be painted any color desired or left unpainted. Give more service and better service. Write for complete description, prices and terms.
SHRABER & JOHNSON
925 Water St.
Atlantic, Iowa
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hue. There must be no incongruities; and a correct state of balance between the color values of the various parts of a room must be maintained at all times. In other words, no one detail—ceiling, woodwork, wall or floor—must be made so assertive by the use of too much color, even an harmonious color, that it loses its relative importance in the scheme of the room. The ceiling should be lightest, the side walls medium and the floor heaviest in the color scale. The common mistake of leaving a wide margin of light wood between a small rug and medium heavy walls results in a room that is sadly unbalanced and a floor that can never feel like a solid foundation for the rest.

The sequence of color from hall to living room, or from hall to dining room, or from one room to that most adjacent should be harmonious and quiet. No sudden change or clashing color should meet the eye at any place but an even mass or color gradation enlivened with a decorative touch now and then should be the means employed to overcome possible monotony. Strong and heavy colors should be avoided in rooms having extreme light and in rooms on northern exposures; the brilliantly lighted rooms should be treated with tones of color capable of softening the sunlight glare; the dark rooms should be capable of reflecting and purifying all light received so that instead of appearing drear, the effect will be soft and cheerful.

Color Scheme Suggested for Home

Perhaps one of the most pleasing treatments of the hall would consider the use of a light ivory ceiling; a cream side wall; a light gray for the standing trim; a medium brown floor with a note of rich blue in the hangings and pottery, relieved by rose tones in the flowered chintz. A gray rug in soft, solid color balances the whole. Involuntarily one feels the homeliness of such a hall with its cheer and friendly warmth.

The living room could be given a light gray ceiling, an ecru side wall with a medium brown floor to match the hall; and ivory trim. Soft leaf green and light mauve should be used in the rugs and portieres, thus adding life and interest. The wall has both warmth and texture, and while suggesting space and atmosphere, provides a warm and very harmonious background for either oak or mahogany furniture.

The dining room should be given a cream ceiling, a buff side wall and medium brown floor; with an ivory trim. The Gobelin blue hangings; old fashioned gilt mirrors are in perfect harmony with the rich

(Continued to page 138.)

Co-operation brings you Profits

JOIN forces with your local plumber. Sell a Deming Water Supply System to every home builder—have your local plumber make the installation. You both pocket an extra profit. Write today—get the Deming Catalog—with it comes the facts and figures on water supply installations.

The Deming Company
99 Depot Street, Salem, Ohio

---

Interlocking Tile

No Other Building Material combines the many advantages of Denison Interlocking Tile

Appearance - Durability - Economy

Particularly adapted for Barns. Builds moisture and frost-proof walls. Horizontal air space affords the best insulation. Rapidly and easily laid.

Contractors:—Familiarize yourself with this product. Write for full particulars and suggestions for better building.

THE CLAY PRODUCTS CO.
857 Lemcke Annex - - - Indianapolis, Ind.
County Agents Wanted

"Everlasting" Steel Signs and "Bull-Dog Lightning Rods

Farmers have started a movement to "name the farm." Dead easy for you to sell them our baked-enamel steel letters. Make any name. For barns or home. Arranged together they form a handsome sign with border. Enhance the appearance of any building. Easily put on. Removable if necessary. Last a lifetime. Will not fade. Low price. Get our proposition quick—means big profit for you as County Agent.

"Bull-Dog" Lightning Rods

Protect the home and buildings. $500 guarantee against damage from lightning. Install them any time. Big chance for sales is when barn is being built, and this extra money you make will be "soft." Some of our agents are simply coining money on our proposition. Don't fail to write for details. Do it today. You'll be glad you did.

THE TOLEDO CABLE COMPANY
6 Davis Building TOLEDO, OHIO

STANCHIONS
Adjustable to fit Cow or Calf

STEEL STALLS
with Stationary or Folding Sure-Stops

CARRIERS
for Milk, Feed or Manure

26 STYLES

Send for Complete Catalogue

MITCHELL MFG. CO.
29th and Forest Home
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

BARN BUILDERS Make Good Money and Add to Their Reputations by Recommending and Installing Mitchell Barn Equipments

Write for "HOW TO DO IT"

Complete Your Plans

Whether you are remodeling an old building—or planning a new one—the refrigerator should be included in the plans.

Convenience of location — accessibility — storage capacity — outside icing arrangement — ice water equipment and other special features can be arranged most satisfactorily—when the plans are being made.

Our Free Plan Service for Contractors and Builders

places at your command the services, advice and suggestions of our large staff of expert designers, who have had long experience in planning refrigerators.

This service is free to Architects, Contractors and Builders—without obligation. All you need to do is to send us a floor plan of the building, and our Designing Department will send you detailed blue prints, specifications and estimates for the installation of the complete equipment.

McCray Refrigerator Co.
860 Lake Street, Kendallville, Ind.

Sanitary Refrigerators are made in a large variety of sizes and designs ready for immediate shipment. Special sizes or equipment for unusual requirements—will be built to order—to fit any space or arrangement desired.

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION about our Free Plan Service—and copies of any of our large illustrated catalogs which interest you.

No. 92 for Residences
No. 71 for Groceries and Delicatessens
No. 62 for Meat Markets
No. 51 for Hotels and Restaurants
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**JOHNSON'S **
**FREEZE-PROOF**

Prevents Frozen Radiators

*THE only way you can be positively sure that your radiators won't freeze up is to use a non-evaporating anti-freeze preparation. You can never be sure of alcohol or any other product which evaporates with the water.*

**Does Not Evaporate or Steam**

Johnson's Freeze-Proof does not evaporate with the water. One application is sufficient for the whole winter unless the solution is weakened by leakage of the radiator or hose connections—or by boiling over.

**Absolutely Harmless**

Johnson's Freeze-Proof does not injure rubber, cloth, packing or metal of any kind. It does not rust or corrode metal. There is less rust with Johnson's Freeze-Proof than there is with water alone or with a combination of water and alcohol.

** Raises the Boiling Point of Water**

The boiling point of water is 212°. The boiling point of alcohol is 131°. The boiling point of Johnson's Freeze-Proof and water is from 225° to 250° depending upon the amount of Freeze-Proof used.

**Economical and Easy**

Johnson's Freeze-Proof is the most economical anti-freeze compound on the market. It is very easy to use—simply dissolve in water and pour into the radiator. One package is sufficient to protect a Ford to 5° below zero; for large trucks use two packages to protect to 20° below zero.
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brown russet tones of Sheraton mahogany as employed by Sheraton himself and not considering the hideous black brown now being palmed off in some lines of dining room furniture. The rug may be a blue or a blue gray relieved by a light touch of red or red orange in the border.

The kitchen should be regarded as the keystone of the home and everything necessary and sensible be done to make it a light, cheerful and a perfect workshop. Very rarely is a kitchen properly lighted and a medium chosen for preparing the walls which can be washed readily and which is proof against the ravages of steam and heat. Tile, either glazed and inset; or marked on the wall with a lining tool, give a pleasant surface and weight to the lower portion of the side wall. The ceiling should be an ivory, the walls a cream and the tiling a brown enamel finish. The trim may be an ivory or brown as preferred. An inserted tile placed at regular intervals in the wainscoting when marked with a small block relief pattern in olive green will tend to give this room a pleasing touch. A dark brown linoleum should complete the floor treatment. Cream white tiles and walls of brier green; pure white tiles and walls of light blue gray, with racks of blue and white crockery behind their glass doors are suggested schemes which go well with the modern enamel kitchen of today.

The bathroom should have an ivory ceiling, a cream wall with a medium brown wainscoting of tile. Simplicity should go hand in hand with absolute sanitation in considering the arrangement and decoration of the bathroom. Plenty of light and air should be the essential features, and fussy curtains, fancy railings or other dust catching or incongruous furnishings should be constantly avoided. Bathrooms above all else should express reserve and elaboration is distinctly out of place.

Where old mahogany bedroom furniture can be had, a gray bedroom, tastefully relieved by decorative coloring is most pleasing. A light French gray, stippled so as to allow a very light blue undercoat to glaze thru, makes a beautiful side wall in harmony with a pale gray ceiling. A dark brown floor covered with a heavy blue rug lends enough weight to the color scheme to balance against the orange red flowers of the blue window hangings and the orange candle shades on the dressing table. Such a room as this requires a careful limiting of the decorative color but when carefully and yet daringly done is a thing of genuine beauty.

My closing suggestion therefore would be for Mr. and Mrs. Home Builder to study this presentation carefully and then after taking an inventory of their present and prospective furnishings work from room to room of their house plans until they have considered all factors entering into their problem and have reduced everything to its simplest form.
Diamond Metal Weather Strips and Diamond Calking and Glazing Compound

Have built up a permanent, profitable business for a large number of contractors and carpenters who took the agency as a side line and developed enough business to devote their entire time to it, some making from $3,000 to $5,000 per year clear profit. **Why? Because the goods are the best on the market**—which makes satisfied customers. If you're not a Diamond agent you're missing something. Write for agency proposition—now—today.

Address C. J. PARSONS, Manager
The Diamond Metal Weather Strip Co. Columbus, Ohio

Wilder Steel-Latch Cattle Stanchions

have special, patented features every contractor and stock owner should know about. All hardwood construction except for our Steel Latch. They're smooth—rustless—easy to adjust. Automatically rigid when open—swinging freely when closed. Cheaper and more efficient than steel. Write for full information.

WILDER-STRONG IMPL'T CO.
Box H, Monroe, Mich.

WHAT WAS DONE FOR HIM Can be Done for You

We are helping the dealer (and contractor) in the next town to do a larger business and he becomes an enthusiastic booster. With the many helps we give him, it is little wonder his MULE-HIDE SALES INCREASE

SEAL-SKIN Waterproof Paper is a "trade-getter"—it increases the value of a building and "saves put", without curling, warping or rotting from dampness. Keeps the building cooler in the summer and warmer in the winter. Liberal samples and full information about these two profit producers mailed on request.

THE LEHON COMPANY, Mfrs.
4121 So. Oakley Ave. CHICAGO

Our Free Plans Will Help You—

Don't figure on any crib or granary without consulting our Free Plans. They will show you how to get greatest capacity at least expense by installing Meadows Inside Stationary Cup Elevators.

Meadows Mfg. Co.
Pontiac, Illinois
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Smokepipes should enter the chimney horizontally and the opening into the flue should be lined with round tile or a metal thimble set with cement mortar. The thimble used should be of a close fitting size, and a snug fitting collar surround the pipe and be secured to the chimney. In this connection it is well to see that the smokepipe does not come nearer than one foot of any woodwork or wood lath and plaster. When it becomes necessary to pass a smokepipe thru a wooden partition Figures 4 and 5 show how it can be done with safety. An air space of at least six inches surrounds the pipe and the space between these double collars is vented.

When it is recalled that fire tends to pass thru any opening—vertically chiefly—and that steam pipes have been known to char wood in direct contact with them in the course of time, the use for metal protectors for steam pipes as shown in Figure 8 becomes apparent. A metal sleeve or tube is provided one inch larger in diameter than the pipe with a close fitting cap above and below the floor level.

A more common means of communication for heating systems is the vertical hot air duct running up thru stud partitions. These connect with the hot air furnace. The principal to be kept in mind is that all tubing and direct means of communication may become conductors of fire thru accident or overheating. Consequently the cold air duct to the furnace should be made of incombustible material, and horizontal hot air pipes should be placed at least six inches below wooden floor joists or wood lath and plaster ceilings unless covered with insulating material. The surest method of protection in stud partitions is to place the hot air pipe inside another pipe arranged to maintain 1/2 in. air space between the two on all sides. Asbestos covering is good but it should be well secured in place and a 1/2 in. thickness of corrugated or cellular asbestos is to be preferred.

Figure 6 illustrates this in section in another variation. Metal lath is used for the plaster for the space between the studs containing the hot air pipe, and the studs are protected in addition by a sheet metal covering with an air space. Figure 7 is an isometric sketch which shows how incombustible material may be packed in around the pipe at floor levels supported on sheet metal between the studs. Hot air ducts in closets need especial protection—pipes doubled with an air space of 1 in. between them on all sides. The air space between the pipes should be enclosed at the bottom and open at the top—that fire can pass up from below and the heat can get out at the top.

Figure 8 is a section of a register box which illustrates a complete method of fire stopping in combustible floors. It is advisable to surround the box at the floor level and to set it on incombustible material. A separate casing or lining for the woodwork allow-

(Continued to page 142.)
MORTAR COLORS

A GUARANTEE OF STRENGTH, PERMANENCE AND ECONOMY

An inspection of Clinton Mortar Colored Joints will show that they have stood the test of time. Many varied and pleasing effects can be obtained with Clinton Colors. The small expense is surprising. Ask your dealer today.

Clinton Metallic Paint Company
Clinton, N.Y.

Look to the future of your roof

Will your roof come to an early end—attended by leaks and repair bills? Or, will it give you many long years of service? YOU answer these questions when you buy the roofing.

RU-BER-OID, the long life roofing lasts for years and years and saves repair bills because it contains nothing that can crack, warp, rot, run, rust or leak. The “Rub-ber-old Man” is on every roll of REAL RU-BER-OID.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
587 Woolworth Building, New York
BOSTON CHICAGO

How about Fall business?

Do you expect a slump during the coming Fall and Winter season? Are you interested in a proposition that would keep you busy every working day of the season? In other words do you want to spend a little more energy now and line up business that will carry you through the dull season? If so, you will want to find out about

ALLMETAL WEATHERSTRIP

It’s a live specialty! Why not work up a fine substantial business with Allmetal Weatherstrip by the assistance of our carefully devised, sure-fire, sales plan. Allmetal Weatherstrip, owing to its simplicity of design, is the easiest to install—it is the best known and therefore easiest to sell.

Allmetal has Uncle Sam’s Approval

It is the one strip that will not crack, rust, decay or disfigure the woodwork. He has selected it for his defense against leaky, balky windows and high cost of fuel. It is the perfect, the modern, the only strip to use.

We show You how to get quick results

Our short cut methods get live prospects quickly. We give you the benefit of our experience. Supply you with advertising material adapted for your particular purpose. Write—get started NOW!

Allmetal Weatherstrip Company, 230 West Madison St., Chicago
Fire Retarding Construction—The Heating Plant
(Continued from page 140.)

In a space of not less than two inches between the casing and the register box and filled with incombustible material gives an excellent protection. If it may seem that fire retarding construction is troublesome and perhaps adds a trifle to the cost of the building it is well to remember that these means of fire protection are recommended by the National Board of Fire Underwriters to safeguard homes and lives against the ravages of fire, and that from the owner's and investor's standpoint buildings so constructed constitute a better risk with the life insurance companies, and there is much less chance of loss or damage to property.

How to Use the Steel Square
(Continued from page 99.)

at his conclusions. He considered it as his stock in trade, and he was generally looked upon as one who was considerably above ordinary mortals. His services were in demand far and near and often there was a wait of days that sometimes lengthened into weeks and even months for this wise man to show up on the job to lay out the work.

His word was considered law and he usually got there, as the carpentry and joinery work of the pioneer days, still to be found scattered throughout the older sections of the country, testify.

But today things are changed. Technical schools that teach us all of the arts pertaining to building are to be found in practically all of the states in the union, besides there are dozens of publications designed for home study that are in the reach of all who really care to better their condition; and in this the American Builder, now completing the thirteenth year of its existence, has tried to do its bit.

The Home Hot Blast Pipeless System

is the only practical and scientific way of heating with a pipeless furnace. There is no draft over the floor, so common with other pipeless systems.

The Home Pipeless is in a class by itself with its distinctive features. It has anticlinker grates, hot blast smoke consuming combustion chamber, burning the smoke and saving the fuel. It has the only practical patented automatic Humidifier on the market, giving constant flow of clean, moist air automatically, which is so essential for the health of the occupants.

Carpenters and Contractors are the logical men to sell and install our warm air system. Why not sell a furnace to every owner for who you build a house and make an extra profit—we want someone to represent us in your town. Why not you be the man?

Write for our special proposition today.

Mueller Pipeless Furnace

A real pipeless furnace, exactly same construction as old reliable Mueller line, but without pipes or flues. Heats whole house comfortably from one register. Easy and inexpensive to install. A good profit on every job. Write for full information.

L. J. MUELLER FURNACE CO., 216 Reed Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Cut Coal Cost 1/4 to 1/3 Guaranteed

Guaranteed. Over 12,000 Williamson UNDERFEED Furnace and Boiler users have saved UNDERFEED saving and comfort season after season.

Free Book Tells How

A postal brings it to any carpenter, builder or contractor. Book pictures and explains it all. Write for it NOW and learn how you can guarantee this great saving to your customers.

The Williamson Heater Co., 117 Fifth Ave. Cincinnati, O.

BOVEE'S PIPELESS FURNACES
with only one register to put in.

Bovee's Central Heating Furnaces can use one or more extra runs when necessary.

Bovee's Horizontal Furnaces with doors 16x16-in., burns 43 foot wood or soft coal.

Sold at Manufacturer's Prices
Write us for Catalog.
Bovee Furnace Works 50 W. 8th Street WATERLOO, I.A.

Clean Air Heater

One Register System

Big Money for You

One installed sells many more. Buy direct from Manufacturer — Save Money — Secure Satisfaction.

—Efficient
—Economical
—Practical

Guaranteed by Two Year Trial Bond.
Write Today for our Special Proposition to Contractors.

MAIL TODAY
Standard Heater Co. 438 W. Ontario St., Chicago
Send me your Special Agency Proposition to Contractors.

Hess Warming & Ventilating Co. 1220 Tacoma Building, Chicago, Ill.
Special Rates to Contractors
How to Use the Steel Square
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ing the length of rafters by setting it at the figures that represent the rise given the roof per foot run of the common rafter as 12 and 8 for the one-third pitch and for the corresponding hip 17 and 8 and should be placed or run the same number of times as for the common rafter.

In case there is a fraction in the run, this will be taken care of by measuring off the amount of the fraction, square out from the last plumb line either way as the case may be, will give the proper point for the plumb line to pass through but the corresponding amount for the hip it should be the diagonal amount of the fraction in the run of the common rafter, that is, 17 is used for the corresponding common rafter because it represents the diagonal of one foot square. So the same proportion must exist in the fractions of a foot, that is, if the fraction in the run of the common rafter is one inch for the corresponding hip it would be seventeen twelfths inches, or 1 5/12 inches, and as the reckoning line of the hip is at the center of its back, the cuts (seat and plumb) should be made so as to catch the measuring point on that line accordingly.

If there is a ridge piece for the rafters to rest against, deductions for one-half of its thickness should be made as described above. There are other things that should be taken into consideration such as the effect of the backing of the hip has on the seat cut but we will not stop to take that up now but pass on to the illustration as shown in Fig. 3. Showing the use of the fence in measuring inaccessible places such as the height of a tree or the distance across a body of water. In saying this we are well aware that this method of measurement would not appeal to the surveyor or engineer but the principle involved is correct. The result depends wholly on the accuracy of placing the fence and from sighting from one point to another. The cartridge from the best gun ever made will go amiss if the man behind is off in finding the range.

The illustration in Fig. 3 needs but little explanation as it will be seen that A-B-C forms a right angle triangle which is the same as that formed by the fence in connection with the square as shown in Fig. 1. The larger or imaginary triangle which is obtained by sighting along the fence on the square, stationed at A, to line up with that at C. Then by sighting along the tongue at A and along the blade at C while a party sets the stake at the intersecting point at B. Thus A-B and B-C must equal and as the former is on dry land it is an easy matter to get the correct measure without the necessity of measuring across the body of water.

If it is desired to find the distance from A to C this may be found by multiplying the distance from A to B by the decimal 16.9705.

Willis Products

Can Boost Your Profits

We know it and you should know it also

Thousands of contractors and farmers have profited by our special service. Try it. Others have and liked it—so will you.

Your New Copy

of our large illustrated catalog, which tells about the entire line of Sheet Metal Building Materials is here waiting to be sent to you postpaid immediately on your request.

When you are making up your estimates you should have a Willis catalog at your elbow to give you exact cost and sizes. Eliminate guesswork.

A Willis Skylight

is always right. All easy-to-get-out-of-order parts have been left out in its manufacture. A hammer and screw-driver puts them up. You need no soldering outfit. All designs and sizes. Everyone guaranteed not to Sag or Buckle.

Remember it is free—we give it to you. Request your copy at once.

Willis Mfg. Co.

Galesburg Illinois
Provide All Your Buildings With “ROYAL” VENTILATORS

They are best to use on Cattle and Dairy Barns where lots of fresh air is necessary to insure healthy cattle and milk that is free from odors. Fresh air is the greatest enemy to disease and decay. Hay and grain keep better in ventilated barns. Factories, schools and theaters require perfect ventilation. Supply it with ROYAL Ventilators.

Catalog and particulars on request.
ROYAL VENTILATOR CO.

 Earn $27.50 A Day Easily

Carpenters and builders can earn this money by working all or spare time. Start now to earn a business that will last. Just look at the present and future values of this work. There are thousands of buildings in homes, stores, factories, and public buildings. Best and cheapest light known. Uses common gasoline. Absolutely safe. Permitted by Insurance Companies.

Sell Akron Lighting Systems

They are simple, dependable and durable. They have latest improved improvements. Give an abundance of bright, clear, soft, steady light which is healthful to the eyes. Complete sets are easily installed. Walls and ceilings are cleaned—no smoke, no waste to trip and others. They will burn in any position whether standing erect or upside down. Lasters are proof, up-proof and wide-proof. Givens a 400 c.f. light. Is absolutely safe. Can be dropped or ran over. Absolutely guaranteed. Exclusive territory guaranteed. Samples Free. Write NOW for catalog and agent’s proposition all Free.

AKRON GAS LAMP CO., 312 Gas Building Akron, Ohio

CHIEF ALL-STEEL CUPOLA

New-improved scientifically designed ventilating cupola for all buildings. Up-to-date in design, material and construction. Used and approved by hundreds of farms. Made of heavy galvanized steel with base securely braced. Can’t rust, rot, or blow off. Absolutely storm-proof and bird-proof. Easy to Install—Sure to Please Your Customers

Chief Cupola saves time and labor. Installing—base bolts directly to roof and cupola bolts to the base. Only six bolts needed. Meets all requirements—increase ventilation—absolutely silent. Write for full description, prices, etc.

Shrauger & Johnson Co.
430 Walnut Street, Atlantic, Iowa

GET ALL THE PROFIT

Your reputation and future orders depend upon the equipment you recommend. Don’t take a chance. Get the present and future profits by recommending and equipping the barns you build with O-K Cupolas.

O-K Cupolas

Every one you erect adds to your reputation. Your barns solve the ventilation problem and sell themselves. O-K Cupolas are neat in appearance. Can’t rust, rot and rust proof. Made of heavy galvanized steel. Cost no more than the ordinary kind. Special Prices to Contractors and Builders where we are not represented Write for full particulars of this and other money-making specialties

Phillip Bernard Co.
2400 Floyd Ave. Sioux City, Iowa

Fremont, Nebraska, High School equipped with Akron “Globe” Ventilators

“GLOBE” VENTILATORS

are preferred for use on High Schools because they are ABSOLUTELY SILENT

“GLOBE” Ventilators are Noiseless. There are no moving parts. They are, therefore, particularly suited for use on Schools, Hospitals, Sanitariums, Churches, Office and Public Buildings, wherever a noisy ventilator is an abomination.

GLOBE VENTILATOR CO.
Department F
TROY, NEW YORK

Comfort Indoor Closet

Oдорless Sanitary Germ-Proof

No Sewer — No Waterworks — No Plumbing Needed

This modern home necessity is fast taking the place of the unsightly, unhealthy, inconvenient outhouse in the back yard. Thousands now in use and all giving complete satisfaction. Can be put wherever convenient in the house. No odor whatever. Gives city convenience in the country or town.

Abolish Outdoor Closet

Anybody can afford one. Saves those cold night trips out-of-doors. Impossible to get same amount of comfort for the money another way. Sold on 30 days’ trial and under sworn guarantee to refund all money if not entirely satisfactory. Send for description and prices today. Be fair to your family.

Agents Make Big Money Easily

Comfort Indoor Closets sell themselves as fast as people understand about them. Contractors and carpenters are making big money by merely suggesting this closet.

Write for details of this exclusive agency offer. Send postal now before somebody else gets your territory.

Comfort Chemical Closet Co.
301 Factories Bldg. TOLEDO, OHIO

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
Get in Touch With Our Service Department

They will tell you how to make the most of the present building material situation, how to keep busy and make money during this winter season, by making the homes, schools, stores and other buildings in your community more comfortable and liveable with Whitney Windows, installed with

**WHITNEY CASEMENT WINDOW HARDWARE**

—the patented hardware that overcomes all the faults of ordinary hinged casements and sliding sash windows, made in three grades to suit all requirements. We’ll help you get the business. Schools generally are using Whitney Windows because they give full ventilation when wanted, and make every school room a possible fresh air room when desired. Write for full particulars and interesting proposition today.

Whitney Window Corporation
309 Fifth St. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

**METALLIC BATTEN STRIPS**

PRACTICAL—EVERLASTING—ECONOMICAL

These Batten Strips of Galvanized Metal will never warp, split, or draw away from the boards. Offer no obstruction to sliding doors. Allow for expansion and contraction of the siding. Made in 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 foot length with interlocking joint. Easily cut; no waste. Nailed directly to siding with small nails.

**Chief Metal Building Corners**

Warp-Proof—Rust-Proof—Fit Anywhere

They make a corner with the smoothness and neat appearance of a “mitred corner” and save the time and labor of beveling down the siding. Made of heavy galvanized steel. Fit any corner—inside or outside and make a smooth corner that does not hold dust or moisture. Cannot warp or split, and prevents warping of the siding.

Chief Corners protect buildings from injury and are practically Indestructible. Painted or unpainted for failing to the siding. Put on easily and quickly. Can be painted any color or left unpainted as desired.

Write for Free Sample and Full Information

SHRAUGER & JOHNSON **430 Walnut St. ATLANTIC, IOWA**
An "Invisible Joint" Shoe Store Interior

**Invisible Joint**

STEEL CEILINGS
Possess Character

Ceilings and Side Walls for All Classes of Buildings

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.

Branch at Kansas City, Mo. Milwaukee, Wis.

---

**SYKES ECONOMY**
(DIAMOND MESH)

**METAL LATH**

A flat metal Lath with small diamond-shaped mesh.

For interior work where a heavy lath is not required, Sykes Economy Metal Lath is a favorite with builders—it's small cost represents a saving of money.

Sheets—24 inches by 96 inches. Nine sheets to the bundle. Sixteen square yards to the bundle. Painted or galvanized. Weights noted are those of painted lath; galvanized a little heavier.

No. 26—2½ lbs. No. 24—3 lbs.

Prompt Shipment from Stock at all times

Sykes Metal Lath & Roofing Co.
504 Walnut Street :: NILES, OHIO

Manufacturers of Sykes Expanded Cup — Self-Furring — Metal Lath and of Sykes Trough Metal Lath.

---

**For You**

An Actual Sample of

**RIBPLEX**

COMBINED CENTERING and REINFORCING PLATE

cut from a standard six rib sheet—

Examine this product for yourself. Note the rigid strength of the ribs—the bonding qualities of the mesh—Consider its adaptability in the use of cement or plaster for roofs, floors, walls, ceilings, partitions or stucco. The actual RIBPLEX AND YOUR OWN knowledge will tell you more than we can.

The coupon is for your convenience.

**The Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio**

Branches: Boston New York Philadelphia Chicago St. Louis Minneapolis San Francisco

Export Dept.: Berger Bldg., New York City, U. S. A.

---

MAIL COUPON NOW

(Send to Nearest Office)

Gentlemen: Without obligation, please send a sample piece of Riblex—descriptive bulletin as offered in the January issue of American Builder.

Name: ________________________________

Address: ______________________________

City: _________________________________

State: ________________________________

---

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
SORLIEIN
CEILING BED
CUTS COST OF BUILDING

A sleeping porch equipped with Sorlien Ceiling Beds is a valuable addition to your home. You can install one or more “Sorliens” in your present porch without detracting from its usefulness by day. The “Sorlien” gives to small homes the convenience of a den, library, or sewing room by day, and converts these rooms into comfortable bed rooms by night.

If you are planning on building and wish to reduce costs without omitting convenience, put your problem up to us.

Price of bed $15.00, f.o.b. Minneapolis. Write today for booklet.

Sorlien Ceiling Bed Company
406 Sixth Ave. South
Minneapolis, Minn.

You Can’t Afford to Be Without
“Nice” Liquid Filler

BECAUSE it means an economy of both time and material for you—it requires little, if any, sand-papering and dries hard in 8 to 12 hours, allowing one-coat-a-day work to be done with safety—it will enable you to make first-class jobs on close-grained woods with one coat of filler and one coat of varnish—it will hold out varnish better than shellacs and will cover 900 sq. ft. per gallon. Mix filler to the consistency of thick cream, apply in the same manner as varnish, simply adding with colors in oil or a varnish stain by adding a little good mixing varnish. It is very valuable as a first coat for floors to bring them up to an even surface—it helps the user over many a difficult place and adds to the quality of his work.

Be sure you get the genuine “Nice” Filler. Ask your dealer to show you Nice or write for our prices and catalog of varnishes, paints, coatings, fillers, enamels, etc.

Eugene E. Nice

PHOTOS WANTED of Advertised Goods in Use on the Job

THE EDITOR will pay $2.00 each for good photographs that show interesting tools, machinery or equipment in use by builders or that show advertised building materials, fixtures, or building specialties being installed on the job.

We want human interest pictures—close-up photos that show the details of the tool, device, machine, or material. We want it posed true to life, just as actually used.

On the back of each photo submitted jot down your name and address, trade name and manufacturer’s address of proposition illustrated, and some data regarding the building where photo was taken.

Address Photo Contest Editor
American Builder
1827 Prairie Ave.
CHICAGO

“Send this Photo to American Builder and Get $2.00"
WALTER'S & COOPER'S METAL SHINGLES

The Most Complete Line of Designs
Made in Painted Tin or Genuine Re-dipped Galvanized Tin
SOLD AT THE RIGHT PRICE
May we send you full-size samples and prices?

NATIONAL SHEET METAL ROOFING CO. 338-340 GRAND STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Roofed with Winthrop Tapered Asphalt Shingles
The ONLY Kind Tapered Like Wood
R. G. Castelman, 120 W. 46th St.,
Bar Harbor, Me., writes—
"I am enclosing a small picture of our house, which is claimed to have the handsomest roof in the vicinity. We used the Winthrop Tapered Shingles on the roof and gray on the sides. The house was built in 1915 and there is not a sign of wear on the roof."

Contractor Agents Wanted. Write for sample shingle.

BECKMAN-DAWSON ROOFING COMPANY
Asphalt Shingles
Factory: Argo, Ill. 1413 Y. M. C. A. Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Edwards' Metal Ceilings and Walls
Here is a chance to build up an independent profitable business for yourself right at home. Many are now devoting their entire time to selling our metal ceilings and walls. Others have made big profits simply devoting part of their time to selling and applying our Metal Ceilings and Walls. No matter how you handle the proposition, the profit is in it, because the demand has already been created.

You Must Act Quick
Write us about your territory at once. This doesn't mean next month, or next week, or even tomorrow, but right now! One hour's delay may mean that someone else may be given your territory. Send for our special agent's proposition and large illustrated Ceiling catalog of attractive sales-making designs.

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
"The Sheet Metal Folks"
401-417 Eggleston Ave. CINCINNATI, OHIO
World's Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles, Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable Buildings, Metal Lockers, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

"SIGNED LUMBER IS SAFE LUMBER"
FOR BEST LUMBER INSIST ON TRADE-MARKED "TIDE-WATER" CYPRESS
LUMBER—BECAUSE IT'S "THE GENUINE WOOD ETERNAL"
AND LASTS—AND LASTS—AND LASTS—AND LASTS—AND LASTS
Look for this on every board—

CORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLES
(The Standard Since 1887)
withstand intense heat, cold, dampness, without curling, splitting, cracking or warping. Their use means true economy.

Cortright Roofing lasts indefinitely without repairs. It resists fire.

Builders who recommend Cortright Metal Shingles have powerful sales arguments—backed by 30 years of Cortright service. Cortrights are easy to sell. And they are easier and quicker to lay. Cortright Metal Shingles mean satisfied customers and good profits.

Write NOW for details.

Cortright Metal Roofing Co.
Philadelphia—Chicago
DAMP-PROOFING

PERCOPROOF

COMPOUND

Makes Foundations Impervious to Moisture

Eight Thousand Gallons of Percoproof were used for waterproofing the Cincinnati General Hospital Buildings.

Applied with a brush direct to foundation walls, concrete construction, masonry, or stucco surfaces, Percoproof forms an unbroken, elastic facing that fills every pore and crack and prevents all seepage and moisture from penetrating. Unlike ordinary waterproofing materials, Percoproof contains no oil and requires no thinning. It comes ready for use and is equally satisfactory in all climates and at all seasons. Write for our damp-proofing booklet.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
136 Wayne Ave., Lockland
Cincinnati, Ohio

For the outer covering of a building no other wood gives such long and satisfactory service as

WHITE PINE

THE MORE YOU KNOW ABOUT

BOGALUSA

Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

EXTRA DENSE LONG-LEAF PINE

THE MORE YOU’LL REALIZE THE VALUE TO YOU OF RECOMMENDING IT.

“BOGALUSA” is the name BY WHICH TO BUY the BEST LONG-LEAF PINE THAT GROWS.

FOR ALL STRUCTURAL USES, SPECIFY “BOGALUSA”—that is your guaranty. And unless you can identify the lumber delivered as real “Bogalusa,” you’ll refuse it as “not per order.”

WRITE US. (Cutting 1,000,000 feet a day still leaves us time to take an interest in YOU.) There’s a real value for you in the Bogalusa Book. (Free.)

THE MORE YOU’LL REALIZE THE VALUE TO YOU OF RECOMMENDING IT.

GREAT SOUTHERN LUMBER COMPANY,
1600 Fourth Avenue
Bogalusa, La.

BOGALUSA

“THERE’S A DIFFERENCE”

As Handsome and Enduring as Granite

KELLASTONE

IMPERISHABLE STUCCO

Can be applied in zero weather. Bonds perfectly with wood, brick, concrete or tile. Fireproof, waterproof, cold- and crackproof. Most economical when its lasting quality is considered. Write for booklet.

National Kellastone Co.
1330 Maller Bldg.
Chicago

Kellastone Sanitary Flooring is Sanitary and Seamless

THE MORE YOU KNOW ABOUT

NO-SAG

Is stamped on edge of each door

This is an assurance to you of the Better Screen Door

The metal brace placed in the No-Sag Door makes it rigid and of great strength, one that stands the test of continued use.

Your dealer will show you this door. Ask to see it, or obtain full explanation from the sole manufacturers.

Cadillac Lumber Co.
CADILLAC, MICH.
Are You Building?

Remodeling or in Need of New Flooring

No needless interruption, dust or dirt on premises when laying Asbestone over old wood floors, for you need not tear up the floor, simply nail metal lath down and spread the material over it one half-inch thick.

Asbestone is the most economical flooring for old or new buildings, as under our method of marketing, the price comes within reach of all, costing but a trifle more than wood, as your local building construction mechanic can lay it.

No cracks or seams, all one piece, like a sheet of hard rubber. Handsome, permanent color, unequalled in splendor of tone or velvety lustre, adding a note of distinction to any building.

Your inquiries are solicited. Contractors invited to communicate with us for our special co-operative plan and suggestions of how successfully to make money in winter. Now's the time.

If you cannot secure Asbestone through your local building construction mechanic we would feel grateful to assist you to obtain it.

FRANKLYN R. MULLER & COMPANY
814 Madison St.
Waukegan, Ill.

Rex Products
Roofings and Shingles

Rex Products are known as Good Roofings. They are manufactured by a Company that makes only good products.

Rex Shingles are Asphalt, Slate Surfaced. Made in two colors—dark red or grayish green—natural colors of the slate. The same fabric is furnished in roll form—no pattern, or in shingle pattern stamped into the slate surface. Slate Surfaced Roofings are guaranteed for ten years.

Rex Roofings (so-called "paper" roofings) are made from best quality materials. Prices are graded according to quality. Liberal guarantees on all brands.

Rex Strip Shingles
Rex Diamond Strip Shingles
Rex Tuff Strip Shingles
Rex Wire Space Shingles
Rex Shingles (81/216"")
Rex Slate Surfaced Roofing—12 in.
Rex Slate Surfaced Roofing—16 in.
Rex Inlaid (shingle pattern)
Rex Inlaid (shingle pattern)
Rex Starting Strip—50 ft. lengths, 8, 12, 16, 20 inch widths

Send for Catalog, Prices, Samples

The Flintkote Company
90 Pearl Street, Boston

New York Chicago New Orleans

Cost of Building Materials
Is Determined by Labor Costs

The need for buildings in nearly every locality is pressing.

Next year will be a busy, profitable one if every one interested in building construction will emphasize the relative cheapness of materials compared with other commodities, and show that labor costs, the real factor in the situation, will probably never return to a much lower level.

Building materials are not abnormally high, and compared with other products, are cheap. Advances in materials are due mostly to increased labor cost, from the man who works on the raw materials to the man on the building.

TRADE-MARK
Kno-Burn
REG. U. S. P. O.

metal lath is just as economical for a plastering base as before and it insures permanent fire-resisting structures.

Northwestern Expanded Metal Co.
Member Associated Metal Lath Manufacturers
903 Old Colony Bldg.
Chicago
The salability of any house is doubled when you show the purchaser the beauty and comfort of

**Hornet Mantels**

They add 100% to any interior. The model shown here gives an idea of our line and prices. It is offered in selected Oak or Birch, Mahogany finish, Piano Polish. Stands 7 feet high. Note beveled mirror, enameled tile and grate.

**Priced at Only $29.00**


**Hornet Mantel Co.**
1167 Market Street
St. Louis, Min.

---

**THE BEST COLUMNS**

for Porch, Interior and Pergola use the

**NICKERSON Patent DOUBLE LOCK JOINT**

**THEY CANNOT COME APART**

We Specialize on Detail Work. "Vigornola" is our Standard for proportions. When Architect's details are not furnished, our own details are as correct as can be expected. All kinds of interior trim to detail.

**NICKERSON MFG. CO.**
KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE
Members Knoxville Builders' Exchange

---

**Grilles All-Purposes**

**Class 590—Illus. of grille 4"x4" extreme dimensions.**

**Class 570—Illus. of grille 6"x10" extreme dimensions—1 inch holes. Also furnished with larger holes 1 1/4 inch square (class 575.)**

**Class 550—Illus. of grille 8"x40" extreme dimensions.**

**Write us today**

**The Hart & Cooley Co.**
New Britain Conn.

---

"Garage with Pergola Features"

and other suitable things for beautifying home grounds.

If interested enclose 10c and ask for Catalog No. "U-30."

**Hartmann-Sanders Company**
Chicago Office, 2155 Elston Ave. New York City Office, 6 E. 39th St.

---

**As Enduring As a Sky-scraper**

Equip yourself with a Caldwell Structural Tower and you have the endurance of a modern sky-scraper. The same latticed, bridge-like construction goes into both and one is as lasting as the other. You will be as well satisfied with a Caldwell Structural fifty years from now as you are today.

**Send for Catalogue**

**W. E. CALDWELL CO. INCORPORATED**
1990 Brook Street
LOUISVILLE KY.
I have just finished my new house out on the Colonial Heights Boulevard. The plaster has been on ten weeks now and the stucco has been on for four months. Neither shows cracks anywhere—nor will they ever show serious cracks. You see I'M BUILDING FOR PERMANENCE WITH BERGER'S EXPANDED METAL LATH

Before you decide what base to use for your stucco or plaster, make a personal examination of houses in your neighborhood; note their condition; find out "what's behind their plaster" and draw your own conclusions. See Sweet's, Page 253 and write Dept. F. A. B. for data and literature on Berger's Expanded Metal Lath.

THE BERGER MFG. CO., CANTON, OHIO

THE Reliable "Reliables"

They fold up and you can stow them away in your trunk. They have the wooden scaffolding beat a mile.

They are cheaper, safer and can be lifted off of the nails and folded up when through. They can be used on stucco and brick work as well as on frame construction. Thousands of satisfied users order carloads every day.

Send today for full information and prices.

No steel scaffolds are more reliable than Reliabes.

Elite Manufacturing Co.
Dept. E. Ashland, Ohio

Steady That Scaffold

Make it firm and solid. Your men do better work on solid scaffold.

Buy "Trouble Savers"

They last forever and are extremely easy to move from job to job. Five minutes' time required to put up. Try our big thirty day free trial. We stand the expense and responsibility. We trust you and want to give you our best of service. We know that once you have used "trouble savers" you'll come back and order more. Information gladly furnished about our free trial plan. Your quick reply is solicited.

THE STEEL SCAFFOLDING CO., EVANSVILLE, IND.
ASHBY'S
Designs of Schools & Libraries

display a composition of utility, durability and good, pure architecture without any "gingerbread." No buildings are too large or too small for our personal and prompt attention.

We develop your own ideas into a practical set of plans and specifications which can be executed to the smallest details into a building that can be built within your means and to your entire satisfaction.

Correspondence Invited

G. W. ASHBY, Architect
512 Medinah Building
CHICAGO
Mr. Builder: Right Now—This Month

Increase Your Income

Here’s something right in your line—a Chemical Closet that you can sell to a home builder cheaper than a wooden privy and make a bigger profit for yourself. Here’s something you can sell at odd times or turn over to your son or your foreman to sell.

RO-SAN Chemical Closet

An absolutely sanitary, odorless indoor closet that may be placed anywhere in the house. Abolishes the germ breeding out-door vault. A comfort and convenience when there is no sewer connection. Germs killed by chemical. Easily emptied as the ash pit of a stove.

AGENTS WANTED

We want one live carpenter contractor in each town to act as our agent. Hundreds of builders are selling these fixtures. Good profit for little work. We help you sell them. Write today for complete details.

ROWE SANITARY MFG. CO.

901 Rowe Building  Detroit, Mich.

Ask about the Ro-San Washstand. Hot and cold running water without plumbing.

Get Our Free Estimate

For Hot Water Heat

In that new or old house

GOOD PROFIT FOR CONTRACTORS

The Andrews Contractor Plan enables you to net more from the heating price and gives your customers the best system. We furnish free estimates on complete plants ready to screw together. Steel Boilers alone if desired.

ANDREWS HEATING CO., 1524 Heating Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Hess Sanitary Locker

The Only Modern, Sanitary STEEL Medicine Cabinet or locker, finished in snow-white, baked everlasting enamel, inside and out. Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood

Never warps, shrinks nor swells. Dust and vermin proof. Easily cleaned. Should be in Every Bath Room. Four styles—four sizes. To recess in wall or to hang outside. Send for illustrated circular.

HENRY HESS & CO.

Chicago, Ill.

The Recessed Steel Medicine Cabinet

Makers of Steel Furnaces Free Booklet

Plumbing, Heating and Pneumatic Waterworks Supplies at Wholesale

When in the market for Plumbing, Heating and Pneumatic Waterworks Supplies and you wish to Save 20 to 40% on every article, write for our free Homeowner Catalog. The only book of its kind ever published. Goods at wholesale prices given. Shipments are promptly made from a very complete stock. Small orders are carefully handled as large ones.

B. B. Karol, 800-802 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Ill.
He Waited Too Long

"If I only had this set of books twenty or thirty years ago, they might have changed my whole life. The knowledge in the big CYCLOPEDIA would have enabled me to increase my earning power, to take on big work, paying big money, and possibly have helped me to make a fortune in the building business." 

Hundreds of letters like the above have come to us, breathing between the lines the same pathetic story of regret—showing how hard it is for the untrained man to really get ahead in life. The opportunity is yours NOW, and the way is easy. Don't wait too long. Don't wait at all. Read the terms of our NO-RISK, Guarantee Offer over again, and sign and mail coupon today. You risk absolutely nothing, and you will reap the benefit ever afterward.

VERY BRIEF LIST OF CONTENTS

To realize their tremendous scope, you must see the books—you can get the books for five days' examination without cost to you.

Carpentry.
House Framing
Use of Steel Square
Rafter Cuts
Strength of Timber
Roof Trusses
Stair Building
Drafting and Design
Working Drawings
How to Read Plans
Blue-Printing
Architectural Forms
Architectural Lettering
Construction Contracts
Forms of Contract
Architect and Owner

Specification Writing
Inspection of Work
Cost Estimating
How to Bid with Safety
Timekeeping, Supervision
Cement Construction
Origin of Portland Cement
Advantages of Concrete
Common and Hydraulic Lime
Cement (Portland, Natural, etc.)
Proportions for Mixing
Aggregates (Sand, Gravel, Crushed Stone, etc.)
Mixing by Hand and Machine
Depositing Concrete
Concrete Troubles
Waterproofing Concrete

Concrete Blocks and Brick
Cement Mortar
Stucco and Plaster
Concrete Machinery and Tools
Concrete Mixers

Block Machines
Number of Blocks Required
Brick and Tile Machines
Forms (Wood, Metal)
Cement Houses
Foundations
Floors and Walls
Roofs and Chimneys
Fireproof Construction
Concrete Sidewalks
Ornamental Use of Concrete
Concrete Surface Finishes
Art Tile and Mosaics
Terrazzo Floors
Concrete on the Farm
Porch Posts and Gate Posts
Brower and Drain Pipes
Concrete Silos
Reinforced Concrete
Principles of Design
Reinforcing Materials and Systems
Industrial Buildings
Concrete Floors
Steel and Tunnel Work
Bridges and Viaducts
Culverts, Reservoirs

Estimating Concrete Work
Standard Specifications
Masonry Construction
Building Stone
Brick and Brickwork
Mortar for Masonry
Bonds and Joints
Steel Construction
Steel Shapes
Use of Handbook Tables
Allowable Stresses
Building Codes
Columns, Beams and Girders
Floor and Roof Arches
Roof Trusses and Coverings
Mile Building Construction
Steel Bridges
Heating, Ventilation
Furnaces and Pipes
Plumbing
Brower and Drainage
Electric Wiring
Paperhanging
Furniture Making
Useful Tables, Rules, etc.

12 Big Volumes—Free Premiums—No Risk
SENT FOR ONLY $1.00

RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL CO.
1827 Prairie Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

PIN A DOLLAR BILL TO THIS COUPON AND MAIL IT AT OUR RISK TODAY
"To be specific," says a recent visitor to the Building Material Exhibit. "I will mention just one thing I found at the Building Material Exhibit that, in itself, has well repaid me for my trip to the Exhibit. It is the Art Metal Radiator Cover. I had not even thought of protecting the interior of my new building by providing a means of keeping the air moist in the winter time and if I had not seen the Art Metal Radiator Cover Company's display at the Building Material Exhibit, the damage done to the woodwork and furniture during the first winter alone, I estimate, without this most necessary device, would probably have been greater than the entire cost of my Art Metal Radiator Cover equipment."

"Look Before You Build"
"Opportunities"

Have you anything to Sell, Barter or Exchange, Want Help, Agents, or a Situation? Use our

Classified Department

RATES 5 CENTS A WORD. CASH WITH ORDER

No Display Type Allowed in Classified Advertisements

Patents


PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY—Books and advice free. Highest references; best results. Send sketch or model for search. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 554 F St., Washington, D. C.

Agents Wanted

AGENTS—500 per cent Profit. Free Sample Gold and Silver Sign Letters for store fronts and office windows. Anyone can put on. Big demand everywhere. Write today for liberal offer to agents.

METALLIC LETTHR CO., 447 N. Clark St., Chicago, U. S. A.

WANTED—A first-class instructor in carpentry and cabinet work in a school for boys. Man and wife without children preferred. Man to act as cottage master and instructor in carpentry and wife to act as matron. Permanent position to right parties. Apply to Superintendent of MARYLAND SCHOOL FOR BOYS, Loch Raven, Md.

Miscellaneous

BUILD PHONOGRAPHS at home and make fine profits. We furnish motors, tonearms, blueprints and full instructions. Let us start you in business. Send 3c stamp for particulars. CHORALEON CO., 101 Monger Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

Lightning Rods

LIGHTNING RODS that are guaranteed protection; $250.00 to find a building burned by lightning with our rods. L. FB. DIDDIE CO., Marshfield, Wisconsin.

FOR SALE—New machines; immediate delivery; 13-in. hand planer or jointer, $55.00; other size, 5, 7 and 9-in. cutter head. Also combined cutter heads and saw arbors for wood tables. Catalogue of full line for the asking. W. L. SHERWOOD, Kirksville, Mo.

DRAFTSMEN'S, BUILDERS' AND FOREMEN'S COURSES. MAACK'S ACADEMY OF ARCHITECTURE, 1742 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis. Joist and Rafter List, 10 cents.

Indestructo Carpenters' Tool Cases. Stronger than any wooden chest, much lighter. Holds tools better, much easier to carry. Same shape as a portfolio when folded and carried like one. Made of 5-ply veneer, covered with heavy canvas and painted. Edges and corners are bound and reinforced with steel. Try a Sample. W. E. SMITH, exclusive distributor for the West. Two sizes: 31 in. for 26-in. saws; 33 in. for 28-in. saws. Contains a place for every tool. Two sizes—31 in. for 26-in. saws; 33 in. for 28-in. saws. Will last a lifetime. Write for booklet and prices now.

THE WOOD WORKER'S FRIEND

Get directions for building table and operating our Jointers. This information is valuable to wood workers. We manufacture 20 styles and sizes. Try a Jointer Head 30 days, if you are not pleased, return at our expense. Get printed.

Manufactured by WHISLER MFG. COMPANY, Gibson, Iowa.

A New and Wonderful Wood Finish

Quick drying and non-penetrating like Shellac. Glossy, smooth and tough as Lacquer. Less expensive and more durable than Varnish. Takes the place of all three. Dries in three hours. A fresh coat can be applied and sandpapered each day. DEGRAH also comes as a white enamel. Also as an enamel varnish. DEGRAH white enamel saves you big money on contracting work.

S. CHENEY & SON, Manlius, N.Y.

S. C. SMITH

Perfect machines only of standard size with keyboard of standard universal arrangement—has backsamer—Taylor anti—color ribbon—Vall Bearing construction, easy operating convenience. Five Days Free Trial. Fully guaranteed. Catalogue and special price sent free.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER
$60 A WEEK AND THIS FREE AUTOMOBILE

I OFFER this Big Money and a FREE Automobile to one bustling Representative in each county in the U. S. This is not a contest. Every agent can get a FREE Automobile and $60.00 a week. You don’t need experience. No talking, no advertising. Sell and Appear as Sub-agents for the manufacture of the FOLDING BATH TUB. It's a whirl seller. It solves the bathing problem. No plumbing, no waterworks needed. Full blank sales in any room. No stock to keep. 1 Each $10.00 bathroom. Never such a big seller; never such a big money maker. Never such a liberal offer as this. Think, $60.00 a Week and FREE Automobile.

Sensational Sales Successes


4797 Factories Building

TOLEDO, OHIO

WITTE Kero-Oil ENGINES

Immediate Shipment

2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16 and 22 H.P.—Direct from the Largest Exclusive Engine Factory in the world, selling by mail. Nothing but engines. Quick Service—Big Savings—90-Day Trial, 5-Year Guarantee. Fuel cost one-half less using kerosine. Write for new book (copyrighted): “How to Judge Engines”. Painted in colors and fully illustrated. Mail your name and address and your order, stating your engine needs. Mention your own terms—Cash, Payments or No Money Down. —Ed. H. Witte.

WITTE ENGINE WORKS

1725 Oakland Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 1725 Empire Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

RIDER AGENTS WANTED

Everywhere in town and outside the town. Every home needs a Rider “Motorbike”. Completely equipped with light and horn, carrier, tank, skidfence. Choice of 44 others styles, sizes and prices in the famous “Ranger” line of kerosine, all at Factory-to-Rider prices. DELIVERED FREE on approval and 30 DAYS TRIAL. Send for big free catalog and particulars of our Thirty Days Free Trial offer. SINCERE OFFER TO ALL. TIREs—Lamps, Horns, Wheels, Raincoats, Suspenders, Hats, and Supplies for all homes—at half usual prices. SEND NO MONEY but tell us what you need. Do not buy until you get our Finished-Ready-to-Rider prices, terms and the big FREE catalog.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY

DEPT. N-122, CHICAGO, U.S.A.

Contraction — Builders — Carpenters

DO YOUR OWN PLUMBING-HEATING

Cost for Fitting Plants

Every builder and contractor needs our Free Handy Man Book. Shows new home improvements and everything in guaranteed plumbing and heating equip. exclusive at wholesale. Save big money by furnishing it yourself. Cost for fitting plants. Our 40 years’ experience enables us to furnish all heating plants. Cushion fit; bath room outfit, etc., with complete fitting plans and instruction. Our $500,000 organization is behind our guarantee. Write today, for Free book—A postal brings it to you.

The Hardin-Lavin Co., Chicago

54 years at 4322-42 Cottage Grove Ave.

OTAWA KEROSENE ENGINES


OTAWA MFG. CO., 1771 King St., Ottawa, Kans.

Faster Shingling — More Money

Carpenters and Builders! That’s what it means when you use a Sayre Shingling Hatchet with Positive Gauge — Get One Today! Shape is positive—cannot slip. Change up with ease —it readily changed. Designed for fast shingling. Made with steel head, 100 point price, prepaid. $2.00. Also with flat head, No. 64, 41 point price, prepaid. Price, $1.50, prepaid.

J. E. Conant, Prairie Du Chien, Wis., writes: “Never had a tool that I got so much good out of and wouldn’t be without one for $1.00.” We also make a complete line of nailing hatches. Sayre shingling or Lifting hatches are the best you money can buy.

L. A. SAYRE CO. 8 OLIVER STREET

NEWARK, N. J.

Trade Directory

The nation’s leading manufacturers, wholesalers and jobbers are ready to supply every need of the building trade.

The Circulation of AMERICAN BUILDER Is GUARANTEED

We are Members of The Audit Bureau of Circulations

A sworn statement in detail will be sent to anyone upon request.
Every Foot of Every Roll—

Every foot of every roll of genuine G & B PEARL Wire Cloth carries two copper wires woven in the selvage. This identification mark is a warrant of quality and a guarantee of uniformity in weaving and manufacture.

For G & B PEARL does wear. The century old house of Gilbert & Bennett have a secret process of rust-proofing which is possessed by no other concern. That’s why imitations of PEARL are inferior and you get most for your money by insisting on the real article.

No-sag, no bag, screens that look well—stay clean—are easy on the eyes and so far outwear painted and galvanized wires that there can be no comparison—that’s what PEARL offers YOU.

Quality dealers everywhere sell “PEARL”—the quality screening. Ask your retailer or write us for literature if door, window or porch screening interests you this Spring.

We have a Dealer in your town. See him or write us for our proposition to assist you in securing screen jobs. Address: Dept. J.

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.
New York Georgetown, Conn. Chicago Kansas City, Mo.

G & B PEARL is made in two weights—regular and extra heavy
The best Hardware Dealer in your city sells “PEARL”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Southern Lumber Co.</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffith Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardin Lavin Co.</td>
<td>132-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Sales Co.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Specialties Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Lead Pencil Co.</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Saw Mill Machinery Co.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Sheet &amp; Tin Plate Co.</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American V-Ray Prism Co.</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor Concrete Stone Co.</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor Hardware Co.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankya Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor Iron Works</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor Roofing Co.</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt Ready Roofing Co.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Engineering Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Co., Inc., F. C.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes Co., W. F. &amp; S.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett Co., A. L.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrell Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaver Board Companies</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckmann Co., The</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckman Davenport Roofing Co.</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckwith Co., The</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berger Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>23-146-147-153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Co., The Philip</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop &amp; Co., Geo. H.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brite Mortor Waterproof Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blystone Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bommer Bros.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Brick Tile &amp; Paving Co.</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootstuck Steel Lath Co.</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston Furniture Works</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyle Co., John.</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Brothers</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buck Bros.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Material Exhibit</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuber, Samuel</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell Co., W. E.</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell Mfg. Co., A. O.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calumnoo &amp; Co., A. O.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambria Foundry &amp; Machine Co.</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonordum Co.</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Mfg. Co., S. T.</td>
<td>107-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cereit Waterproofing Co.</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. F. Co.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chappell Co., Waywell</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Bartlett)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Builders Specialties Co.</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Machinery Exchange</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Spring Belt Co.</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chorlton Co.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chippewa Foundry &amp; Machine Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay Products Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton Metallic Print Co.</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colquitt, W. F.</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort Chemical Closet Co.</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornerstone Foundry &amp; Machine Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbin, P. F.</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crofton &amp; Deshler Products Co.</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curticeh Metal Roofing Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent Machine Co.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtiss Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahl Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deming Co.</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deming’s Tool &amp; Machine Co.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devos &amp; Raymonds Co.</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Metal Weatherstrip Co.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diddie, L. F.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietzgen Co., Eugene</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiStato &amp; Sons, Henry</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunn &amp; Co., W. E.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fay &amp; Egan Co., J. A.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flinstkote Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galloway Co., Wm.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geler &amp; Bluhm</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Fireproofing Co.</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Fireproofing Co.</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Fireproofing Co.</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert &amp; Bennett Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillette Watch Co.</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodall Pratt Co.</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids Hardware Co.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN BUILDER</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern Steel &amp; Iron Co.</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novo Engine Co.</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Typewriter Co.</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, C. L.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peerless Blue Print Co.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Wallboard Co.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redford Architectural Co.</td>
<td>156-157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsae Concrete Machinery Co.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsae Lesech Co.</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehm Hardware Co.</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic Iron Works Co.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards Wilcox Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson Cabinet Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock City Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roedel &amp; Paro Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Ventilator Co.</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Door Hanger Co.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samson Cordage Works</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarnoff &amp; Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargent &amp; Co.</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargeard &amp; Perlz Co.</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schott &amp; Son, L. A.</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedgwick Machine Works</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewer Pipe Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaffer Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaler Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheldon Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelden State Co., P. C.</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwood, W. L.</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherman Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shugrue &amp; Johnson</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skillard Elevator Co.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Tool Co.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Window Fixture Dept.</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanton Sheet Co.</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, E. C.</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Harry C.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith &amp; Heald Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Smith, Co., The T. L.</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solingh Bell Roof Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Cypress Mfrs. Assn.</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Pipe Assn.</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speidel, J. G.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Paint &amp; Varnish Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Screen Co.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Stack &amp; Supply Co.</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Redwood Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Screen Co.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Rule &amp; Level Co.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanher Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starrett &amp; Co., L. S.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Flooring Co.</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Foundry Co.</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stover Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stowell Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan Co., Jas.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltic Metal &amp; Roofing Co.</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse Twist Drill Co.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Mfg. Co., Jas. L.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toledo Electric Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity A Machine Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trussed Concrete Steel Co.</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vauhn &amp; Bushnell Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigo American Clay Co.</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigo American Clay Co.</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, J. D.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo Cement Machinery Corp.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedell &amp; Boers Co.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West &amp; Sons</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whisler, John</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whisler &amp; Greer Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Co., David</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Co., I. J.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman &amp; Pine Bureau</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman Window Corp.</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson &amp; Strong Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williaman Heat Co.</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witte Engine Works</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiret Engraves Works</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright Wire Co.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS**

Forms for the February number of the American Builder will close promptly on January 15. New copy, changes and orders for omissions of advertisements must reach our business office, 1827 Prairie Ave., Chicago, not later than the above date. If new or altered advertisements are not received by the 15th of the month preceding date of publication the publishers reserve the right to repeat last advertisement on all unexpired contracts.
Eveready Saw Rig
A strong and handy portable mill. It joints, bores, sands, rip-saws, cross cuts, jig saws, rabbets, bevels, mitres, tenons, and grinds. A quality rig at a moderate price.

Oshkosh Back Filler
A practical back filler that does the work of from 20 to 30 men and only requires three men for operation. A self-tractor—moving forward as the fill is made. It will work where a team can’t work.

Oshkosh Trench Pump
A rubber diaphragm pump operated by a 2 H. P. gasoline engine. Will run a ten-hour day without attention and guaranteed to have sufficient power. Furnished on skids, or trucks, as desired.

Service —
WHEN SERVICE IS NEEDED —
After The Sale

The man who gets the next big contract is the man who finished his last job on time. But accidents are bound to happen—and a broken sprocket may mean having your men idle for days—a faulty job—a paralyzed contract—unless you can get immediate repairs. You will want a new part—and want it quick. You can get it quick if you own an

LOW LOADING MIXER

Oshkosh service—sure, speedy, obliging—stands firmly behind every Oshkosh sale. Phone your dealer if you need repairs.

The OSHKOSH Low Loading Mixer is built for long service—sturdy, efficient, rapid—it will deliver two batches per minute—and do it ten hours per day—or more. It loads easily, direct from a wheelbarrow and discharges directly into a wheelbarrow—a real saving of time and labor.

A letter will bring descriptive catalog on this or any of the other Oshkosh products shown on this page. There is an Oshkosh quality machine for every need.

RANSOME-LEACH COMPANY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
OSHKOSH, WIS. DUNELLEN, N. J. READING, PA.
The Two Features That Cinch The Sale

You know that the nearer you come to carrying exactly what your customers want, the bigger your sales are bound to be.

The two big, new, added features on STAR Barn Equipment have been in use long enough to demonstrate that they "cinch the sale" every time our Dealers show them.

The STAR ALIGNMENT DEVICE instantly—by the simple turn of a lever—lengthens or shortens the cow bed. Takes about the same time that it does to lock a stanchion. Compare this exclusive STAR feature with the slow, laborious methods used on other stalls.

Then there is the STAR CURB CLAMP—by its aid the barn owner can set a stall in sixty seconds. No templates or anchor setting— the curb can be finished up with the rest of the concrete work.

On top of these new and exclusive features, STAR BARN EQUIPMENT has more practical advantages to offer than any other equipment made. The Unit Stall construction—the extra strong Giant STAR Stanchion with its One Hand Lock, Wood Lining and Easy Adjustment—but what's the use of trying to tell it all here?

Write for a free copy of the "How Book" for contractors, and send us a list of the farmers who are going to build or remodel barns in your vicinity. Write today—

HUNT, HELM, FERRIS & COMPANY

Main Office and Factory, 14 Hunt St., Harvard, III.

The STAR Alignment Device

Our new feature—the STAR Alignment Device—is a revolutionary improvement in stall construction.

By its aid you can instantly, with the simple turn of a lever, lengthen or shorten the cow bed.

And it takes no longer to make the adjustment than it does to lock a stanchion.

This feature exclusive with the STAR.

The STAR Curb Clamp

This exclusive STAR feature is pronounced by barn owners everywhere, the greatest single improvement ever made in steel stall construction.

And—it is exclusive with the STAR. Done away with templates and anchor setting and enables you to finish up your curb with the rest of the concrete work.

When the stalls arrive, drop them in place, tighten the draw bolts of the STAR Curb Clamp and the job is done. With the STAR Curb Clamp you can "set a stall in sixty seconds" and do it right.
Mr. Contractor

Mr. Jones of your neighborhood has recently bought his new car. Have you sold him his garage hardware equipment? If you have not why not get busy and write his order for the needed hardware.

Every car has to have a home.

This means profit to you. Customers will be pleased to learn of the great efficiency of National Garage Hardware.

Successful Contractors have learned to specialize on National. The National combination sliding and swinging garage door equipment is the easiest working set on the market. No binding or friction.

They are low priced. They economize time—labor—money—space and materials. The National Hardware "is the only." Have you received your copy of our large illustrated catalog? If not, write for it at once.

Write today for Catalog

National Mfg. Company
Sterling, Ill.